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NO PAPER 1

HISTORY OF AND RELATIONS BETWEEN THE HOUSES

A. The Origins of Responsible Government: The Western Australian

Legislative Council 1832-1890

1.1 The Government of Western Australia Act, which was enacted by the

British Parliament in 1829, enabled a legislature of three or more

persons to be set up to make "all necessary laws and to constitute all

necessary Courts for the peace, order and good government of the

settlement".l

1.2 The first Legislative Council of Western Australia met on

7 February 1832, two years and eight months after the arrival of the

first settlers at Swan River. The Governor, Captain James Stirling, and

four other officials set out to discharge the functions entrusted to them

by the Act. All legislation, however, was ini tiated by the Governor who

had the power to veto bills passed by the Council, or to reserve assent

and refer them to the British Government. 2 .

1.3 In 1839, four unofficial members (i.e.; Colonists appointed by the British

Government at the Governor's request) were appointed to the

Legislative Council by Governor John Hutt as one of his first official

acts. A fifth official member was added in 1847 and a sixth in 1852.

1

2

10 Geo IV c 22

B K de Garis: Poli tical Tutelage 1829-1870, in C T Stannage (ed):
A New History of Western Australia (UWA Press, 1981) p 304
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1.4 In 1850, an Act for the government of the Australian Colonies was

passed by the British Parliament. 3 The Western Australian provisions of

the Act provided that the Colony under certain conditions could

establish a Legislative Council that should be one-third nominee and

two-thirds elected. The conditions precedent were that this concession

should be asked for by at least one-third of the householders in the

Colony and that the Colonists should be prepared to defray all expenses

of the governmentout of the Colony's revenue. It was the second

condition, according to J S Battye,4 which prevented the Western

Australian settlers from taking advantage of the concession. Though

they ardently desired representative government, they felt that they

were not in a posi tion to bear the whole cost of it. 5

1.5 In the 1860s the political life of the Colony was dominated by talk of

poli tical change,6 but in 1865 when a peti tion was presented to the

Council that fulfilled the first condi tion of the 1850 Imperial Act, 7

members of the Council were not yet prepared to concede the full

request of the peti tioners. 8

In 1867 the Colony was divided into six districts and elections were

held, the successful candidates being nominated to the Council as

unofficial members by the Governor. 9

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

13 and 14 Vict c 59

J S Battye: Western Australia: A History from its Discovery to the
Inauguration of the Commonwealth (UWA Press,1978)

Ibid p 216

de Garis: supra n 2 p 323

Supra n 3

Proc Legislative Council, 18 August 1865 (Inquirer 23 August 1865). See
also Battye: Western Australia p 276

See de Garis: supra n 2 p 324
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On 23 May 1870, a bill was introduced providing for a Council of

eighteen, of whom twel ve were to be elected, three to be nominated

and three official members. The bill was passed 10 and the New

Legislati ve Council met for the first ti me on 5 December 1870.11

1.6 During the period of representative government, the number of Council

mem bers was increased on three occasions.12

In 1874 the number of Councillors was increased to twenty-one of which

seven were nominated. 13 It was further raised in 1882 to twenty-four

members which included eight nominees. 14 The last change came in

1886 when membership was increased to twenty-six, nine of whom were

nominees.15 The seventeen elected members came from fifteen

electoral districts, two members coming from both Perth and

Fremantle.

1.7 To qualify for election to the Council at this ti me required the

possession of one thousand pounds freehold property. The qualification

of electors was fifty pounds freehold or ten pounds household, or the

lease of Crown land to the same amount of annual rental. 16

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

33 Vict No 13

Battye: supra n 4 p 284-285

See The Western Australian Parliamentary Handbook (Lo th ed) 1980
(hereinafter referred to as 'wA Parliamentary Handbook') pp 11-12

37 Vict No 22

46 Vict No 24

50 Vict No 10

WA Parliamentary Handbook p 12
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1.8 Representative parliamentary government saw the advent of the move

towards responsible government in the Council but "for some years, the

Colonial Office turned a deaf ear to Western Australian clamour for the

latter largely on the ground that a colony with such a small population

should not be entrusted with sale powers of disposal of its vast vacant

land",17

1.9 In 1887 a resolution in favour of responsible government was passed by

an al most unani mous vote of the Legislative Council and the Governor

was requested to take the necessary steps to carry out the wishes of

that Chamber. 18 In January 1889, a general election took place "in

order that the constituencies might have an opportunity of expressing

their views on the question of the new Constitution".l9

When the new Legislative Council re-assembled, it passed a second

resolution, without a single dissentient vote, asking for full

self-government, and at its second session, considered and passed a bill

on 5 April to give effect to its resol ution, 20

17

18

19

20

F R Beasley: The Legislative Council in Western Australia -
Res Judicatae, Vol 3 1946 p 150

Western Australian Parliamentary Debates (hereinafter referred to as
'WAPD' Vol 12 (1887) P 84

Sir John Kirwan: A Hundred Years of the Legislative Council of
Western Australia: 1832-1932 (1932) p 19

WAPD Vol 15 (1889) Second Reading Debate p 22, Third Reading
p 247
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1.10 The granting of full self-government to the Colony was, according to

Battye, due largely to the efforts of Council Member,

Mr Stephen Henry Parker, the "acknowledged leader of the

movement".21 On 23 March 1888, Parker had moved a series of

resolutions in the Council in relation to the proposed Constitution Bill

that was to be drafted. 22

1.11 One of the resolutions was that "The Constitution of the Colony should

from the first, provide for the establishment of a second Chamber".23

The object of proposing a second Chamber was for that Chamber to act

as a check upon hasty action on part of the more popular Legislative

Assembly. It was also argued that the people's representatives had in

mind the adoption of a constitution similar to those prevailing in

neighbouring Australian colonies. They had no idea of asking for

anything new. 24 This resolution was passed by the Council.

1.12 Parker also proposed that there should be a method of overcoming

disputes between the two Houses: "In view of persistent differences of

opinion disclosing themsel ves between the Legislative Chambers, it is

highly desirable that definite provision be made for peaceable and final

settlement of disputes and, at the same time, for preserving the

co-ordinate powers and equal authority of the two Houses in the passing

of laws".25 While this resolution did not suggest any particular method

of overcoming deadlocks, Parker supported the method proposed by

Governor Broome:

21 J S Battye: supra n 4 p 311

22 WAPD Vol 13 (1888) P 220

23 Ibid

24 Ibid P 240

25 Ibid P 260
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"Other means of preventing deadlocks had been suggested; but

on the whole he could not help thinking that this suggestion •.•

was the best one which had been brought to his notice. His

resolution, however, did not commit the House to adopt this

method of avoiding deadlocks; the resolution simply affirmed the

desirability of providing some means for doing so.,,26

26

1.12.1

Ibid p 262

The method proposed by Governor Broome was

contained in a despatch of the Governor to the

Secretary of State for the Colonies, Sir H. T. Holland,

dated 12 July 1887, and recommended "that the

Legislative Council have power to reject anything in

the nature of a "tack", or item involving some

political measure to which the Upper House object,

added to a money bill by the House of Assembly,

which should have power however, but only by a two

thirds majority, and after an interval of at least eight

months, to pass and send to the Governor, without

consent of the Legislative Council, a separate bill

containing the measure objected to. This method of

obviating deadlock has been suggested by high

authority, and I would propose to adopt it in Western

Australia".27 In com mending this suggestion to the

House, Parker said he presumed that the "high

27 Governor Broome to Sir H T Holland, 12 July 1887 - WA Votes and
Proceedings of Parliament 1887-1888 No 137. Also quoted at WAPD Vol
13 (1888) p 261
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authority" referred to by the Governor was the

former Premier of Victoria, Mr James Service, who

had in 1880 unsuccessfully attempted to introduce

such a measure into the Victorian Parliament. 28

1.12.2 The Secretary of State did not agree with the

Governor's proposal, replying that "the occasional but

temporary inconvenience of a deadlock between the

two Houses, great as it is at the time, may work its

own cure by inducing a spirit of moderation and

mutual concession on the next occasion of a dispute

and such disputes may be expected to recur at longer

intervals in proportion as the Colony increases in

wealth and population, and in political experience".29

1.13 In support of the Governor's proposal, Parker argued that "the main

object of an Upper House was not to interpose obstacles in the way of

legislation, but by preventing the passing of a measure which they

consider inj urious to public interests - to give the people an opportunity

of reconsidering the measure as passed by their representati ves in the

Assembly. This they would be able to do under the proposed system of

settling differences between the two Houses".30

28

29

30

WAPD Vol 13 (1888) p 261. See also Background Paper 5,"Deadlock
Provisions in the Other States and the Commonwealth" at para 5.5.3 for
Service's proposal.

Sir H T Holland to Governor Broome 3 January 1888 - WA Votes and
Proceedings 1887-1888 no 3

WAPD Vol 13 (1888) p 261
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1.14 Other Members of the Council showed little enthusiasm for Parker's

resol ution, or the Governor's proposal, being rel uctant to adopt so great

an "innovation of principleH,31 Like the Secretary of State, they

preferred to let the Colony work out its own future at the risk of some

friction, which they were sure would not be common. The resolution

was amended on the motion of Mr W E Marmion. He thought that

instead of sending a mere abstract proposition like that of Parker's,

something in the following form would meet the case:

"That this Council is in accord with the Right Honorable the

Secretary of State for the Colonies in the views expressed by hi m

in paragraphs 3, 4 and 5 of his Despatch no. 3 of January 3, 1888

to his Excellency the Governor and considers that, under the

proposed Constitution, the two Houses should 'have co-ordinate

powers and equal authori ty in the passing of laws,' thus following

'the precedents of older communitiesl,H32

l.15 It was further moved that the resolutions passed by the Council be

considered as instructions in drafting the Consti tution Bill. 33 The

Governor, with the assistance of the executive, then applied himself to

the task of drafting the Constitution Bill, which was formally

introduced into the Western Australian Legislative Council on

19 October 1888 and debated by the Council.

31

32

33

Sir H T Holland had used these words in his despatch to Broome, supra
n 29

WAPD Vol 13 (1888) p 266

Ibid P 274
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1.16 Though many clauses of the bill were "to some degree repugnant" to the

Colonists, they were accepted so as not to impede its passage through

the Imperial Parliament.34 However, the United Kingdom

Parliamentary session of 1889 ended without the Western Australian

Constitution Bill being passed into law due to strong resistance from the

House of Commons. This prompted the despatch of a delegation to

England in December of 1889 which Battye called "a very wise move on

the part of the Col onytl.35 The three delegates Parker,

Governor Broome and Sir Thomas Cockburn-Campbell - were subject to

a searching examination by a House of Commons Select Committee of

nineteen members which was "so ably met that much of the opposition

to the bill was dispelled tl• 36

1.17 The favourable report of the Select Committee proved too strong for

opposing forces to combat and the Western Australian Constitution Bill

passed its third reading in the House of Com mons on 3 July 1890, the

Royal Assent being given on 25 July 1890.37

1.18 The new Constitution had general outlines similar to those of the

Constitutions adopted by the other Australian Colonies in the 1850s.

Western Australia was still to be a British Colony, although an

internally autonomous one. 38 As in other Br-itish-style parliaments,

Ministers of the Crown were expected to hold office only while they

34

35

36

37

38

Battye: supra n 4 p 387

Ibid P 398

Ibid P 391

52 Vict No 23 (Enabling Act 53 and 54 and Vict c 26)

B K de Garis: Self-Government and the Evolution of Political Parties
1871-1911 in C.T. Stannage (ed): A New History of Western Australia
( UW A Press, 1981) p 337
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retained control of the Lower House, thus rendering the executive

branch of government 'responsible' to the legislature. Responsibility for

the administration of the colony passed from the Governor to the

Premier and Cabinet, although as representative of the Crown, the

Governor did retain impressive 'reserve' powers. 39

1.19 The Constitution Act 1889 made provision for the establishment of a

Legislative Council and a Legislative Assembly to make laws for "the

peace order and good government of the colonY",40 the former to

consist of fifteen members nominated in the first instance by the

Governor and the latter of thirty members elected by the people. The

first Council was to last for six years or until the population of the

Colony reached si xty thousand. On the occurrence of ei ther event, the

Council was to become elective. 41 For this purpose, the Colony would

be divided into five provinces, each returning three members. For the

Assembly, the Colony was to be divided into thirty districts and those

possessing freehold property to the value of one hundred pounds or

leasehold to the value of ten pounds were entitled to vote. 42 Franchise

for Council electors was to be li mi ted to freeholders of two hundred

pounds capital value, or to leaseholders of thirty pounds annual

value.43 To qualify for membership of either House required possession

of freehold property to the value of five hundred pounds or the annual

value of fifty pounds.44

39

40

41

42

43

44

Ibid

52 Vict No 23 (hereinafter referred to as 'The Consti tution Act')

Constitution Act 1889 Part III

Ibid section 39. See also Battye: Western Australia pp 394-395

Ibid

Ibid sections 18, 19
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1.20 On 21 October 1890, the Imperial Act was proclaimed and Western

Australia "witnessed the consummation of many years of waiting".45

B. Responsible Government to Federation - Early Relations between the

Houses: 1890-1901

1.21 The first election of the Legislative Assembly of Western Australia

under self-government was held in December 1890. All candidates

stood as 'freelances' since there were neither parties nor leaders to

define the issues. 46 On 22 December of that year, John Forrest, as the

first Premier of Western Australia, was commissioned by Governor Sir

William Robinson to form a ministry.

1.22 In the other Australian colonies, the early years of self-government had

been marked by ministerial instability with governments rising and

falling at frequent intervals due to the absence of disciplined parties

and the difficulty of maintaining a parliamentary majority. In Western

Australia, however, the Forrest Government endured for a full decade

with "the only serious opposition to the Government coming from the

nominated Legislative Council".47 Though Forrest had not expected

trouble from the nominated members, whom he knew well, they proved

to be a very conservative body, fully prepared to throw out Government

measures. 48

45

46

47

48

Battye: supra n 4 p 396

de Garis: supra n 38 p 337

Ibid P 340

Ibid
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With regard to relations between the Houses, in Professor F R Beasley's

view, "It was assumed at the ti me of adoption of the Consti tuti on that

the Legislative Council would observe the conventions then established

as to the powers of the House of Lords in regard to money matters". 49

To some extent those conventions were translated into law by section

66 of the Constitution Act 1889 which provided that:

"All bills for appropriating any part of the Consolidated Revenue

Fund, or for imposing, altering or repeating any rate, tax, duty,

or impost, shall originate in the Legislative Assembly".50

1.24 The Constitution Act further authorized the Council, and the Assembly,

each to frame its own standing rules and orders. 51 The Standing Orders

of the House of Commons were followed until 1891 when new Standing

Orders were framed and approved by both Houses, though no radical

departures by the Council and the Assembly from the Commons' model

were made. 52 The Assembly and the Council adopted the following

general rule:

"In all cases not provided for hereinafter or by sessional or other

orders, resort shall be had to the rules, forms and practice of the

Commons House of the Imperial Parliament of Great Britain and

49

50

51

52

Beasley: supra n 17 p 151: The financial powers of the House of Lords
at that time were limited by the ancient 'rights and privileges' of the
House of Com mons. For details of the restrictions on the Lords' right
to amend money Bills see Erskine May: Parliamentary Practice,
20th edn (Butterworths, London, 1983) pp 847-857

NB: section 66 of the Constitution Act 1889 was repealed in 1934

Constitution Act 1889 section 34

Ralph Gore: The Western Australian Legislative Council 1890-1970:
Aspects of a House of Review [Unpublished MA Thesis, UWA 1975] P 56
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Ireland which shall be followed as far as can be applied to the

proceedings of this House".53

1.25 It has been sugggested that by accepting this rule, some restriction was

automatically placed on rights that the Council could claim over the

Assembly on financial matters. British precedents on financial

legislation heavily favoured the House of Commons against the House of

Lords. However, the nominated Council soon gave notice that it did not

intend to strictly observe the English parliamentary conventions.54

1.25.1

1.25.2

The 1891 Loan Bill marked the first major dispute

between the Houses. The Council made amendments

to the bill and clai med to be able to separate out

items in the bill, rather than treat it as a whole.

When the Assembly rejected the Council's right to do

this, the Council President, Sir Thomas Cockburn

Campbell, stated, "I think it would be more

convenient that we should look at the practice in the

neighbouring colonies rather than at Home as the

political circumstances... are more analogous to our

own than those of the U.K.,,55

The Council finally gave way on the Loan Bill of 1891

but nevertheless, "emerged from its first major

skirm ish with the Assembly unscathed".56

53

54

55

56

Standing Orders of the Legislative Council 1891 No 1

Gore: supra n 52 p 56. See also Erskine May: supra n 49

WAPD Vol 1 (1891) p 262

Gore supra n 52 p 61
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1.26 By 1893, due largely to the abnormal development of the goldfields, the

population of Western Australia had reached the sixty thousand required

to convert the Council into an elective body.57 There was a general

feeling that a nominee chamber was a bar to progress.58 This was in

spite of the experience of Victoria and South Australia, where the

Upper Houses, elected from the outset on a restrictive franchise, had

only been too ready to challenge money bills. 59

1.27 Accordingly the Constitution Act Amendment Bill 1893 was introduced

and passed in the Assembly.60 In the Council, however, it met with

opposition, "mainly through a desire, as the newspapers put it, to give

representation to 'land, sand, sheep and kangarooslf,. 61 The Assembly

declined to agree to amendments made by the Council and the bill was

referred to a Conference of Managers62 which failed to come to a

decision due to the Council insisting on its amendments. 63 The Report

of the Council Managers was considered by the Council in Committee,

where it was moved by Mr S H Parker, who had become Colonial

Secretary, that the Council no longer insist on its arnendrnents.P''

57

58

59

60

61

62

63

64

Constitution Act section 42

Battye: supra n 4 p 401

Gore supra n 52 p 3

57 Vict No 14. See WAPD Vol4 (1893) pp 68, 89, 337

Battye: supra n 4 p 401

See Background Paper 2, "Conferences of Managers"

WAPD Vol 5 (1893) P 1024

Ibid
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Parker's motion was adopted and the Assembly was informed that the

Council did not insist on its amendments.65 The bill was finally passed

in practically the same form as it had left the Assembly.66

1.28 The Legislative Council, as reconstituted by the Constitution Act

Amendment Act 1893 was to consist of twenty-one members elected

from seven provinces.67 Assembly membership was increased to thirty

three. Property qualifications for membership of either House were

abolished. However, the qualifying age for Council members was raised

to thirty. 68

Though manhood suffrage had been introduced for electors of the

Assembly, possession of property to the value of one hundred pounds

freehold or twenty-five pounds annual, or the lease of Crown land to the

value of ten pounds, remained a qualification for Council electors.69

1.29 The 1893 Act also contained a provision which, once it was part of the

Constitution, became "the source of the most protracted dispute

between the two Houses and soured consti tutional relations over many

years".7°

65

66

67

68

69

70

Ibid p 1025

Bat tye. supra n 4 pp 401-402. Battye refers to the disagreement being
solved by a 'catch-vote' in the Council

Section 4

Sections 6, 17

Sections 12, 21. See also Battye: supra n 4 p 402

Gore: supra n 52 p 65 Constitution Act Amendment Act 1893, section
23
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The clause had been proposed by Winthrop Hackett in

the Council and read:

"In the case of a proposed bill which according

to law must originate in the Legislative

Assembly, the Legislative Council may at any

stage return it with a message requesting the

omission or amendment of any items within,

and the Legislative Assembly may, if it thinks

fit, make such omissions and amendments, or

any of them with or without modifications".71

In the Assembly debate in 1893, several members

expressed the fear that the privilege of their House

was at stake but Forrest exercised the deciding

influence in having the clause passed into law.7 2

1.30 The first Council elections under Responsible Government were held in

July 1894 and al though there was considerable alteration in Council

personnel, Battye describes the new Council as a "cautious rather than a

progressiye Chamber: an advantage, perhaps at the ti me, as gold

discoveries were not altogether conducive to a sane and safe

outlook".73

71

72

73

WAPD Vol 3 (1892-93) p 621. (This was re-enacted as section 46 of the
Constitution Acts Amendment Act 1899 and is the present section
46(4).)

Gore: supra n 52 p 64

Battye: supra n 4 p 402
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1.31 The elected Council soon clashed with the Assembly over financial

matters. In 1894 the President of the Council allowed an amendment

which dealt with voting clauses in the Municipal Corporations Act

Amendment Bill 74 and in 1895, the Council used its amending procedure

on the Crown Suits Bill.75 Both the bills failed. Moves to reform the

Council with respect to plural voting, age qualification of members,

anomalous electoral distributions, franchise qualifications and the

securing of a deadlock resolving clause, also failed largely due to the

infl uence of Sir John Forrest. 76

1.32 The Consti tution Act Amendment Act 1896 increased the number of

Council provinces to eight, returning twenty-four members. The

number of Assembly districts was also increased to forty-four.7 7

1.33 The Colony was further divided by the Constitution Acts Amendment

Act 1899 into ten provinces, each returning three members to the

Council and fifty Assembly districts, each returning a single member.7 8

1.34 The Legislative Council's abili ty to affect major issues was seen over

the Federation question. In 1899 the Commonwealth Constitution Bill

had been referred to a Select Committee of both Houses of Parliament

which recommended changes to the bill be sought. Forrest proposed

that both the bill as it stood, and the bill as the Committee wished to

recommend it, be referred to the people but this proposal was rejected

by the Council. It has been suggested that "the delay caused by the

Council's actions did allow more bargaining time for the concessions

74

75

76

77

78

Gore: supra n 52 pp 65-66

Ibid: p 67. See also WAPD Vol. 8 (1895) P 1208

Gore: supra n 52 p 69

60 Vict No 18 sections 3, 4

63 Vict No 19 sections 5, 6, 18
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Western Australia wanted as the price for joining the Federal

compact. However, the facts of the case show that the Council was

denying a popular vote at a most cri~ical and inopportune time, and its

action led to secession moves on the Eastern Goldfields ll,79

1.35 The Commonwealth Constitution Bill without the Select Committee's

proposed amendments was finally submitted to the people of

Western Australia as it stood. It was accepted by an overwhelming

majority in July 1900 and Western Australia became an original State of

the Commonwealth of Australia on 1 January 1901.

The Development of Politics: 1901 - 1911

1.36 After Federation of the Australian Colonies, the Western Australian

Legislative Council found in the Senate, "a new area of Constitutional

reference".80 It was also this period that saw the development of

poli tical parties in the Assembly.

1.36.1 From 1890 to 1901, a party had been formed around

the first Premier, Sir John Forrest, backed by

squatting and farming interests.81

79

80

81

Gore: supra n 52 p 71

Ibid supra n 52 p 74

G C Bolton and A Mozley: The Western Australian Legislature 1890
1930 (ANU, 1961) P vii
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After 1901 the remnants of this 'Forrest Party' lost power and

waned into insignificance. The former Opposition, supported by

the Labor Party, still in its infancy, then formed a series of

ministries until 1904.82

1.37 In the years 1902-1904, the Council was subjected to an attempt to

curtail its powers by the Premier, Walter James, whose struggle to

enact three bills to this effect "dominated parliamentary proceedings

for several sessions with meagre results".83 James introduced two bills

in 1902 and 1903 containing what he considered to be suitable deadlock

resolving clauses but the Council refused to pass them.84 One view is

that, "on Consti tutional matters, Council-Assembly disputes in this

period are best understood as a contest at the House level rather than

as political party disputes between a Government and its Opposition". 85

1.38 The issues raised by the Audi t Bill of 1903 showed a growing divergence

in interpretation of section 46 of the Constitution Acts Amendment Act

1889 tha twas becom ing a feature of Council-Assembly financial

relations in this period. The Council amended, what the Assembly

regarded as a pure financial bill, at two different stages. The Speaker

of the Assembly, Sir J G Lee Steere, ruled that the "at any st aqe"

provision in the Constitution Acts Amendment Act, section 46,

82

83

Ibid: See also Table 1: State of
Assembly; C A Hughes and B D
South Australian, Western Australian
1890-1964 (Cabnerra ANU 1976)

de Garis: supra n 38 p 349

the Parties in the Legislative
Graham Voting for the
and Tasmanian Lower Houses

84

85

Constitution Act Amendment Bill 1902 WAPD Vol 22 (1902) pp
2806-2812 Constitution Act Amendment Bill 1903 WAPD Vol 24 (1903
1904) pp 334, 1281 and see Background Paper 4 for an outline of the
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indicated that amendments could be suggested at one time only and

backed his ruling with British precedent.86 The Council President,

S~r George Shenton, appealed more to Austr-alian precedent and said

that "at any stage" meant just that, and there could be multiple

amendment opportunities. 87

1.39 In the 1904 election, Henry Daglish defeated Premier James and formed

Western Australia's first Labor Government. This Government scarcely

lasted a year88 and James' successor, C H Rason, became the next

Premier at the head of the 'Ministerialist Party' (which was to become

officially known as the Liberal Party in 1911). David Black notes that

"although the term Liberal Party did not come into general use until

1911, on the Parliamentary level the Liberal Party can be said to have

developed by 1905 when, for the first time in the politics of the State,

there were two clearly opposed and fairly evenly balanced political

parties" In spite of this, the Parliamentary Parties of 1905 still lacked

close ties with an efficient and permanent extra parliamentary

organisation. 89

With respect to the Legislative Council, in the words of Bolton and

Mozley, the Council "claimed to be aloof from party politics, and it has

not been possible to affix any party labels to its members during this

period".90

86

87

88

89

90

Ibid p 78

Ibid

10 August 1904 - 25 August 1905

D Black: The Liberal Party, in R Pervan and C Sharman (eds): Essays
on Western Australian Politics (UW A Press, 1979) p 192

Bolton and Mozley: supra n 81 p viii
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1.40 Disagreements over money bills were frequent between 1906 and 1914.

In 1906 the Ministeralist Premier, Newton Moore, introduced legislation

to give effect to a comprehensive land tax scheme. "Council opposition

was almost sufficient to bring down the Government".91

1.40.1 The 1906 Land Tax Assessment Bill was amended by

the Council, whereupon the Assembly requested a

Conference. The request was not acceded to and the

Assembly resolved to make seven of the suggested

amendments and not to make four others. The bill

was returned to the Council where it was laid aside

for six months. Premier Moore, backed by all parties

in the Assembly and with the Government in serious

shortage of funds, presented the legislation again in

1907.

The Council again refused to compromise and Moore

went as far as tendering his resignation to the

Governor. He was persuaded to carryon and later in

1907, the bill was re-introduced under the title of

Land Tax and Income Tax Assessment Bill which

passed the Council but not before that House had won

"some important amendments lt
•
92

91

92

Gore: supra n 52 p 80

Ibid P 80-81. For details of the Council's amendments, see WAPD Vol
32 (1907) p 1765
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The 1906 Perth Town Hall Bill was returned by the

Council to the Assembly with one suggested

amendment to a finance clause. The Assembly

dissented and when the Council insisted on its

request, lithe Assembly Speaker, T F Quinlan, ruled

against the validity of pressing a request once made.

He stated that such a practice, if admitted by the

Assembly, would lay the onus for failure of all

legislation at the feet of the Assembly, whereas it

should rightfully be with the Council ".93

The Council rested on a different interpretation of

section 46 of the Consti tution Acts Amendment Act

and it has never agreed with this ruling of the

Speaker of the Assembly. The bill was not pursued.

However, the Standing Orders Committees of the

Council and Assembly agreed to meet in the

parliamentary recess before the 1907 session to see if

a compromise could be reached. Al though the

Committees met, a compromise was not achieved. 94

1.41 In 1907, the Council adopted revised Standing Orders similar to those of

the Australian Senate. "The implication of the Senate's Standing Orders

was that they would mirror closely the powers, privileges and

immunities of the Constitution. Where the Constitution was silent or

left matters open for interpretation, Standing Orders would be expected

to tend towards preserving or even strengthening the powers of the

Senate rather than serving to weaken or lessen them ll
•
95

93

94

95

Ibid P 81-82

Ibid p 83

Ibid p 84
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The preface to the Council's revised Standing Orders

read:

"It will be observed that the Standing Orders

have been recently revised by the Standing

Orders Committee of the Legislative Council

which so far as practical has adopted the

language of the Federal Senate".96

The General Rule concerning resort to House of

Commons' Rules97 was dropped from the Standing

Orders and a statement substituted which attested

that the Council could virtually choose its own source

of reference in any dispute with the Assembly.98 "In

following this the Council in W.A. made itself unique

amongst Legislative Councils in Australia; all others

retained at least lip service to the General Rule

relating to British practice".99

As far as the Assembly was concerned, the 1907

Council Standing Orders revision did not change

anything. However, it has been suggested that

Daglish's view that "no standing order can override

the Consti tution of the Parliament of Western

96

97

98

99

Standing Rules and Orders of the Legislative Council adopted 1.8.1907

Supra 1.24

See present Standing Orders of the Legislative Council - Standing
Order 2

Gore: supra n 52 p 86
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Australia,,100 ignored the fact that the Constitution

gave no direction either way on what should happen if

a request was not accepted and left wide open to

interpretation what might constitute a request made,

"at any stage" in a bill.101

1.42 In 1911, the Council franchise was lowered to the basic possession of a

fifty pound freehold estate or a seventeen pound annual rental

value.l° 2 No further change was made to the Council franchise until

1963.

D. The Period 1911-1924

1.43 The election of the Scaddan Labor Government in 1911 had far-reaching

implications for the Liberal Party since it "cleared the way for the

Liberal League to subsume those anti-Labor organisations that still

maintained an independent existence".103 Inter-House rivalry on

Constitutional questions that had existed to that date intensified with

the com ing to power of a Labor Government, though it has been argued

that "the Council's antagonism was understandable in view of the fact

that Labor Members espoused the abolition of the Council".l°4

100

101

102

103

104

The West Australian 13.8.1907

Gore: supra n 52 p 88

Constitution Acts Amendment Act 1911 section 2

D Black: Party Politics in Turmoil 1911-1924, in Stannage (ed)
pp 381-405 at p 381

Gore: supra n 52 p 91
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1.44 David Black comments that it is "important to measure the

achievements of the Scaddan Government against the considerable

quantity of its legislation wrecked by the Legislative Council, for in one

session alone the Legislative Council 'killed' twenty out of seventy-nine

Government bills. In these circumstances it is not surprising that the

Government's controversial establishment of several State-owned

business enterprises was only made possible by executive action".l°5

1.45 In 1913 the Labor Government introduced the Initiative and Referenda

Bill. The bill proposed that any peti tion supported by fifteen percent of

the voting population would have to be acted upon by the Parliament

and should the Council fail to give the bill resulting from the petition

Legislati ve effect, a popular referendum could be held.106 This

referendum, if successful, would see that bill passed regardless of the

Council's stand. The Council dismissed the Initiative and Referenda

Bill, on a motion that it be "read this day six months".l°7

1.46 During the early years of the Scaddan Government, the 'money bill'

question showed renewed life. 108 The Council had insisted on pressing

requests regarding amendments to clauses in The Agricultural Bank Bill

(1911), The State Hotels Bill, The Industrial Arbitration Bill and The

Workers' Compensation Bill (1912), and The Rights in Water and

Irrigation Bill (1913).109

105

106

107

108

109

Black: supra n 103 p 383

The relevant provisions of the Bill are included in Background Paper 4,
'Bills Introduced into the Western Australian Parliament containing
Provisions concerning Deadlocks or Disagreements.'

WAPD Vol 68 (1913) P 4038

'Money Bill' is used throughout this Paper in its 'widest sense' as defined
by Erskine May: "In its widest sense it means a bill the main purpose of
which is to impose a charge upon public funds or to impose a charge
upon the people." Erskine May supra n 49 p 856

Gore: supra n 52 p 93
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The Speaker of the Assembly, M F Troy, ruled that the Council were not

within their rights in pressing amendments to the 1913 Rights in Water

and Irrigation Bill. 11 0 However, the Council pointed out that its own

Orders clearly endorsed pressed requests and the Constitution did not

specifically rule against this. "The Council's counter-attack was given

some am m uni tion in that the Assembly had on occasions allowed a

pressed request and had thus set its own precedent ll
•
ll1

1.47 Both the Council and the Assembly elections of 1914 saw the beginning

of the end to the two party system when the parliamentary arm of the

Western Australian Farmers and Settlers' Association,112 the Country

Party, returned two members to the Council and eight members to the

Assembly.1 13

1.48 In January 1915, a Joint Select Committee of both Houses was

appointed after the following motion, which originated in the

Legislative Council, was passed:

"That in order to maintain the harmonious relations between the

two Houses necessary in the interests of public business, it is in

the opinion of this House advisable that the Standing Orders

Committee of both Houses should meet and confer with a view to

framing Joint Standing Orders to assist in overcoming the

110

III

112

113

WAPD Vol 68 (1913) pp 3927, 4093 and 4113

Gore: supra n 52 at p 94 points out that the Assembly allowed pressed
requests in the 1912 Rights in Water and Irrigation Bill and the 1913
Fremantle Improvement Bill without reference to House privilege.

After 1920 the Primary Producers Association

L Lay man: The Country Party: Rise and Decline, in Pervan and
Sharman (eds) p 159
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present differences between the two Houses in regard to money

bills and if necessary, to recommend an amendment of the

Constitution with that object".114

1.48.1 The Com mittee of both Houses met in the 1914-1915

recess and reported on 25 February 1915, but

members were unable to come to any satisfactory

agreement.1l5 In August 1915, a further Joint Select

Com mit tee was appointed on the following resolution

which originated in the Legislative Assembly:

"That in view of the report of the Select

Committee appointed last session to confer

with a Committee of the Legislative Council

as to the fram ing of Joint Standing Orders

with regard to the procedure on money bills,

by which report it appears that the Committee

were unable to arrive at any satisfactory

conclusion, a Select Committee be appointed

to inquire into the best means of overcoming

the present differences between the two

Houses in regard to such bills and that the

Legislative Council be requested to appoint a

similar Committee to confer with the

Committee of this House on this subject".l16

114

115

116

WAPD Vol 50 (1915) P 729

Ibid p 1792

WAPD Vol 51 (1915) p 350
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In October 1915, the report was presented to the

Council and the Assembly.1l7 The Committee

agreed tha t:

(i) the present posi tion with regard to

money bills had resulted in constant

friction between the two Houses and

urgently required a remedy; and

(ii) the cause of the friction was section 46

of the Constitution Acts Amendment

Act, 1899 in that it left uncertain

whether requests made by the Council

could be repeated, and it applied equally

to all clauses in all bills in which any

financial provisions were found.

The Committee recommended the repeal of section

46 and its report contained a draft bill which

proposed "a si mple and well defined procedure".l 18

However, the proposal of the Assembly Members of

the Committee that the Council be debarred from

insisting upon amendments to financial clauses was

not agreed to by the Council Members of the

Com mittee, who took the view that all clauses in

such bills should be equally open to amendment. It

was left to the two Houses to work out for

themselves the disputed point on which their

117

118

Report of the Select Committees of the Legislative Council and
Legislative Assembly respectively - appointed to inquire into the
Procedure on Money Bills, in WA Votes and Proceedings of Parliament
1915 Vol II, Paper A5

Ibid P 4
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respective Committees Members could not agree, and

"both the Council and the Assembly in the final

analysis were unwilling to take any risk in seeking a

final solution to their difficulties".11 9 Consequently,

the issue lay dormant until 1919.

1.49 The Assembly general election of 1917, which took place in the

aftermath of the conscription controversy, saw a further reorganisation

of the parties. Most of the Liberals had gone into the New Nationalist

Party (identified with the Federal Nationalist Party under W M Hughes),

which assumed office in an 'uneasy coalition' with the Country Party

and the National Labor Party, the latter of which had split from the

Labor Party over the conscription issue.l 20

1.50 In 1919 the non-Labor Lefroy Government sponsored a bill to amend the

Consti tution Act.121 The bill proposed to reopen the money bill inquiry

based on the findings of the 1915 Joint Select Committee but also

contained a number of amendments. Although the 1919 bill was

supported by all parties in the Assembly, it had to be laid aside in the

Council for want of an absolute majority.l 22

1.51 The proposals of the Committee were re-introduced by the Constitution

Acts Amendment Bill of 1921, this time without the amendments of

1919.

119

120

121

122

Gore: supra n 52 p 99

Bolton and Mozley: supra n 81 p viii

Constitution Act Amendment Bill 1919

WAPD Vol 61 (1919) pp 1873 - 74
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Introduced by the Mitchell Nationalist Government,

the bill aimed to give the Council stated powers to

initiate legislation where only pecuniary amounts

were invol ved. In the past, money bills had been lost

when the Assembly challenged the right of the

Council to initiate measures where small fees or

charges were involved. 123

The bill also proposed to delete existing clauses and

insert new provisions which reproduced almost

verbatim sections 53-56 of the Commonwealth

Constitution. When the amending bill was before the

Assembly, a further clause was adopted which had no

counterpart in the Federal Constitution:

"If the Legislative Assembly refuses to make

h .. d 124 thany sue omissions or amen ments e

Legislative Council shall not be entitled to

repeat, press or insist thereon. It

The bill passed the Assembly but met strong

opposition from Council Members who were "loath to

give up their cherished 'pressed request' claims",125

Members of the Assembly asserted that the Joint

123

124

125

Gore: supra n 52 p. 102, Examples of such Council-initiated measures:

The 1918 General Loan and Inscribed Stock Bill
The 1920 Land Tax and Income Tax Bill
The 1920 Nurses Registration Bill; and
The 1920 Stallions Bill

Le., in a money bill

Gore: supra n 52 p 102
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Select Committee of 1915 had agreed to that clause

but the Council replied that if its representatives had

in fact done so, they had exceeded their

instructions.l 26 The Council insisted on the deletion

of the clause and in order to save the bill, the

Assembly accepted the deletion.

The words of one of the Members of the Council

described the significance of the amendment:

"It is true that the Legislative Council may not

amend what is known as a money bill; but we

can suggest amendments, which is

substantially the same thing.,,127

That the Assembly had agreed not to insist upon

ruling against such practice weakened its case in the

future to clai m that pressed requests were not lawful.

A limitation was, however, placed on the powers of

the Council by a provision in the Amending Act which

stated:

"The Legislative Council may not amend any

bill so as to increase any proposed charge or

burden on the people".1 28

126

127

128

Beasley: supra n 17 p 152

WAPD Vol 65 (1921-22) p 1653

The present section 46(3) of the Constitution Acts Amendment Act
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1.52 Within two months of the passing of the Constitution Acts Amendment

Act of 1921, the Council began to assert itself in regard to money

bills. 129

It has been suggested that in the Mitchell period, "Council Members

proved conclusively ••. that they were independent of party when House

pri vilege and Consti tutional issues affecting the Council were

raised.,,130

1.52.1

1.52.2

In 1922, it was moved in the Council by the

Hon J J Holmes (an adm itted supporter of the

Nationalist Government on most matters) that the

Annual Appropriation Bill be deferred for six

months. 13 1

The motion was defeated only on the casting vote of

the President of the Council and the bill then

received "grudging assent".132

The 1923 Land Tax and Income Tax Bill proposed a

super tax on land values and the Council requested

amendments to it to seek exemptions and changes.

The Assembly refused to accept the proposed

amendments and though it agreed to a Conference,

instructed its Managers to make no concessions.

129

130

131

132

Beasley: supra n 17 p 152

Gore: supra n 52 p 106

WAPD Vol 67 (1922) pp 2890-94

Beasley: supra n 17 p 152
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The Conference failed to reach agreement but the

Council, in the face of the Assembly's determined

attitude, then agreed to no longer press its

amendments and the bill was passed.1 33

E. Labor Dominance of the Assembly: 1924-1947

1.53 In the early 1920'st the Country Party had showed signs of becoming the

dominant party in non-Labor politics.l34 However, in 1923 that party

divided into the 'Ministerial' Country Party and the 'Official' Country

Party,135 the latter being independent of the coalition. Bolton and

Mozley suggest that these 'fissions' made for a Labor victory in the 1924

elections.136

1.54 The Labor Government, led by Premier Philip Collier, soon introduced

the Land Tax and Income Tax Bill 1924 and the Council, as in the

previous year, requested amendments.l 37 A Conference took place, but

on this occasion, the Assembly did not give its Managers definite

instructions to stand their ground. As a result, certain concessions were

made by the Assembly which have since been regarded as a precedent

133

134

135

136

137

WAPD Vol 69 (1923) pp 2021, 2081, 2105

Bolton and Mozley: supra n 81 p viii. Also see figures for the 1921
Assembly elections - Table 1

Also known as the 'Majority' Country Party and the 'Executive' Country
Party

Bolton and Mozley: supra n 81 p viii

Supra 1.52.2
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supporting the clai ms of the Council that its last word has not been said

when it has made a request for amendment and that request has been

refused.l 38

1.55 The Collier Government "continued to associate its cause with

Assembly privilege which it felt had been betrayed by Mitchell in favour

of the Council",139 The Council was prepared to pass developmental

and rural orientated measures but resisted attempts at reform, Labor's

policy of aboli tion of the Council at this ti me was questioned as to

whether it was "more political window dressing than heartfelt

principle",140

David Black comments: "A hostile Upper House provided the

Government with a useful scapegoat, even if one must regard as

apocryphal Collier's oft-quoted rem ark 'Thank God for the

Legislative Council,,,.141

1.56 In 1924 the Council revised its Standing Orders in line with the

Constitution Acts Amendment Act 1921. Included in the revision was

the power in the present Legislati ve Council Standing Order 289

authorising the Council to press requested amendments and to request a

Conference on bills which that House may not amend,142

138

139

140

141

142

Beasley: supra n 16 p 153

Gore: supra n 52 p 106
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J B Roberts: Paper presented for the Information of Members on the
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A statement by the President of the Council, Hon J W Kirwan, ended all

speculation as to where the Council looked for guidance:

"The analogy, if it ever existed, between the Legislative Council

and the House of Lords in relation to the other House of the

Legislature, certainly does not exist any longer. The position

now in relation with the Assembly, under our Constitution, is

identical with the position of the Senate in its relationships with

the House of Representatives in respect to money bills.,,143

1.57 The significance of this statement was made even more clear when the

Council amended the Licensing Act Amendment Bill 1924 to change a

one pound fee to four pounds. The Assembly claimed that this

consti tuted an "increase of the burden on the peopl e", The "burden"

clause was on this occasion used to limit the degree to which the

Council could interfere with financial provisions in bills144 and

prompted the Hon A Lovekin in the Council to seek the advice of the

Clerk of the House of Commons, Sir Howard D'Eqvill e, a prominent

constitutional authority.

1.57.1 D'Egville1s reply145 pointed out that the clause could

be invoked both to the benefit and detriment of the

Council. He was of the opinion that the Council

Lords analogy applied in as far as the Lords had been

allowed to propose changes in incidental charges

143

144

145

WAPD Vol 70 (1924) p 104, ci ted by Gore supra n 52 p 108

Gore: supra n 52 p 108

Correspondence and Opinion of Sir Howard D'Egville as to Contracts
with the Crown and the Right of the Legislative Council regarding
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when they applied to local and sectional funds and to

this extent, supported the Council's stand on the

Licensing Bill.

However, he also pointed out that the measures

gi ving rise to Bri tish precedents in favour of the

Lords had originated from the actions of private

members, not from a ministry with a majority vote to

back it. This turned the tide in favour of the

Assembly where the Government was expected to

back the collection of fees and stand guarantor until

they were collected.l46

D'Egville's opinion did little to solve the points held in

dispute between the Houses; though it did confirm

that the Council had a good case to follow at the

Australian Federal level and was right in amending

bills dealing with sectional funds for local purposes.

For the Assembly, the 'burden' clause now emerged as

a weapon to restrain Council action on financial

legi sla tion.l 47

1.58 No direct action was taken with respect to D'Egville's opinion and the

problem lay dormant until 1927 when the Land Tax and Income Tax Bill

of that year was the subject of a requested amendment by the Council.

The Council claimed the amendment was legitimate as it had the effect

of reducing rather than increasing the 'burden on the people,.148 When

146

147

148

See Gore's analysis of D'Egville's opinion Gore supra n 52 p 109

Ibid p 110

Constitution Acts Amendment Act section 46(3) supra 1.51.5
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the Assembly refused to adopt the amendments, the Council repeated

them. The Speaker, the Hon Thomas Walker, ruled that the Council

could not press a request and the bill was returned to the Council with

the following message from the Assembly:

"With reference to Message No 13 from the Legislative Council

dealing with the Land Tax and Income Tax Bill, the Hon. the

Speaker has ruled affirming the illegality of further

consideration of the request made by the Council. The bill is

therefore returned herewith and the concurrence of the

Legislative Council is desired therein.,,149

In Walker's opinion, to permit the Council to repeat its requests would

have been tantamount to conceding to the Council the power of

amendment which was expressly denied to it by the Constitution.l 50

This ruling was strongly cri ticised in the Council itsel f which then

decided to withdraw its request for amendment of the bill on the

condition that the larger issue of the relative powers of the two Houses

be referred to the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council for final

decision lSI,

1.59 In spite of the Council's request, the dispute was not brought before the

Judicial Committee. The Clerk of the Assembly at that time,

A R Grant, later wrote:

149

150

151

WAPD Vol 77 (1927) p 1677

Beasley: supra n 17 p 153

WAPD Vol 77 (1927) pp 1895 and 1943
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I have already dealt at some length with the vexed question of

procedure on money bills, but it was during this period that a

good opportunity of coming to agreement was lost through the

action of Mr Walker, the Speaker. The Council had transmitted a

proposal to submit the question to the Privy Council, their rights

to press requests for amendments being meanwhile conceded.

had, under instructions, drafted a resolution agreeing to the

proposal on condi ti on that the equal right of the Assembly to

press requests for concurrence in a bill were recognised, and

proposing a Joint Committee to draw up the case to be submitted

to the Privy Council. This last part was cut out by the Speaker,

but the Premier told me afterwards that he was sorry he had not

adopted it as it would certainly have thrown light on the whole

subject. Of course submission to the Privy Council was never

carried out, though revived a few years later, this time by the

Assembly.1I152

1.60 Of relations between the Houses in the years to 1930, Gore remarks:

"The period had been marked once again by the Council's

independent stand, regardless of the Government in the

Assembly, when questions related to House pri vileges,

constitution and rights were brought up.,,153.

1.61 In April 1930 Collier and Mitchell faced the electors for the fourth ti me

as competing leaders. This time the Nationalist Party, was victorious

and Mitchell formed a coalition government after the Country Party

had been conceded equal representation in the ministry. This

152

153

A R Grant: Memories of Parliament (Perth, 1937) p 194 cited by
Roberts: supra n 142 p 5

Gore: supra n 52 p 113
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government was to spend three years in office, which provided "the sole

interruption in more than twenty years of Labor dominance of the

treasury benches".154

1.62 In the early 1930's the 'Secession question' came to the forefront of

Western Australian poli tics. The Secession Referendum Bill 1931,

introduced by Mitchell, proposed to submit to a referendum the question

of the withdrawal of Western Australia from the Federal

Com monweal tho In the Upper House, a combination of Labor Members

and Nationalist anti-secessionists blocked the bill, which was eventually

referred to a Conference of Managers. The Conference failed to agree

and the bill was losL 155

1.63 The Secession Referendum Bill was re-introduced in 1932 and passed by

both Houses. However, on 24 April 1933, the same day that the

referendum was carried by a two to one majority, "the Government that

sponsored it went down to ignominious defeat,,156. The Nationalists had

their representation cut al most in half and the Country Party, as the

second largest Party, became the official opposition to the Labor

Government, led by Premier Collier.157

154

155

156

157

Black: supra n 141 p 415

WAPD Vol 87 (1931) pp 5751, 5762.

Black: supra n 89 p 206. For details of the Secession movement see
e.q., F R Beasley: "The Secession Movement in Western Australia"
(March 1936) Aust Q. 31; Watt, "Secession in Western Australia"
(1958) 2 Uni Studies in History; Series 3 pp 43-68

For figures of the 1933 election see Table 1
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1.64 Under the Collier Government, the money bill issue was again raised.

The Council requested amendments to the 1934 Financial Emergency

Tax Assessment Act Amendment Bill which was then referred to a

Conference of Managers. The Managers reached agreement, and the

bill was passed as it had left the Assembly.158 The Assembly then

revived the events of 1927 and initiated a movement for a reference to

the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council, and for the appointment

of a Joint Committee to settle the terms of reference. 159 However,

the Council had now changed its mind about asking for a decision from

the Judicial Committee and passed the following motion:

"The Legislative Council acquaints the Legislative Assembly that

it does not desire the appointment of a Committee as requested,

because the Legislative Council is of the opinion that section 46

of the Constitution Acts Amendment Act 1899 clearly sets out

the powers of the Legislative Assembly and the Legislative

Council respectively ,,,160

1.65 The Government sought to approach the Privy Council without the

co-operation of the Upper House, "but the Secretary of State, in

conformity with the settled policy of trying to avoid any participation

in the domestic quarrels of a State of the Commonwealth, replied that

the matter could be referred to the Judicial Committee only if: CD the

dispute related to legal and constitutional issues only; and (ii) both

Houses asked for the reference to be made.,,161

158

159

160

161

WAPD Vol 94 (1934) p 2271 (Council Managers' Report), p 2329
(Assembly Managers' Report)

Ibid p 2331. For the 1927 events, see supra 1.58

Ibid pp 2340, 2342
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As the second condition was not satisfied, the Judicial Committee could

not acL 162

1.66 The issue of appeal to the Privy Council was thus shelved, but in 1935

further controversy occurred over the Workers' Homes Bill of that year.

162

1.66.1

1.66.2

Ibid

The bill, introduced in the Council, aimed to extend

State subsidised dwellings in the goldfields which

meant, if agreed to, a modification of the

Government's plans and expenditure. 163

The right of the Council to seek such changes was

questioned on the basis that the 'burden' clause164

applied. In supporting the bill, the majority in the

Council denied that the 'burden' clause could be

invoked, as the revised plan would cost less than the

original plan of the GovernmenL 165

In the Assembly, the bill was ruled out of order by the

Speaker, the Hon Thomas Walker. 166 In Walker's

opinion, although the bill did not explicitly involve a

"burden" and direct expendi ture, adm inistra tive

directions given under the bill would involve

163

164

165

166

Gore: supra n 52 p 116

Consti tution Acts Amendment Act 1899 section 46(3) supra 1.51.5

Gore: supra n 52 p 117

WAPD Vol 96 (1935) pp 2118-22
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expenditure and thus interfere with the right of the

majority party in the Assembly to determine its

appropriation and finances. 167

The Assembly backed Walker's ruling by twenty-seven

votes to thirteen on a di vision along party lines. The

Labor Party majority was, in Cor-e's view, once more

associating itself more closely with Assembly rights

than was the case with non-Labor groups.168

The Council President, Sir John Kirwan, in dissenting

from the ruling of the Speaker, stated:

lilt [the Workers' Homes Bill 1935] nei ther in

effect or otherwise deals with the

appropriation of public money. It is a matter

which affects the administration of the

Workers' Homes Board. That is how I see

it... the measure does not say that there shall

be an increased expenditure, it simply says

that when the money is available the Minister

may cause it to be distributed over a larger

area than hitherto mentioned. In other words,

it merely provides for the transfer of the

powers of the Board either in whole or part

from one locality to another. Therefore I will

rule that the bill is in order."169

167

168

169

See Gore's analysis of Walker's ruling, Gore: supra n 52 p 117

Gore: supra n 52 p 118

WAPD Vol 96 (1935) p 1566
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1.67 Despite the eventual demise of this bill, the debate surrounding it

marked a "watershed in the extent to which financial disputes between

the Council and the Assembly could go".170

1.68 In 1939, the Council requested amendments to the Financial Emergency

Tax Bill of that year which the Assembly declined to make. The

Council continued to press and on the third request, the a mendm ents

were agreed to by the Assembly with some modification.171

1.69 The Willcock Labor Government (1936-1945) was notable for attempts

at Constitutional reform. In 1935 a Royal Commission into the

Electoral Act suggested in its report that the "householder" franchise

should be brought in for the Council. 17 2 Arising from this, the

Qualification of Electors (Legislative Council) Bill was introduced in

1938. The Council majority were not influenced by the findings of the

Royal Commission and the bill was defeated on second reading. 173

1.70 A Private Members Bill introduced into the Assembly by

Mr T J Hughes,174 was the first of a number of bills in this period to

propose a deadlock resol ving clause. The bill would have given the

Council power of delay, rather than veto over financial legislation in

170

171

172

173

174

Gore: supra n 52 p 119

Roberts: supra n 142 p, 5

See Royal Commission on the Electoral Act 1907-1921 in WA Votes and
Proceedings of Parliament 1935 Vol 2 no 6 pp 1-26

WAPD Vol 102 (1938) p 2267

A former Labor member who became an Independent in 1927
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line with the procedure adopted by the United Kingdom Parliament Act

of 1911 for the House of Lords. The bill passed the second reading and

Committee stages but lapsed with the end of the session before the

third reading could be moved and was not immediately followed up.175

1.71 With the onset of the Second World War in 1939, Constitutional matters

were temporarily in abeyance. However, in 1944, the Constitution Acts

Amendment Bill, introduced by the Government, proposed a deadlock

clause similar to that proposed by Hughes in 1937.17 6

In the Council, the Labor Chief Secretary, the Hon W H Kitson, referred

to procedures available to the Australian Senate and other States for

overcoming inter-cameral disagreements, pointing out that only

Tasmania stood with Western Australia in having no such

provisions.l 77 Although five non-Labor Mem bers voted with Labor to

support it, the bill was defeated by si xteen votes to ten in the

Council.178 The bill was re-introduced in 1945 and suffered the same

fate after being amended in Committee.179

1.72 The Labor Party then introduced the Legislative Council Referendum

Bill 1945 which proposed a referendum on the following questions:

175

176

177

178

179

Constitution Acts Amendment Bill 1937. The relevant provisions of the
Bill are included in Background Paper 4

Constitution Acts Amendment Bill 1944. The relevant provisions of the
Bill are included in Background Paper 4.

WAPD Vol 114 (1944) pp 1828-31. For deadlock provisions in the other
States and the Commonwealth, see Background Paper 5

ibid p 2542

Constitution Acts Amendment Act 1945. The relevant provisions of the
Bill are included in Background Paper 4
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Are you in favour of the Legislative Council as a

Constituent part of the Parliament of Western

Australian?

(ii) Are you in favour of the franchise for the election of

the members of the Legislative Council being the

sa me as for the franchise for the election of the

members of the Legislative Assembly?

The bill was passed thirty-one votes to fourteen in the Assembly.

However, in the Council it failed on a technicality, there being no

indication that the bill had been passed by an absolute majority in the

Assembly. It was presented again in 1946 and this ti me defeated in the

Council with only Labor Members supporting iL180

1.73 A proposal for Council reform in 1946 came from within the Council

itself. Sir Hal Colebatch, a long serving Council member and a former

Premier and Federal Senator, presented a bill designed to widen Council

franchise and introduce a deadlock resolving clause.l81

In introducing the bill, Colebatch commented on previous bills

attempting Council reform:

"In all cases they have been of a character entirely unacceptable

to the majority of members of this Chamber. I do not think

there is anything surprising in that when we have it in mind that

those bills have been sent up by a party whose ai m is the

abolition of this House. 11182

180

181

182

WAPD Vol 118 (1946) p 1271

Constitution Act Amendment Bill 1946. For an outline of the Bill's
proposals see Background Paper 4

WAPD Vol 117 (1946) p 770
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The measure was passed by the Council but was short of the

Constitutional majority required. It has been suggested that "with only

a quorum of twenty present in the Chamber, including all seven Labor

men, it was painfully obvious that the conservatives assured the demise

of the bill as much by their absence as if they had all been present to

vote against it".l83

1.74 The period of Labor dominance of the Assembly (twenty out of

twenty-three years) came to an end in 1947.

Following the formation of the Liberal Party of Australia in 1944, the

Western Australian Liberal Party was created in 1945 from the old

Nationalist Party.l84

At the March 1947 elections, the Liberal and Country Parties joined

forces under the Liberal leader, Duncan Ross McLarty, and narrowly

defeated the Wise Labor Government-18S On the Liberal Party victory,

David Black comments:

"Building on its links with the post-war generation of

ex-servicemen and small businessmen, the Liberal Party was able

to find an image that captured the imagination of the post-war

generation in a way that its political opponents were unable to

em ulate, ,,186

183

184

185

186

Gore: supra n 52 p 130. WAPD Vol 118 (1946) p 2254

See Black: supra n 89 pp 211-212

See Table 1

Black: supra n 89 p 12
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F. of Transition:

1.75 The years 1947-1959 have been described as "a transition period from

one electoral era to another - from Labor dominance of the 1930's and

greater part of the 1940's to the non-Labor hegemony of the 1960's". In

this period, the government changed hands on three occasions.l 87

1. 76 The 1947 electionswere fought with all parties supporting franchise

reform for the Council. 188 After assuming office, the McLarty

Government introduced a measure in 1947 to widen Council franchise

and abolish plural voting which was supported in the Assembly but

rejected in the Council. The bill was re-introduced in 1948 and suffered

the same fate when it came before the Council.189 Gore uses the

rejection of these bills to support his view that the Council majority

"had again proved that they were beyond the control of party politics on

matters affecting the Council's own Constitution".190

1.77 Moves to form a single non-Labor organisation in the State resulted in

the formation of the Liberal and Country League (LCU of Western

Australia in 1949. The Liberal Party agreed to subm erge its identi ty in

the new party and the title 'Liberal Party' was not officially reverted to

Western Australian Legislative Assembly Elections
An analysis of electoral change (Ph D Thesis, UWA, 1979)

187

188

L Layman:
1947-1959:
p 3;
David Black also refers to this period as "years of transi tion".
Black: supra n 89 p 212

Gore: supra n 52 p 130

See

189

190

Constitution Acts Amendment Bill (No 4) 1947 WAPD Vol 120 (1947)
p 2805
Constitution Acts Amendment Bill (No 2) 1948 WAPD Vol 122 (1948)
p 2895

Gore: supra n 52 p 132
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until 1968. However, "in 1950 the Western Australian LCL was forced

to re-affiliate with the Federal Liberal Party to secure access to

Federal funds". 191

1.78 In 1953 Labor was returned to power for a six year period under Premier

A.R.G. (Bert) Hawke and it has been suggested that there occurred

during this period the greatest interference by the Council with the

legislative prograrT)me of a government to that time.l 92 In 1953 alone

the Council, in the words of David Black,"rejected or mutilated thirteen

bills". 193

Council hostili t y to the Government was heightened by the actions of

Hawke in 1952 when, as Leader of the Opposition, he had a bill defeated

in the Assembly which merely dealt with the Council's internal

workings. This was achieved at a snap division when the

Liberal-Country Party coalition was undermanned in the Assembly.l94

Hawke's atti tude to the Council was expressed in the debate on the bill:

"I am not concerned whether this Bill passes or fails; it is not

worth the snap of the fingers either way. I think, however, as it

is one method - a very poor one I admit - by which this House

could make a protest in relation to what another place did with

191

192

193

194

Black: supra n 89 p 218. To avoid confusion the general term Liberal
Party is used throughout the period of the LCL

Gore: supra n 52 p 136

D Black: Liberals Triumphant - The Politics of Development 1947-1980,
in C T Stannage (e d) A New History of Western Australia (UWA Press,
1981) p 444

See Gore: supra n 52 p 136
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the Bill which we sent to them earlier in the session to amend

this particular Act, we ought to defeat the Bill now before the

House. ,,195

1.79 In addi tion to bills designed to widen the franchise for Council elections

and to give the State Government Insurance Office power to conduct all

forms of insurance business, Council between 1953 and 1956 did not pass

bills designed to allow women to serve on juries, restore quarterly

adjustments to the basic wage and create a Public Service Board in lieu

of a single Commissioner. After price control lapsed in 1953, a measure

of rent control was retained in the form of a Fair Rents Court only

after a fierce parliamentary struggle during 1954 against a background

of evictions and fears by many businessmen of loss of goodwill.1 96

1.80 At the Council elections of 1954, the Labor Party won four seats from

the Liberals to increase its numbers to thirteen in a House of

hi 197 I' ibl h h " dt ir ty, t IS pOSSI e t at resentment over t e evictions an a steep

rise in the cost of living while rent controls were suspended may well

have contributed to the result,198 though the West Australian

newspaper attributed Labor's success to its campaign for increased

awareness about the importance of exercising Council franchise and its

efforts to get many more Labor supporters on the Council rol1. 199

195

196

197

198

199

WAPD Vol 133 (1952) pp 2680-2684

Black: supra n 193 p 448

See Table 1

Black: supra n 193 p 448

The West Australian 8.5.1954
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1.81 Professor F K Crowley describes the parliamentary session of 1955

(4 August to 25 November) as one in which the Hawke Government was

unable to gain Council approval for its major legislative proposals, the

majori ty of its successful bills being machinery measures or bills for

which there was general support in the community:200

"Urqerit government measures dealing with rising prices, rising

rents and the suspension of the quarterly State basic wage

adjustments were consistently obstructed. When Parliament

adjourned only a few important Cabinet measures had been

placed on the Statute book - for example, a much amended Rents

and Tenancies Act and a Town Planning Act. Several Bills were

rejected outright; others were drastically amended ll
•
201

Crowley adds that during the six year term of office of the McLarty

Liberal-Country Party coalition (1947-1952), the Council rejected

twenty bills of which ten had been introduced into the Assembly by the

Government. During the first three years of the Hawke Labor Ministry

(1953-1955), the Council rejected twenty-five bills of which only two

had not been introduced by Labor Ministers. 20 2

200

201

202

F K Crowley: The Government of Western Australia in Davis S R (ed):
The Government of the Australian States (Longmans, Sydney, 1960)
p 495-478 at p 444

Ibid pp 444-445

Ibid p 445. See Background Paper 3, 'Bills Subject to Deadlocks or
Disagreements between the Houses'.
NB: Crowley includes in his figures Bills in which amendments were
made which were unacceptable to the Assembly. The equivalent figures
in the Commission's Paper would be made up of columns A, D and E for
the relevant periods - Le., nineteen for the McLarty period and twenty
four for the Hawke period
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1.82 The Labor Government retained office at the election of 1956. Though

the State ALP was not at this stage as badly affected by the DLP split

of 1955 as were the parties in the Eastern States, it was not possible to

keep it permanently isolated from the effects of that split and its

position gradually deteriorated. 203 The Government also lost many

bills in its final three years of office20 4 although on a number of

occasions, Country Party members in the Council sided with Labor to

secure the passage_of controversial items of Labor legislation, most

notably the Unfair Trading legislation,205 which Black suggests was

much to the annoyance of the Liberals. 206

1.83 The 1958 Council elections attracted unusually wide press coverage due

to the possibility that Labor may have achieved the sixteen seats

needed for a constitutional or absolute majority. Despite active

ca mpaigning, however, Labor made no gains in this election and Labor

membership in the Council was never to exceed the thirteen seats that

they had attained in this period.

1.84 The 1959 election saw the return to government of the Liberal-Country

Party coalition, this time led by Premier David Brand who was to serve

four successive terms as State Premier. A decisive influence in the

electoral defeat of the Hawke Government was the DLP, which

although it won no seats, advised its supporters to give the ALP their

last preference, except where a Com m unist was standing. 207

203

204

205

206

207

Black: supra n 193 r; 449

See Background Paper 3

Unfair Trading and Profi t Control Act, 1956

Black: supra n 193 p 453

Ibid p 454
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G The !Jpri,."rl of """"''''j, <:ll Dominance:

1.85 During the early years of the Brand Government, some conflict did

occur between the Houses. In the Council some Country Party members

who had voted with Labor in the Hawke period208 voted differently

from the non-Labor line of policy followed in the Assembly on the

1959-60 Western Australian Industrial Authority Bill and the 1960

Country Areas Water Suppl y Bill. 209

1.86 In 1963 both the Labor Party in opposition and the Brand Government

itself presented schemes for Council reform 210 but it was a Liberal

Member of the Council, Dr J G Hislop, who moved a motion that

cleared the path for the reconstitution of the Council. 211 The motion

was passed by a unanimous vote and legislation to reform the Council

was enacted in 1963 and 1964.

1.86.1 The Constitution Acts Amendment Act (No 2) 1963

increased the number of provinces to fi fteen, each

returning two members. 212 The qualifications for

Council electors were made identical with those of

the Assembly electors and the minimum age limit for

Council members was reduced from thirty years to

twenty-one. In all other respects, qualifications for

members of both Houses were made the same. 213

208

209

210

211

212

213

Supra 1.82

Gore: supra n 52 footnote to p 139

WAPD Vols 164 and 166 (1963) pp 722, 933, 3409, 3921

Ibid Vol 166 (1963) p 3043

Section 3 NB: The number of Council members remained at thirty

Sections 4, 8
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The Electoral Act 1907 was amended in 1964 to

provide for compulsory voting and enrolment, and full

adult franchise for both Houses. 21 4

It was also amended to provide for Council elections

to be held triennially instead of biennially. This was

designed to enable elections for one half of the

Council to be held conjointly with general elections

for the Assembly.215

1.87 Conjoint elections were held in 1965 and the Brand Government was

returned with an increased majority in the Assembly. Labor, "which had

for so long pushed for adul t franchise of the Council, found that when

this was achieved it did not bring the millenium that had been hoped

for".2J6 In the Council, the governing parties after the elections held

twenty out of the thirty seats.

1.88 Since 1934, there had been no major disputes over money bills. 217 In

1966 the issue flared again when the Council requested the Assembly to

make two amendments to the Land Tax Amendment Bill of that

year. 218 The Assembly declined to make one of the amendments,

214 Electoral Act Amendment Act 1964 sections 6, 7, 37

215 Ibid section 23.
Handbook p 16

See also the Western Australian Parliamentary

216

217

218

Gore: supra n 52 p 142

Supra 1.6

WAPD Vol 175 (1966) p 2760
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whereupon the Council under its Standing Order 240 (present Standing

Order 289), pressed its request for the amendment but the Assembly

again declined. The Council sent a message requesting the Assembly to

grant a conference. However, the Assembly declined to consider the

message after the Speaker, the Hon John Hearman, ruled that: "Havinq

once made the request and that request having been refused by the

Legislative Assembly, the Legislative Council has exhausted its powers

under the Consti tution Acts Amendment Act, Section 46(4)11. 219

Mr Hearman stated that to allow the Council the right to a Conference

was tantamount to admitting that the House had equal powers with the

Assembly on financial legislation. 220 Consequently, the bill failed.

1.89 In the same session, the Council proposed an amendment to the Stamp

Act Amendment Bill, 1966, so that certain securities would be exempt

from tax. Speaker Hearman ruled that the proposed amendment was

beyond the Council's power and could not therefore be considered by the

Assembly.221 The Minister in charge of the bill in the Council

subsequently moved the annulment of proceedings in order to return the

bill to the Committee stage. This motion received the required

absol ute majority and the bill was later passed unal teredo 222

1.90 The two disputes coming at once left many members who had not

experienced the height of previous clashes "r-ather bewildered over the

intricacies of money bill relations between the Houses".223

219

220

221

222

223

Ibid pp 3067-9. For an account of the dispute see Roberts: supra n 142

Ibid

Ibid P 3021

D Black and M Wood: WA Elections and Politics 1965-78 (WAIT,
Perth, 1979) p 229

Gore: supra n 52 p 145
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As a result, a paper was prepared for the information of members by

the Clerk of the Council and Clerk of the Parliaments at that ti me,

Mr J B Roberts, and presented on 17 January 1967. Roberts outlined

the history of money bill disputes and analysed the 1966 ruling of

Hearman:

1.90.1

1.90.2

In his analysis of the 1966 ruling, Roberts pointed out

what he thought were weaknesses. 224 The Speaker's

ruling was based on the 1927 case225 and it was

argued that "in referring to the 1927 ruling, it should

be remembered that although the then Speaker ruled

that he considered pressing illegal, a compromise was

agreed upon by which the Assembly, pending

clarification of the whole posi tion, would consider

messages from the Council in which amendrnents are

pressed. No further posi tive steps appear to have

been taken, and it would seem, therefore, that the

agreement reached at that ti me would still be

recognised".226

Roberts also referred to section 46 of the

Constitution Acts Amendment Act 1899 arguing that

there was nothing in that section to disallow pressed

requests. "On the contrary, the proposed provisions

which would have prevented pressing, were

specifically excluded when the present section 46 was

agreed to. ,,227

224 Roberts: supra n 142 p 6

225 Supra 1.58

226 Roberts: supra n 142 p 6

227 Ibid
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In the conclusion to the paper, Roberts stated that

disagreements would "undoubtedly continue to occur

between the two Houses until Section 46 [was] further

clarified" and with this in view, recommended that

the Council'S Standing Orders Committee discuss the

clarification of section 46 and if necessary, convene

the Joint Standing Orders Committee with the

Assembly to prepare amending legislation. 22 8

1.91 In 1968 the Termination of Pregnancy Bill, which had been introduced in

the Council, was ruled out of order in the Assembly for offending House

privilege by contemplating the expenditure of Consolidated Revenue

money.229 The bill proposed that pregnancy termination had to be

carried out in a hospital approved for that purpose by the Commissioner

of Public Health. By put ting a public servant in a posi tion of

responsibility, it was argued that public funds would be involved and this

meant a burden on the taxpayer. 230

1.92 There were no major disputes over money bills between the Houses in

the remaining years of the Brand Government's term of office.

However, at the end of the period, the money bill question appeared no

closer to a solution with both the Council and the Assembly preferring

to stay with their chosen interpretations. 231

228

229

230

231

Ibid P 8

WAPD Vol 182 (1968) p 3144

See Gore's analysis of the dispute surrounding this Bill. Gore: supra n
52 p 146

Ibid P 147
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1.93 Labor, under the leadership of John Tonkin, gained a one seat majority

in the Assembly at the 1971 general election, and this three year term

was the only interruption in twenty years of Liberal Government. 232

1.94 Labor's long standing policy of outward abolition of the Council had

been replaced in 1967 by a proposal which contemplated the aboli tion of

both Houses and the institution of a unicameral legislature. 233 A bill to

this effect was introduced by the Tonkin Government and debated by

the Assembly.234

1.94.1

1.94.2

The single chamber proposed by Clause 3 of the bill

was to be made up of eighty-one members from

eighty-one electorates, composed as nearly as

practicable of equal numbers of electors. In theory,

Council Members would have been able to transfer to

the new chamber.235

On 31 October 1972, the bill was defeated in the

Assembly. The Government, requiring twenty-six

votes for a Constitutional majority, could only muster

twenty-two. 236

232

233

234

235

236

See Table 1

Consti tution and Rules. Standing Orders and Platform of the ALP
(WA Branch), 1970 p 30 cited by Gore supra n 52 p 41

Legislature of Western Australia Bill 1972. WAPD Vol 196 (1972). See
the Second Re adinq Speeches of T D Evans p 3817; Sir Charles Court
p 3992, A R Tonkin p 4587, A Mensaros p 4594, M J Bryce p (-!-602

J Buxton: Electoral Politics Past and Present in Western Australia, in
Pervan and Sharman (eds) Essays on Western Australian Politics (UWA
Press, 1979) p 52

WAPD Vol 196 (1972) p 4609. See also Notes: Constitutional and
Political, Western Australia. Move for Unicameral Parliament
Defeated, in The Parliamentarian Vol 54 (1973) pp 100-102
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1.95 In 1972 the Assembly denied the authority of the Council to make

amendments to the Fire Brigades Act Amendment Bill on the grounds

that the amendments were outside the powers of the Council under

section 46 of the Constitution Acts Amendment Act 1899.

1.95.1 The Council insisted upon what it considered to be its

rights but the Speaker in the Assembly, the

Hon. Daniel Norton, ruled that the Council's

subsequent message was not in order. Finally, it was

moved by the Hon A F Griffith:

"Having regard to the importance of the

provisions in the Fire Brigades Act

Amendment Bill ..• the Legislative Council

without prejudice to its constitutional rights

and privileges is prepared to give its

concurrence to the bill if the Legislative

Assembly will, with a view to avoiding si milar

disagreements of a constitutional nature in the

future, agree with the Legislative Council to

refer to a judicial authority agreed between

the Legislative Council and the Legislative

Assembly the determination of the matter at

present the subject of dispute, being the

competence of the Legislative Council to

amend the subject bill in the manner proposed

by iL II 237

237 WAPD Vol 197 (1972) p 5784
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The Hon I G Medcalf in the Council stated that the

Constitutional dispute should be referred to "a proper

Court for decision".238

The idea of referring the matter to a judicial

authority was expanded upon in the Assembly by Sir

Charles Court, at that ti me Leader of the Opposi tion:

"I believe this authority should not be a single

judge, but should be the Supreme Court sitting

as a Court because it is a vital matter

concerning the life of this parliament and the

respective procedural as well as Constitutional

responsibilities of the two Houses.,,239

The Assembly agreed to the condi tion as laid down

and the bill was passed. 240

On 20 March 1973, the Hon A F Griffith, the Leader

of the Opposi tion in the Council, asked the Leader of

the House what action the Government had taken in

relation to the agreement between the Assembly and

the Council to refer the matter to a judicial

authority. The Hon J Dolan replied:

238

239

240

Ibid P 5812

Ibid p 5853

Ibid
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"The Parliamentary Counsel (Mr Viney) has

discussed the matter with the Solicitor

General with the result that the Government

has been advised by Mr Wilson that, although

the terms of the motion refer to a "judicial

inquiry", the subject matter is not one that

could reasonably, or should be referred to a

judge for an opinion.

It is suggested that the problem could best be

referred to an academic lawyer who is well

versed in consti tutional law with particular

reference to parliamentary conventions and

institutions.

It is proposed to introduce a motion seeking to

set up a Committee representative of all

parties in both Houses for the purpose of

deciding on the most desirable action to be

taken.,,241

Despite this, no subsequent action was taken.

1.96 A large swing to the Liberal Party in the by-election for the Labor seat

of Balcatta in July 1973 al most gave the coali tion government control

of the Assembly.242 Sir Charles Court argued that the government had

lost the confidence of the electorate and on 5 August 1973, moved an

amendment to the Supply Bill 1973 in the Assembly.

241

242

WAPD Vol 198 (1973) P 18

Buxton: supra n 235 p 54
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The amendment proposed that the supply bill be

deferred until "after the Government has given the

necessary undertakings to the satisfaction of the.

Parliament to ensure that a State General Election

will be held on or before October 6, 1973".243

The amendment was defeated in the Assembly only on

the casting vote of the Speaker and the bill was

finally passed after a ten-hour si tting at 5.38 am on 9

August. 244

Sir Charles had stated that his wish was not binding

on Liberal members of the Council where the

coalition held twenty out of the thirty seats. 245

However, 'The West Austr al i an' contended that "l t

would be sheer hipocracy if the Liberal and Country

Parties failed to use their majority in the Council to

seek the result they wanted in the Assem bly , where

the Government survives on the Speaker's casting

vote".246

In the Council, the Leader of the Opposition, the

Hon A F Griffith, stated:

243

244

245

246

WAPD Vol 200 (1973) P 2420. Sir Charles outlined his reasons for
moving the amendments at p 2419

Ibid P 2442

West Australian 10.8.73

Editorial, The West Australian 10.8.73
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"There is no question, and to the best of my

knowledge there has never been any question,

about the fact that this Chamber has a

constitutional right to deal with the bill. In

fact it must deal with it as it must deal with

all bills before they can become law •.,

This riqht was more firmly and strongly

confirmed in the Parliament of Western

Australia in 1965 when three bills passed

through Parliament providing for adult

franchise for this Chamber and for compulsory

voting for both Houses •••247

Beyond the matter of dealing with legislation I

believe this House has a further responsibility

to the people. For instance, if a Government

as a result of its administration were found to

be grossly negligent: if it had committed a

breach of the basic principles of good

government; if it had been guilty of

corruption, or if its administration resulted in

actions contrary to the interests of the people

of the State, it would be the responsibility of

this Chamber to consider very seriously the

question of sending the Government to the

people, who, after all, are really the

Government's only masters.,,248

WAPD Vol 200 (1973) p 2542

Ibid p 2543
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After the Government had provided a statement that

it had "no intention of delaying the election to the

limit of the time available to it" on 15 August 1973,

supply was passed. 249

David Black comments on the independence of the Council over this

issue:

"Liberal Members of the Council, who had not attended party

meetings regularly till the 1950's did retain sufficient of the

earlier tradi tion of independence in 1973 to resist pressure from

several quarters, including the new liberal parliamentary leader,

Sir Charles Court, to reject supply so as to force an early

election. ,,250

1.97 In the lead up to the March 1974 elections, "Labor attacked the

opposition for blocking price control in the Council, but specific

campaigning for unicameralism and one vote, one value was evidently

seen as unprofitable and avoided".251 Premier Tonkin, however,

promised, in his policy speech to introduce a provision to resolve

deadlocks between the Houses. 252

249

250

251

252

Ibid P 2689, 2697

Black: supra n 89 p 225. See also P Hanks: Australian Consti tutional
Law (Znd ed, Butterworths, 1980) p 81

Buxton: supra n 235 pp 54-55

Ibid
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1.98 In the face of a Liberal Party decision to contest all seats in both

Houses, the Country Party agreed to form a 'National Alliance' with the

DLP for the 1974 election to be followed by a full merger of the two

parties. 253

1.99 The Liberal Party was returned in 1974 and Sir Charles Court became

Premier. In the Council the Party gained five seats, enough to give it

an absolute majori ty in its own right. 254 The Country Party's

parliamentary representation was seriously reduced and the merger with

the DLP was abandoned. 255

1.100

1.101

253

254

255

256

257

An increase in the membership of both Houses was provided for in

1975. The Council was to increase its numbers by two, to thirty-two,

and the Assembly by four to fi f ty-f ive. 256 This was effected in the

1977 General Election, where the Liberal Party came within one seat of

b 1 ., t . . . h . b h H 257an a so ute rnajo n Y In Its own rlg t In ot ouses,

In September 1977, the 'Acts Amendment (Constitution) Bill was

introduced by the Premier. The bill proposed that any bill to abolish

either House of Parliament, or abolish or alter the office of Governor,

be submitted to the electors in a referendum. The bill passed the

Black: supra n 193 p 468

See Table 2

Black: supra n 193 p 469

Consti tution Acts Amendment Act (No 2) 1975. The membership of the
Assembly had been raised from 50 to 51 by the Constitution Acts
Amendment Act (No 2) 1965

See Tables 1 and 2
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Assembly but failed to receive the concurrence of an absolute majority

in the Council, and was thus defeated. 258 A similar bill, introduced in

1978 was passed by both Houses and section 73 of the Constitution Act

1889 was amended accordingly.259

Also in 1977, section 46 of the Constitution Acts Amendment Act 1899

was amended. 260 This amendment deleted a comma between "revenue"

and "or moneys" in .sub-aec tlon 2 and deleted a portion of sub-

section 7. Subsection 9 was also repealed and another provision

inserted· 261 Black and Wood comment that "the power of the Council

to reject supply, argued for in 1973 is not affected by the changes".262

In the 1980 election, the Liberal Party was returned for its third

consecutive term in office. At this election members of the National

Party, three ML_Al s and one Upper House member who had broken away

from the NCP, retained their seats. 263

WAPD Vol 216 (1977) pp 1054, 2045, 2347

Ibid Vol 218 (1978) P 307

Constitution Acts Amendment Act 1977

For a comparison of the sub-sections before and after the amendment,

see WAPD Vol 216 (1977) p 2008

Black and Wood: supra n 222 p 231

Black: supra n 193 p 469
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265
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A further increase of Council and Assembly members was provided for

in 1981.264 The number of Council members was to be increased to

thirty-four, elected from seventeen provinces and the number of

Assembly members (and districts) increased to fifty-seven. The

amendment was to take effect in 1983.

In December 1981, the Council rejected a bill introduced in the

Assembly by Mr B I Burke, at that time the Leader of the Opposition.

The purpose of the Bill was to allow bingo to be played on licensed

premises.265 In the Council the bill received support from Government

as well as Opposi tion members but was defeated on the casting vote of

the President. 266 This was one of two bills rejected by the Council

after having passed the Assembly in the period of the Court

Government. 267

On 25 January 1982, Sir Charles Court resigned after eight years as

Premier and his deputy, the Hon R J O'Connor, was sworn in as the new

Premier.

In October 1982, Dr G T Dadour, a Liberal MLA, introduced a Private

Members' Bill designed to prohibit advertisements relating to smoking

and tobacco products.268 The bill passed through all stages in the

Assembly but was defeated in the Council at the second reading

stage. 269

Acts Amendment (Electoral Provinces and Districts Act) 1981 section 3

WA.PD Vol 235 (1981-82) p 5122

Ibid Vol 236 (1981-82) p 6496

The Acts Amendment (Constitution) Bill 1977 was the other. Supra
1.101

Smoking and Tobacco Products Advertisements Bill 1982. WAPD Vol
240 (1982) p 4136

WAPD Vol 241 (1982) 5781
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The 1983 election resulted in the Labor Party, led by Mr B T Burke,

gaining a majority in the Assembly. In the Council the Liberal Party

retained its nineteen seats.

IJA,"'p'-'''<;''' between the Houses after

In 1983 four bills that were introduced by the Government became the

subject of disagree_ments between the two Houses:

(D Acts Amendment (Constitutional and Electoral) Bill 1983:

Introduced in the Assembly by the Minister for Parliamentary

and Electoral Reform, the Hon A R Tonkin, the bill proposed to

put to the electors the question of the election of Legislative

Councillors by a system of proportional representa tion from the

whole State as a single electorate. 270 A further question to be

put to the electors was the reduction of the number of Council

members from thirty-four to twenty_two. 271

The Opposition opposed the bill in the Assembly272 and it was

defeated on its second reading in the Lower House, due to the

lack of a constitutional majority on 14 September 1983. 273 The

WAPD 0.8.83) p 697. The method of proportional representa tion
proposed was the quota preferential method, i.e., MLC's would be
elected in the same way as Senators for this State are elected to the
Commonwealth Parliament.

Ibid P 700

Ibid pp 1736-1755 for the second reading speech of Mr W R B Hassell,
then Deputy Leader of the Opposition

Ibid (14.9.83) p 1898 and see p 1897 for the ruling of the Speaker
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second reading vote was rescinded by a constitutional majority

on 22 September and the bill was then passed in the

Assembly.274

In the Council the bill was defeated on its second reading by

nineteen votes to thirteen. 275

(ii) Tobacco (Promotion and Sale) Bill 1983:

Introduced in the Assembly on 15 September 1983 by the Minister

for Health, the Hon B J Hodge, the bill proposed to legislate to

prevent the advertisement and promotion of smoking and of

certain products associated with smoking. It also proposed to

prevent the sale of such products to young persons. 276

The bill passed the Assembly and was introduced into the Council

by the Attorney-General, the Hon J M Berinson. The Council

made amendments to the bill concerning the banning of

advertising provisions, but the Assembly would not agree to the

amendments. 27 7

Ibid (22.9.83) P 2373, (28.9.83) p 2620 and see Standing Orders of the
Legislative Assembly no 179

Ibid (9.11.83) P 4232

See ibid (15.9.83) p 2010 et seq for the second reading debate. See
generally Jane Martin: Parliament, Pressure Groups and the Tobacco
Bill - an appraisal (B A (Hons) dissertation, UWA, 1984)

Ibid (22.11.83) pp 4994-5000. See -also The West Australian 19.10.83
p 11, 20.10.83 p 11
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On 6 December 1983, the Council sent the Assembly a message

that it insisted on its amendments. 278 The Assembly continued

to disagree and requested a Conference of Managers which was

agreed to by the Council. 279 The Managers for the Council were

the Attorney-General, the Hon P H Wells, and the

Hon R J L Williams. The Assembly was represented by the

Hon B J Hodge, the Hon A R Tonkin and the Hon R J O'Connor

(Leader of the Opposi ti ori),

The Managers met on 7 December 1983 and the Hon B J Hodge

reported to the Assembly that the Conference had failed to

reach agreement:

"Opposition members suggested that to succeed, the Bill

should be divided into two sections, namely -

(a) Advertising, and

(2) Assisting prevention of smoking by young people.

They then suggested that -

(a) Part (2) be agreed to; and

(b) Part (1), referring to advertising, should be rejected.

Ibid (6.12.83) p 6037

Ibid pp 5925, 6039
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The Government would then have the opportunity of

resubmitting the "ban on advertisinq'' Bill at a later

session and, in the meantime, education programmes at

school and home could be proceeded with, as could the

application of effective penalties against suppliers of

tobacco or cigarettes to children.

The Government was prepared to make concessions in the

areas of the timing of the implementation of the

legislation and in connection with penalties. However, it

was not prepared to agree to the separation of the Bill

into two sections.

The Government regards the advertising prohibitions as

essential to the antismoking programme. I move-

That the report be adopted.

Question put and passed, and a message accordingly

returned to the Council. lI280

The report was adopted in the Council also and

accordingly, the bill was lost. 281

Ibid (7.12.83) pp 6190-6191

Ibid P 6125
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(iii) . Members of Parliament (Financial Interests) Bill 1983

Introduced in the Assembly on 8 November 1983 by the

Prem ier, the Hon B T Burke, the bill proposed that

members of parliament be required publicly to register

their financial interests. 282 The bill passed the Assem bly

and was transmitted to the Council, where it was defeated

on 1 December by sixteen votes to ten. 283

(iv) Acts Amendment (Parliament) Bill 1983

Introduced into the Assembly on 10 November 1983 by the

Hon A R Tonkin, the bill proposed to legislate to provide

for the resol ution of disagreem ents arising between the

Assembly and the Council in relation to bills. 284

The bill passed the Assembly and was transm itted to the

Council where on 6 December 1983, it was defeated by

eighteen votes to twelve. 285

Ibid (8.11.83) p 4122-4123

Ibid (1.12.83) p 5771

Ibid (10.11.83) p 4382

Ibid (6.12.83). P 5946 for the full text of the bill and the second reading
speech of the Hon A R Tonkin, see Volume 3 Part 1 pp 307 et seq. An
outline of the bil l's proposals is included in Background Paper 4.
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In 1984 the following bills were rejected by the Legislative

Council after having been passed by the Legislative Assembly:

CD Acts Amendment and Repeal (Industrial Relations) Bill

1984/86 and

(ii) Acts Amendment (Fair Representation) Bill 1984. 287

Ibid (4.4.84) p 6651; (18.4.84) p 7373 for the second reading in the
Assembly and defeat in the Council

See ibid (25.9.84) P 1681; (8.11.84) p 3776 for the second reading in the
Assembly and defeat in the Council
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TABLE 1

STATE OF

Election

------=----=----=~=~~=-=-=----~-----------------------------~-----------------------------

1897 [44J - 29 - MIN OPP - 8 7

1901 [50J 6 19 - MIN OPP - 20 5

1904 23 18 - " 9

1905 15 35 - II

1908 22 28 - II

1911 3{t 16 - "
1914 26 16 - LIB 8

1917 15 NLP - 6 16 - NAT 12 1

1921 17 NLP - 4 10 - II 16 3

1924 27 9 - II MCP - 7 6 - OCP 1

1927 27 16 - UP 7

1930 23 16 - NAT 10 1

1933 30 8 - II 11 1

1936 26 8 - II 13 3

1939 27 7 - " 12 4

1943 30 7 - II 10 3

1947 23 13 - LIB 12 2

1950 23 15 - LCL 9 3

1953 26 15 - II 9

1956 29 11- II 8 2

1959 23 17- II 8 2

1962 24 18 11 8

1965 21 21 - 11 8

1968 [51J 23 19 - LIB 9

1971 26 17 - " 8

1974 22 23 - II 6 - NA

1977 [55 ] 22 27 - " 6 - NCP

1980 23 26 - " 3 - 11 3 - NP

1983 [57J 32 20 - 11 3 - II 2 - NP
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Abbrevi ations to

Notes:

ALP

CP

LCL

LIB

MCP

MIN

NA

NAT

NCP

NLP

NP

OCP

OPP

UP

Australian Labor Party

Country Party

Liberal and Country League

Liberal Party

Ministerial (or Majority) Country Party

Ministerialist

National Alliance

Nationalist

National Country Party

National Labor Party

National Party

Official (or Executi v e ) Country Party

Opposi tionist

Uni ted Party

1. The figures shown here are figures for election years only.

2. Figures for the 1890 and 1894 elections can be found in Hughes, C A and

Graham, B D - Voting for the South Australian, Western Australian and

Tasmanian Lower Houses 1890-1964 (Canberra ANU 1976)

3. Between 1944 and 1949 the Country Party changed its name to the Country

and Democratic League of W.A. In order to avoid confusion, the term

Country Party has been used up until 1974, with the exception of the 1924

spli t.
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2

OF PARTIES - LEGISLATIVE COU

Election
Groupings

Others

1916 DOJ 7 15 6
1918 3 18 7
1920 5 17 6
1922 - 3 18 7
1924 6 15 7
1926 5 16 7
1928 6 14 8
1930 5 15 8
1932 7 14 7
1934 7 13 8
1936 8 12 8
1938 8 12 8
19L[0 8 13 7
194LI 8 13 7
1946 8 13 7
1948 7 15 7
1950 8 14 8
1952 9 13 8
1954 13 9 8
1956 13 9 8
1958 13 9 8
1960 13 9 8
1962 13 9 8
1965 10 12 8
1968 10 12 8
1971 10 13 7
1974 9 18 3
1977[32J 10 18 4
1980 9 19 3
1983[34J 13 19 1

Notes:

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
1

NP - 1
NP - 1

1. Figures for Council elections prior to 1916 have not been included because of
the reluctance of some Council members to identify with party labels in this
period (see paragraph 1.39 of this Paper).

2. The present Clerk of the Legislative Assembly, Mr 8 L Ok ely , has written of
party allegiance in the Council:

flAs far as the official records of the Parliament are concerned, parties were
not recognised in the Legislative Council until 1955, when it was announced
that there was a leader of the Opposition in the Legislative Council."

(8 L Okely: Parliament at Work, in Pervan and Sharman: Essays on
Western Australian Politics p 27)

3. From 1965 electoral qualifications for the Council were identical with those
of the Assembly (see paragraph 1.86 of this Paper).
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BACKGROUND PAPER 2

OF IVIl";'I'lML:aLI

2.1 The Constitution Acts Amendment Act 1899 empowers the Council and the

Assembly to adopt Stan_ding Rules and Orders by section 34 which states:

"The Legislative Council and Legislative Assembly, in their first

session, and from time to time afterwards as there shall be occasion,

shall each adopt Standing Rules and Orders, joint as well as otherwise,

for the regulation and orderly conduct of their proceedings and the

despatch of business, and for the manner in which the said Council and

Assembly shall be presided over in the absence of the President or the

Speaker, and for the mode in which said Council and Assembly shall

confer, correspond, and communicate with each other, and for the

passing, intituling, and numbering of Bills, and for the presentation of

the same to the Governor for Her Majesty's assent; and all such Rules

and Orders shall by the said Council and Assembly respectively be laid

before the Governor, and being by him approved shall become binding

and of force."

2.2 Standing Orders of both Houses provide for conferences of members of each

House, known as "Managers", in certain circumstances where the Houses

disagree over proposed amendments to legislation.1

*
1

Se e attached list of 'Bills Referred to a Conference of Managers'

Legislative Council Standing Orders (hereinafter referred to as 'LCSO')
389-399
See the list of relevant Standing Orders as prepared by the Commission.
Legislative Assembly Standing Orders (hereinafter referred to as 'LASO')
321-332
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2.3 Before a bill is referred to a Conference of Managers, there is a

preliminary step whereby a "Reasons Committee", of three members, is

appointed by the House which refuses to accept amendments proposed by the

other. 2 That Com mittee prepares wri tten reasons for disagreeing with the

amendments, and those reasons are conveyed by Message to the House that

proposed the amendments. If the reasons are accepted, the House where the

amendments originated replies to the effect that it does not insist upon its

amendments, and the dispute is at an end. If the reasons are not accepted,

the procedures for the appointment of Managers for a Conference may

follow.

2.4 The House in possession of the bill requests the Conference by Message, 3

stating the object for which the Conference is desired, and the number of

managers from each House to comprise the Committee. An equal number of

members (being not less than three)4 from each House is selected,S such

members being proposed in the motion requesting the Conference, or elected

by ballot. 6

2.5 The House receiving the request for a Conference appoints the time and place

for the meeting of the Managers7 and during the meeting, the business of

both Houses is suspended or adjourned. 8

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

LCSO - 29S, LASO - 308. The procedure leading up to a Conference is
outlined in LCSO - 294, LASO - 310

LCSO 394 LASO - 321, 326

LCSO - 390 LASO - 322, 327

LCSO - 395 LASO 328

LCSO - 391-392 LASO - 323-324

LCSO - 396 LASO 329

LCSO - 393 LASO - 325
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2.6 The Conference meets in camera and no officers or "stranqers" are present.

Managers are at liberty to "confer freely by word of mouth" with each other,

with a view to compromise. If no agreement is reached, the bill or matter

referred to the Conference is deemed to have been terminated. 9

2.6.1

2.6.2

On the adoption of amendments to Council Standing Orders

in October 1924, it was established in the Council, that for

an "agreement" to be reached, the decision of the Managers

from both Houses must be unani mous. The consequences of

the amendment were given by Sir John Kirwan:10

"Han Members will recollect that only last sessinn

the question arose as to whether or not, if a

conference failed, the Bill was determ ined, Under

the new Standing Order it is clearly provided that if

a Conference between the two Houses fails to agree

the Bill shall be deemed to have been determ ined .•.

I think it is advisable that the House should fully

realise the importance of that change. It will mean

that if a Conference be decided on, and if Managers

be appointed, anyone Manager, by declining to

agree shall have the power to determine the Bill ll
•
11

The Speaker of the Assembly, the Han Thomas Walker, on

23 December 1924, ruled that the amendment requiring

unani rnity was ul tra vires:

9

10

11

LCSO - 398 LASO - 331

Kirwan was later President of the Council from 1926 to 1946

WAPD Vol 70 (1924) p 1027
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"I can see from the surface view of things that the

Standing Order is ultra vires, that it attempts to

bind the two Houses and to control the force of

legislature by the opinion, it may be the

stubbornness, of anyone manager upon that

Conference. I think that would make the Standing

Order ultra vires. In a matter affecting

communication between the two Houses, the two

Houses should have been consulted before the

matter passed into the position assumed by the

publication of the Standing Orders of another

place n •
1 2

Despite this ruling, "later events proved that the Standing

Order did very effectively prevent a majority decision in a

Conference of Managers from having any value

whatsoever. The effect of this on the legislation in the

years since 1924 is incalculable. While it is not easy to

determine just how many conferences prior to 1924

produced compromises by way of majority decisions, there

is some positive evidence that it did happen. In the records

since 1924 there are numerous occasions when the Bill

before a Conference had to be dropped because of lack of

unani m it yn.l3

Managers may be bound by instructions, or sent to a

Conference free of instructions.l 4

12

13

14

WAPD Vol 7l (1924) p 2664

B L Okely: Parliament at Work, in R Pervan and C Sharman (eds); Essays on
Western Australian Poli tics (UWA Press, 1979) p 23

WAPD Vol 69 (1923) p 2086
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"In appointing three managers the Council, by tradition,

allowed the majority view in the House two members, and

the minority view, if there was one, one member. It was

established practice for the Council that compromise would

not be allowed unless all three members agreed on a united

course of action. This arrangement worked very

effectively to ensure that there would be no Labor "sell

out" to the Assembly at Conferences. It also had the

unfortunate side-effect of destroying the pri me purpose of

having Conferences at all - to seek conciliation ••. ,,15

2.7 Once the Conference is term ina ted, a wri tten report is referred back to each

House, signed by the respective Managers.l 6 This report is the only record

that is kept of the proceedings of the Conference. The House in possession of

the bill then informs the other House by Message of its position - it may no

longer be insisting on its amendments, may be prepared to agree to the

amendments of the other House, or consider fresh ones arising out of

Conference deliberations. On the other hand, the Managers may report to

their respective Houses that the Conference has failed to reach agreement, in

which case the bill has been lost.

15 Ralph Gore: The Western Australian Legislative Council, 1890-1970 
Aspects of a House of Review (Unpublished MA Thesis, UWA 1975) P 51

16 LCSO - 399 LASO - 332
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TO A CONFERENCE

1892

1893

1903-04

1911-12

1912

1914

1914-15

1915

1917-18

1918

1920

1921-22

1922-23

1923

GAME ACT
POLICE BILL

CONSTITUTION ACT AMENDMENT

*REDISTRIBUTION OF SEATS BILL

*INDUSTRIAL CONCILIATION AND ARBITRATION

IN D USTRIAL ARBITRATION BILL
*RIGHTS IN WATER AND IRRIGATION

BILLS OF- SALE ACT AMEI~DMENTBILL
POSTPONEMENT OF DEBTS BILL

LUNACY ACT AMENDMENT BILL
*VERMIN BOARDS ACT AMENDMENT BILL

LAND AMEND
SALE OF LIQUOR REGULATION (NO.2)

GENERAL LOAN AND INSCRIBED STOCK AMEND

FORESTS BILL
VERMIN BILL

LAND AMEND
LAND TAX AND INCOME TAX BILL

FACTORIES AND SHOPS AMENDMENT

*JARNADUP-DENMARK RAILWAY BILL
LAND AND INCOME TAX ASSESSMENT ACT

AMENDMENT BILL
LICENSING ACT AMENDMENT BILL

LAND TAX AND INCOME BILL
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Bills Referred to Conference Managers (cont.)

1924

1925

1926

1927

1928

1929

1930-31

1931

1932

1933

*INDUSTRIAL ARBITRATION AMEND
INSPECTION OF SCAFFOLDING BILL
LAND TAX AND INCOME TAX BILL
WORKERS' COMPENSATION AMENDMENT

*DAY BAKING AMENDMENT
IND USTRIAL ARBITRA TION AMEND
MAIN ROADS BILL

GOVERNMENT RAILWAYS ACT AMEND
*STATE INSURANCE BILL

TIMBER IND USTRY REGULATION BILL
TRAFFIC ACT AMEND

AUDIT ACT AMEND
*DOG ACT AMEND
*ST J\TE CHILDFZEN ACT P\r,J1END

WOFZKEFZS' COMPENSATION ACT AMENDMENT

* ABATTOIRS ACT AMEN D BILL
ED UCA TION BILL
POOR PERSONS LEGAL ASSISTANCE BILL
RAILWAYS DISCONTIN UANCE BILL
WATER BOARDS ACT AMENDMENT BILL

*HOSPIT AL FUND BILL
*LAND AGENT BILL

ROAD CLOSURE BILL NO.2

FARMERS DEBTS ADJUSTMENT BILL
FINANCIAL EMERGENCY BILL
HIRE PURCHASE AGREEMENTS BILL

*MUNICIPAL CORPORATIONS BILL
ROAD DISTRICTS ACT AMENDMENT BILL

*SECESSION REFERENDUfv1 BILL
*FINANCIAL EMERGENCY ACT AMENDMENT BILL

DIVIDEND DUTIES ACT AMENDMENT BILL

ROAD DISTRICTS ACT AMENDMENT BILL

FARMERS' DEBTS ADJUSTMENT ACT AMENDMENT BILL
*FINANCIAL EMERGENCY ACT AMENDMENT BILL

FINANCIAL EMERGENCY TAX ASSESSMENT ACT
AMEN DMEN T BILL
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Bills Referred to Conference Managers (cnnt.)

1934

1935

1936

1937

1938

1939

1941

1942-43

1943

AGRICULTURAL BANK BILL
LOTTERIES (CONTROL) AMENDMENT BILL
FINANCIAL EMERGENCY BILL
FINANCIAL EMERGENCY TAX ASSESSMENT ACT

AMENDMENT BILL

TRAFFIC ACT AMEN DMEN T BILL

ABORIGINES ACT AMENDMENT BILL
*PEARLlNG CREWS' ACCIDENT ASSURANCE FUND BILL

TRADE DESCRIPTIONS AND FALSE ADVERTISEMENTS BILL

BUSHFIRES ACT AMENDMENT BILL
INCOME TAX ASSESSMENT BILL
FINANCIAL EMERGENCY TAX ASSESSMENT ACT

AMENDMENT BILL NO.1
LOTTERIES (CONTFZOL) ACT AMENDMENT BILL NO. 2
MINING ACT AMENDMENT BILL NO. 2

*MUNICIPAL CORPORATIONS ACT AMENDMENT BILL NO.2

INSPECTION OF SCAFFOLDING ACT AMENDMENT BILL
MUNICIPAL CORPORATIONS ACT AMENDMENT BILL

*RESERVES BILL
WORKERS' COMPENSATION ACT AMENDMENT BILL

FINANCIAL EMERGENCY TAX ASSESSMENT ACT
AMENDMENT BILL

*STATE GOVERNMENT INSURANCE OFFICE ACT AMENDMENT
BILL

INCREASE OF RENT (WAR RESTRICTIONS) ACT AMENDMENT
BILL

INDUSTRIAL ARBITRATION ACT AMENDMENT BILL

*COALMINE-WORKERS' (PEf'~SIONS) BILL
COMMONWEAL TH POWERS BILL

*MEDICAL ACT AMENDMENT BILL
VERMIN ACT AMENDMENT BILL

LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL (WARTIME) ELECTORAL BILL
INCREASE OF RENT (WAR RESTRICTIONS) ACT AMENDMENT

BILL
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Bills Referred to Conference Managers (cont.)

1944

1945

1946

1947

1948

1950

1951-52

1953

R & I BANK BILL
SHEARERS' ACCOMMODATION ACT AMENDMENT BILL
UNIVERSITY OF WA ACT AMENDMENT BILL

BUILDING OPERATIONS AND BUILDING MATERIALS
CONTROL BILL

COMMONWEAL TH POWERS BILL
GOVERNMENT EMPLOYEES1 PROMOTIONS APPEAL BOARD)

ACT AMENDMENT BILL
INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT (RESUMPTION OF LAND) BILL
MUNICIPAL CORPORATIONS ACT AMENDMENT BILL
SUPREME COURT ACT AMENDMENT BILL (NO.2)

*COMPREHENSIVE AGRICULTURAL AREAS AND GOLDFIELDS
WATER SUPPLY BILL

*COUNTRY AREAS WATER SUPPLY BILL
MILK BILL
STATE HOUSING BILL
WHEAT IND USTRY ST ABILIZATION BIL_L

MUNICIPAL CORPORATIONS ACT AMENDMENT BILL NO.1

GOVERNMEN TRAILWAYS ACT AMEN OMEN T BILL
LAND SALES CONTROL BILL
NEW TRACTORS, MOTOR VEHICLES AND FENCING

MATERIALS CONTROL BILL
WORKERS' COMPENSA TION ACT AMENDMENT BILL

AGRICUL TURE PROTECTION BOARD BILL
BUSHFIRES ACT AMENDMENT BILL
FAUNA PROTECTION BILL
INCREASE OF REN T (WAR RESTRICTIONS) AMEN OMEN T BILL
NOXIOUS WEEDS BILL
STATE HOUSING ACT AMENDMENT BILL

RENTS AND TENANCIES EMERGENCY PROVISIONS ACT
AMENDMENT BILL NO.1

WORKERS' COMPENSATION ACT AME~~DMENTBILL NO 1

WORKERS' COMPENSA TION ACT AMENDMENT BILL
*WAR SERVICE LAND SETTLEMENT SCHEME BILL

RENTS AND TENANCIES EMERGENCY PROVISIONS ACT
AMENDMENT BILL

GOVERNMENT RAILWAYS ACT AMENDMENT BILL
GOVERNMENT EMPLOYEES (PROMOTIONS APPEAL BOARD)

ACT AMENDMENT BILL NO.1
FIREARMS AND GUNS ACT AMENDMENT BILL
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Bills Referred to Conference Managers (cont.)

1954 BUSH FIRES BILL
*JURY ACT AMENDMENT BILL 1954
*RENTS AND TENANCIES EMERGENCY PROVISIONS ACT

AMENDMENT BILL
WORKERS! COMPENSATION ACT AMENDMENT BILL

1955 GOVERNMENT RAILWAYS ACT AMENDMENT BILL

1956 BETTING CONTROL ACT AMENDMENT BILL
TRAFFIC ACT AMENDMENT BILL NO.3
WORKERS' ~OMPENSAnON ACT AMENDMENT BILL

1957 *LOCAL GOVERNMENT BILL

1959 AR T GALLERY BILL

1960 COUNTRY HIGH SCHOOL HOSTELS J\UTHOf::ZlTY BILL

1961 RESERVES BILL

1962 *BUSH FIRES ACT AMENDMENT BILL

1965 LOCAL GOVERNMENT ACT AMENDMENT BILL NO.2

1966 MOTOR VEHICLE (THIRD PARTY INS) ACT AMENDMENT BILL

1970 *MARKETING OF CYPRUS BARREL MEDIC SEED BILL

1971 PARLIAMENT ARY COMMISSIONER BILL

1972 PERTH REGIONAL RAILWAY BILL
MAIN ROADS ACT AMENDMENT BILL
LOTTERIES (CONTROL) ACT AMENDMENT BILL

1983 *TOBACCO (PROMOTION AND SALE)

*These are where agreements have failed to be reached; therefore the Bill has
been lost.
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NO PAPER 3

Bills have been placed in the following categories:

A Defeated in the Council after passing the Assembly: [Includes bills

discharged from the notice paper, bills rejected on amendment (six

months) and bills effectively rejected by removing the Chairman at the

Committee stage.]

B Defeated in the Assembly after passing the Council: [Includes the same

considerations as :1

Referred to a Conference of Managers - where agreement reached.

D Referred to a Conference of Managers - where no agreement reached,

and consequently, the Bill has been lost.

E Failed after passing the Assembly as a result of the Council insisting on

amendments.

F Failed after passing the Assembly, though not as a result of any apparent

disagreement between the Houses.

Where a Bill has been passed by the Assembly, but is not passed by the

Council, and that Bill cannot be brought within columns 0 or it is

listed under column F, even though no deadlock or disagreement may be

evident from the sources used by the Commission. Column F is thus an

indica tion of further Bills that~ have failed because of Council

opposi t ion, though these figures can not be used with any certainty as

evidence of disagreements between the Houses.
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Parlt
A B C D E F

1(1) 1890-1 1

1(2) 1891-2 2

1(3) 1892-3 3

1(4) 1893 2 1 1

2(1) 1894 2 1

2(2) 1895 2 1

2(3) 1896 4

3(1) 1897

3(2) 1897 4 4 2

3(3) 1898 4 2

3(4) 1899 4 1

3(5) 1900 1

3(6) 1900 2 2 1

4(1) 1901-2 4 3

4(2) 1902 3 1 4

4(3) 1903-4 1 1

5(1) 1904 2 2

5(2) 1905

6(1) 1905 1

6(2) 1906 2 3

6(3) 1907 2 2

6(4) 1907 2 1 1

6(5) 1908 1

7(1) 1908 2 1

7(2) 1909 2 1

7(3) 1910

8(l) 1911 3 1 2

8(2) 1912 9 1 1 2

8(3) 1913 8 1 5 2

8(4) 1914 1 2 2 2

9(1) 1914-15 1 1 1



Year
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A B o E F

9(2) 1915 2 1 2

9(3) 1916 1

9(4) 1917

10(1) 1917-18 1 1 1

10(2) 1918 3 2

10(3) 1919 1

10(4) 1920 2 2 2

ll(l) 1921-22 4 1 1

11(2) 1922-23 1 2 2 1 2

1l(3) 1923 3 1 1 1

12(1) 1924 7 3 1 1 2

12(2) 1925 4 1 2 1 1 2

12(3) 1926 1 3 1 2

13(1) 1927 5 2 2 1 1

13(2) 1928

13(3) 1928 5 4 1 5

13(4) 1929 1

13(5) 1929 7 1 1 1 2

14(1)1+2* 1930 3 4- 1

14(1)3 1931 2 1 1 2

14(2) 1932-3 1 2 1

15(1) 1933 2 2 1 1 2

15(2) 1934 1

15(3) 1934 6 3 4

15(4) 1935 3 1 1 1

16(1) 1936 9 1 2 1

16(2) 1937 7 1 5 1 2

16(3) 1938 11 1 3 1 1

17(1) 1939 9 1 1 1 1

17(2) 1940 4 2

17(3) 1941 4 2 1

17(4) 1942-3 3 2 2 2

17(5) 1943 1 1 2

* These numbers refer to the first, second and third periods of the session
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(Session) A B C D E F

18(1) 1944 6 3 2

18(2) 1945 4 1 6

18(3) 1946 7 3 2 1

19(1) 1947 4 1

19(2)1 1948 .1 4 2

19(2)2 1949

20(1) 1950 7 6

20(2) 1951 1

20(3) 1951-52 1 2

20(4) 1952 3 1

21(1) 1953 10 1 5 1 1

21(2) 1954 1 1

21(3) 1954 4 2 1 1

21(4) 1955 3 1 1 1

22(1) 1956 9 1 3 2

22(2) 1957 11 1 1 4

22(3) 1958 12 3 1

23(1) 1959 2 1 1 1

23(2) 1960 1 2 1

23(3) 1961 1

24(1) 1962 1 1 1

24(2) 1963 1 1

24(3) 1964 1

25(1) 1965 1

25(2) 1966 1 1

25(3) 1967

26(1) 1968-9

26(2) 1969-70 1 1

26(3) 1970 1



Pa:rlt
(Session)
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8 C D E F

27(1) 1971

27(2) 1971 4 1

27(3) 1972 4 1 3 1

27(4) 1973 10 1 1 1

28(1) 1974

28(2) 1975

28(3) 1976

29(1) 1977 1 2

29(2) 1978

29(3) 1979

30(1) 1980

30(2) 1981-2 1

30(3) 1982 1

31(1) 1983-4 4 1

TOTALS

SOURCES

1. Western Australian

289 58 108 32 57 42

Parliamentary Debates:

2. Ralph Gore:

Bills introduced but not passed for each session

The Legislative Council 1890-1970:

Aspects of a House of Review

(Unpublished MA Thesis, UW A, 1975)

3. List of 'Bills referred to a Conference of Manaqers' provided by the

Legislative Assembly of Western Australia
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NO 4

BILLS INTRODUCED INTO THE WESTERN AUSTRALIAN PARLIAMENT

CONTAINING A....A'-""" .... CONCERNING IU'L.....'L.'.J.....,~........ OR a, '-'.•J ......;;a. ·U_'-'V'L.'

1

2

Constitution Act Amendment Bill, 1902

The Constitution Act Amendment Bill, 1902, was introduced by the then

Premier, Walter James. It proposed methods of resolving deadlocks similar to

that provided by section 57 of the Commonwealth Constitution.l

The variations in the 1902 Bill were that:

(a) the double dissolution should not occur until after an interval of

three months had elapsed since the Assembly and the Council had

again passed the bill in the next sessicn; and

(b) such dissolution could not take place within one year of the

expiry of the present term of the Assembly.

The bill also provided that at the joint sitting of the Houses, following the

dissolution, a majority of three-fifths of the total number of members of the

Assembly and the Council, present and voting, would be required to pass the

bill. The bill was defeated in the Council on the second reading. 2

See Background Paper 5 paragraph 5.6.1

See WAPD Vol 22 (1902) pp 2806-2812
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1903

The Constitution Act Amendment Bill, 1903, was also introduced by Premier

James. 3 It proposed similar measures to the 1902 bill. However, it also

provided that there must be a dissolution of the Assembly, to test public

opinion, before both Houses were dissol ved,

The bill passed all staqes in the Assembly and was passed by the Council, with

amendments. The amendments were considered by a Conference of

Managers, the result was reported and the bill was abandoned by resolution of

the Assembly.

4.3 Initiative and Referendum Sill,

The Initiative and Referendum Bill, 1913, was introduced when Labor was in

Government under Premier John Scadden.

It proposed that a bill introduced on a petition supported by 15% of the voting

population should, if it were passed by the one house but not the other, be

then submitted to a referendum. If the popular vote was in favour, the bill

would then become law.

The relevant clauses were:

"Part III - Proceedings on the Peti tion

14. (1) When any petition praying for the submission of a proposed

law to the electors has been presented to the Governor he shall, during

a session of Parliament, transmit a copy thereof to the President and

to the Speaker with a message certifying the number of signatures to

the same, and conveying any other information which he may think fit

to communicate.

3 See WAPD Vol 24 (1903-1904) pp 334, 1281
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(2) Such copies shall be so transmitted within thirty days after

the presentation of the petition if Parliament is in session at any time

during that period, and, if not, then within thirty days after the next

meeting of Parliament.

0) Unless Parliament shall, within the ti me hereinafter li mited,

pass a Bill for an Act to give effect to the proposed law without any

substantial alteration or addition, the Governor shall, within three

months after the expiration of such ti me, authorise the submission of

the proposed law to the electors.

(4) The time limited for the passing of such Bill shall be as

follows:-

(a)When the President and the Speaker have received the copies

of the petition not less than two months before the end of a

session, then the Bill is required to be passed during such session;

(bIln any other case the Bill is required to be passed not later

than two months after the commencement of the next ensuing

session.

(5) If within the time aforesaid the Parliament passes a Bill for

an Act to give effect to the proposed law with any substantial

alteration or addi ti on, the Governor shall, when authorising the

sub mission of the proposed law, also authorise the subm ission of the

Bill to the electors at the sa me ti me.

15. When a petition praying for the submission of an Act or Bill to

the electors has been presented to the Governor, he shall, within two

months after the presentation, authorise the submission of the Act or

Bill to the electors in accordance with the prayer of the peti tion.

16. In order to authorise the submission of an Act, Bill, or proposed

Law to the el.ec tors, the Governor shall issue his warrant according to

the Form 1 in the Schedule hereto.
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17. When a petition has been presented to either House of

Parliament under this Act, then the House may by resolution direct

any member thereof to prepare and introduce a Bill for an Act to carry

into effect the project of the law annexed to the petition, and such Bill

may be proceeded with according to the practice observed in the case

of other Bills.

18. (1) If a Bill to qive effect to such a project of a law is passed by

one House, and the other House rejects or fails to pass it, or passes it

with any amendment to which the first-mentioned House will not

agree, and if after an interval of three months the first-mentioned

House in the same or the next session again passes the Bill with or

without any amendment which has been made or agreed to by the other

House, and such other House rejects or fails to pass it or passes it with

any amendment to which the first-mentioned House will not agree,

then the Speaker or President, as the case may be, of such first

mentioned House may, if authorised so to do by a resolution passed by

an absolute majority of the members thereof, issue his warrant,

according to the Form 1 in the Schedule hereto, authorising the Clerk

of the Writs to submit the Bill as last passed by such first-mentioned

House to the electors in each electoral division: Provided that no such

warrant shall be issued after the expiry of one month from the ti me

when the authority to issue it shall have been given.

(2) For the purposes of this section either House shall be deemed

to have failed to pass a Bill if the Bill, having been transmitted thereto

at least forty days before the end of the session, has not been passed

during such session.

56. When any proposed Law or any Bill has been subm it ted to the

electors, and a majority of the electors voting thereon have approved

of the proposed Law or Bill, it may be assented to by or on behalf of

the King, and if assented to shall have the force of Law."
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The Council did not pass the bill-but adopted a motion that it be "read this

day six months". 4

Consti tution Amendment Bill,

4

5

The Constitution Acts Amendment Bill, 1937, was introduced in the

Legislative Assembly by Mr T J Hughes, at the time an Independent

Member. The bill proposed a joint sitting for any deadlocked bill. It also

proposed that the Council's powers relating to money bills be Ii mited to a

suspensory veto in much the same way as the powers of the House of Lords

had been l i mited by the Parliament Act, 1911 (UK).

In respect of bills other than money bills, it proposed that a bill could be

presented to the Governor for Assent if having been twice rejected by the

Council, it was passed by the Assembly for a third time in the next

Parliament and again rejected by the Council.

The relevant clause was:

"4. The principal ActS is amended by adding after section two the

following new sec tioru-

2A. (i) If a Bill having been passed by the Legislative Asembly and

having been sent to the Legislative Council is rejected by the

Legislati ve Council, the President of the Legislative Council may and

shall at the request of the Speaker of the Legislative Assembly

forthwith convene a joint sitting of the Legislative Council and the

Legislative Assembly, and he shall submit to the vote of the members

present at such joint sitting the said Bill in the form in which it was

See WAPD (1913) p 4038

Constitution Act, 1889
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received by the Legislative Council from the Legislative Assembly,

and if there is a majority upon a representative vote in favour of the

Bill it shall be deemed to have been passed by both Houses of the

Legislature, and shall thereupon be presented to His Majesty and

become an Act of Parliament on the Royal assent being signified

thereto.

(ii) If a money Bill having been passed by the Legislative

Assembly and sent up to the Legislative Council at. least. one month

before the end of the session is not passed by t.he Legislative Council

without amendment within one month after it is so sent up to such

Legislative Council, the Legislative Assembly may by resolution passed

by a representative vote direct that such Bill be presented to His

Majesty and become an Act of Parliament on the Royal assent being

signified, and such Bill shall thereupon be presented to His Majesty and

become an Act of Parliament on the Royal assent being signified,

notwithstanding that the Legislative Council has not consented to the

Bill.

(iii) If any Bill other than a money Bill in same form is passed by

the Legislative Assembly in two successive sessions, and having been

sent up to the Legislative Council at least one month before the end of

the session is rejected by the Legislative Council in each of those

sessions, and such Bill in same form is again passed by the Legislative

Assembly of the next succeeding Parliament, and having again been

sent up to the Legislative Council at least one month before the end of

the session is again rejected by the Legislative Council, the Legislative

Assembly may by resolution passed by a representative vote direct

that such Bill be presented to His Majesty and become an Act of

Parliament on the Royal assent being signified, and such Bill shall

thereupon be presented to His Majesty and become an Act of

Parliament on the Royal assent being signified thereto,

notwithstanding that the Legislative Council has not consented to the

Bill.
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(iv) When a Bill is presented to His Majesty for assent in

pursuance of the provisions of the last preceding subsection there shall

be indorsed on the Bill the certificate of the Speaker of the Legislative

Assembly signed by him that the provisions of such aforesaid

subsection have been duly complied with.

(v) A Bill shall be deemed to be rejected by the Legislative

Council if it is not passed by the Legislative Council either without

amendments or with such amendments only as may be agreed to by

both Houses.

(vi) A Bill shall be -deemed to be the same Bill as a former Bill

sent up to the Legislative Council in a preceding session, if when it is

sent up to the Legislative Council it is identical with the former Bill or

contains only such alterations as are certified by the Speaker of the

Legislative Assembly to be necessary owing to the time which has

elapsed since the date of the former Bill, or to represent any

amendments which nave been made by the Legislative Council and

agreed to by the Legislative Assembly on the third occasion the Bill

was considered by it and agreed to by the Legislative Assembly shall

be inserted in the Bill as presented for Royal assent in pursuance of

this section.

(vii) Any certificate of the Speaker of the Legislative Assembly

given under this Act shall be prima facie evidence of the correctness

of the matters certified to therein.

(viii) In every Bill presented to His Majesty under the preceding

provisions of this section the words of enactment shall be as follows,

that is to say:-

IBe it enacted by the King's most Excellent Majesty, by and with

the advice and consent of the Legislative Assembly, in this present

Parliament assembled, in accordance with the provisions of the

Constitution Act, 1899, as amended by the Constitution Act

Amendment Act, 1937, and by the authority as follows:
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Any alteration to a Bill to give effect to this subsection shall not be

deemed to be an amendment of the Bill. '

The bill passed the second reading and Committee stages of the Assembly but

lapsed with the end of the session before the third reading could be moved. It

was not immediately followed up.

Amendment 1944

6

The Constitution Acts Amendment Bill, 1944, introduced in the Legislative

Assembly by the Labor Government, under Premier Frank Wise, proposed

measures somewhat sim ilar to those proposed in the 1937 bill:

The relevant clause was:

"4. The principal Act6 is amended by adding after section two the

following new section:

ZA. (i) If a money Bill having been passed by the Legislative

-Assembly and sent up to the Legislative Council at least one month

-be tore the end of the session, is not passed by the Legislative Council

without amendment within one month after it is so sent up to the

Legislative Council, such Bill shall, unless the Legislative Assembly

directs to the contrary, thereupon be presented to the Governor and

become an Act of Parliament on the Governor's assent being signified,

notwithstanding that the Legislative Council has not consented to the

Bill.

Constitution Act 1889
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(ii) If any Bill (other than a money Bill or a Bill containing any

provision to extend the maxi mum duration of Parliament beyond three

years) is passed by the Legislative Assembly in three successive

sessions (whether of the .sarne Parliament or not), and having been sent

up to the Legislative Council at least one month before the end of the

session is rejected by the Legislative Council in each of those sessions,

that Bill shall, on its rejection for the third time by the Legislative

Council, unless the Legislative Assembly direct to the contrary, be

presented to the Governor and become an Act of Parliament on the

assent of the Governor being signified, notwithstanding that the

Legislative Council has not consented to the Bill. This provision shall

not take effect unless two years have elapsed between the date of the

second reading of the Bill in the Legislative Assembly in the first of

those sessions and the date on which it passes the Legislative Assembly

in the third of those sessions.

(iii) When a Bill is presented to the Governor for assent in

pursuance of the provisions of the last preceding subsection there shall

be indorsed on the Bill the certificate of the Speaker of the Legislative

Assembly signed by him that the provisions of such aforesaid

subsection have been duly complied with.

(iv) A Bill shall be deemed to be rejected by the Legislative

Council if it is not passed by the Legislative Council either without

amendments or with such amendments only as may be agreed to by

both Houses.

(v) A Bill shall be deemed to be the same Bill as a former Bill

sent up to the Legislative Council in a preceding session, if when it is

sent up to the Legislative Council it is identical with the former Bili or

contains only such alterations as are certified by the Speaker of the

Legislative Assembly to be necessary owing to the time which has

elapsed since the date of the former Bill, or to represent any

amendments which have been made by the Legislative Council in the

former Bill in a preceding session, and any amendments which have
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been made by the Legislative Council and agreed to by the Legislative

Assembly on the third occasion the Bill was considered by it and

agreed to by the. Legislative Assembly shall be inserted in the Bill as

presented for the assent of the Governor in pursuance of this section.

(vi) Any certificate of the Speaker of the Legislative Assembly

gi ven under this Act shall be pri ma facie evidence of the correctness

of the matters certified to therein.

(vii) In every Bill presented to the Governor under the preceding

provisions of this section the words of enactment shall be as follows,

that is to say:

'Be it enacted by the King's most Excellent Majesty, by and with

the advice and consent of the Legislative Assembly, in this present

Parliament assembled, in accordance with the provisions of the

Constitution Act, 1889, as ameneded by the Constitution Amendment

Act, 1944, and by the authority of the same as follows.'

Any alteration to a Bill to give effect to this subsection shall not be

deemed to be an amendment of the Bill."

This 1944 bill was passed by the Assembly and defeated in the Council by

sixteen votes to ten, although five non-Labor members voted with Labor to

support itJ

4.6 Constitution Acts Amendment Bill, 1945 (No 2)

The Constitution Acts Amendment Bill, 1945 (No 2), was introduced into the

Assembly by the Minister for Justice, Hon. E. Nulsen. The bill was the same

as that introduced in 1944 and was defeated in the Council by division on the

second reading.

7 See WAPD Vol 114 (1944) P 2542
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Constitution

8

The Constitution Acts Amendment Bill 1946 was introduced8 in the Council

by a Liberal member, Sir Hal Colebatch, who had been Premier for a month in

1919, and who had supported the 1944 bill. This bill proposed to clarify the

right of the Assembly to present a money bill to the Governor, for his assent,

if they refused to accept amendments suggested by the Council.

The bill's proposals in respect of other bills were similar to those proposed in

1944 and 1945 with a number of additions.

The bill would not become law unless

(a) two years had elapsed between the date of its third reading in

the Assembly and the date on which it passes the Assembly in the

third session; and

(b) a general election of the Assembly was held, at which time the

bill in question was put before the electors; and

(c) this election was held between the second and third sessions in

which the bill was passed by the Assembly; and

(d) on the third passage of the bill, after the general election, the

bill must be passed by an absolute majority of the members of

the Assembly and that such members voting must represent

districts containing one half of the electors enrolled for the

whole of the Assembly districts at that election.

See WAPD voi uz (1946) pp 770-776
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The bill was defeated in the Council on the second reading as the requisite

absolute majority required by the President's ruling9 had not been obtained.

Amendment (Parliament) Bill,

The Acts Amendment (Parliament) Bill 1983 was introduced by the Labor

Government under Premier Brian Burke.10

The bill proposed:

(a) in relation to a "money bill n which was defined as meaning "a

loan bill, a bill imposing taxation, or a bill appropriating revenue

or moneys for the ordinary annual services by Government", that

the Council's powers should be lim ited to a suspensory veto of

one month. That is, a "money bill" passed by the Assembly but

not by the Council could be presented for the Royal Assent at

the expiration of one month after it had been transmitted from

the Assembly to the Council.

(b) in relation to any bill (including a "money bill") that the Council

rejected or failed to pass, the Assembly could, after not less than

three months from the day on which the bill was transmitted to

the Council, pass the bill again and if within two months of it

being transmitted to the Council for a second time the Council

rejected or failed to pass it, a "deadlock" would be deemed to

have arisen, and the Assembly could resolve either that the bill

be submitted to a referendum or that both Houses be

simultaneously dissolved.

The bill was passed by the Assembly and defeated in the Council.

See WAPD Vol U8 (1946) pp 2253-2,254. See now Assembly Hansard
(14 September 1983) pp 1897-1898

For the full text of the bill and the Minister's second reading speech, see
Volume 3 Part 1 pp 307 et seq.
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S

1U''-......,'-,J~:,' PROVISIONS IN AND COMMONW

Sections SA and of the New South Wales Constitution

"D isagreement between the two Houses - appropriation for annual
services

5A. (1) If the Legislative Assembly passes any Bill appropriating
revenue or moneys for the ordinary annual services of the
Government and the Legislative Council rejects or fails to pass it or
returns the Bill to the Legislative Assembly with a message
suggesting any amendment to which the Legislative Assembly does
not agree, the Legislative Assembly may direct that the Bill with or
without any amendment suggested by the Legislative Council, be
presented to the Governor for the signification of His Majesty's
pleasure thereon, and shall become an Act of the Legislature upon
the Royal Assent being signified thereto, notwithstanding that the
Legislative Council has not consented to the Bill.

(2) The Legislative Council shall be taken to have failed to
pass any such Bill, if the Bill is not returned to the
Legislative Assembly within one month after its transmission to the
Legislative Council and the Session continues during such period.

(3) If a Bill which appropriates revenue or moneys for the
ordinary annual services of the Government becomes an Act under
the provisions of this section, any provision in such Act dealing with
any matter other than such appropriation shall be of no effect

Disagreements - referendum

5B. (1) If the Legislative Assembly passes any Bill other than a
Bill to which section SA applies, and the Legislative Council rejects
or fails to pass it or passes it with any amendment to which the
Legislative Assembly in the same Session or in the next Session
again passes the Bill with or without any amendment which has been
made or agreed to by the Legislative Council, and the
Legislative Council rejects or fails to pass it or passes it with any
amendment to which the Legislative Assembly does not agree, and if
after a free
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conference between managers there is not agreement between the
Legislative Council and the Legislative Assembly, the Governor may
convene a joint sitting of the Members of the Legislative Council
and the Members of the Legislative Assembly.

The Members present at the joint sitting may deliberate upon the
Bill as last proposed by the Legislative Assembly and upon any
amendments made by the Legislative Council with which the
Legislative Assembly does not agree.

No vote shall be taken at the joint sitting.

(2) After the joint sitting and either after any further
communication with the Legislative Council in order to bring about
agreement, if possible, between the Legislative Council and the
Legislative Assembly, or without any such communication the
Legislative Assembly may by resolution direct that the Bill as last
proposed by the Legislative Assembly and either with or without any
amendment subsequently agreed to by the Legislative Council and
the Legislative Assembly, shall, at any time during the life of the
Parliament or at the next general election of Members of the
Legislative Assembly, be submitted by way of referendum to the
electors qualified to vote for the election of Members of the
Legislative Assembly.

The referendum shall be held and conducted, if the
Constitution Further Amendment (Referendum) Act, 1930, or any
other Act relating to the manner in which the referendum shall be
held and conducted is in force, in accordance with that Act or with
any other such Act, but if that Act is not in force and no such other
Act is in force the law for the time being in force relating to the
holding and conduct of a general election of Members of the
Legislative Assembly shall, mutatis mutandis, apply to and in
respect of the holding and conduct of the referendum, with such
modifications, omissions, and additions as the Governor may by
notification published in the Gazette declare to be necessary or
convenient for the purposes of such application.

(3) If at the referendum a majority of the electors voting
approve the Bill it shall be presented to the Governor for the
signification of His Majesty's pleasure thereon and become an Act of
the Legislature upon the Royal Assent being signified thereto,
notwithstanding that the Legislative Council has not consented to
the Bill.

(4) For the purposes of this section the Legislative Council
shall be taken to have failed to pass a Bill if the Bill is not returned
to the Legislative Assembly within two months after its transmission
to the Legislative Council and the Session continues during such
period.

(5) This section shall extend to any Bill whether it is a Bill to
which section 7A applies or not.
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And in the application of this section to a Bill to which section
7A applies -

(a) the submission of the Bill to the electors by way of
referendu m in accordance wi th this section shall be a
sufficient compliance with the provisions of section 7A
which require the Bill to be submitted to the electors;

(b) the referendum under this section shall, notwithstanding
anything contained in section 7A, be held upon a day
which shall be appointed by the Governor; and

(c) the day so appointed shall, notwithstanding anything
contained in subsection (2), be a day during the li fe of
the Parliament and not sooner than two months after the
Legislative Assembly has passed a resolution in
accordance with that subsection for the purposes of such
referendum.

(6) A joint sitting of the Members of the Legislative Council
and the Members of the Legislative Assembly for the purposes of
this section may be convened by the Governor by message to both
Houses of the Parliament.

At such joint sitting the President of the Legislative Council
or in his absence the Speaker of the Legislative Assembly shall
preside, and until standing rules and orders governing the procedure
at joint sittings have been passed by both Houses and approved by
the Governor, the Standing Rules and Orders of the Legislative
Council shall so far as practicable apply."

5.1.2 Background

Swamping of the Legislative Council 1861:

The New South Wales Legislative Council began its coexistence with the

Legislative Assembly in 1856, its members appointed by the Governor on

the advice of the Executive Council.l No upper numerical limit was fixed

for membership of the Council and by the appointment of addi tional

members to support the government, the passage of controversial

legislation might be assured. This process was commonly known as

1 Constitution Act (NSW) 1855
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'swamping'? and the Council's survival as a nominated body for seventy

seven years has been attributed by R S Parker to "moderate swamping from

time to time [which] kept it amenable to gradual social change, and it

never resorted to the disruptive tactic of withholding supply". 2

In 1861 what has been called "the most notable crisis in the early life of the

Legislative Council in New South Wales,,3 occurred when the Council

amended the Governrnent's Land Bill and insisted on amendments which

were unacceptable to the Assembly. The Ministry then advised the

Governor to appoint twenty-one new members to the Council.4

Though the Council had previously amended and rejected bills, "the

question in 1861 was whether the swamping, which the Governor and the

Secretary of State had both admitted to be a proper remedy for a collision

over an Appropriation Bill, could be employed to break the resistance of

the Council to other Bills that the Ministry had staked its fate on, and

considered as important as money Bills".5

R S Parker: The Government of New South Wales, in S R Davis (ed):
The Government of the Australian States (Sydney, 1960) pp 115-116

P Loveday: The Legislative Council in New South Wales 1856-1870,
Historical Studies Vol 11 (1963-65) p 481

Ibid p 489

Ibid
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The Governor, Sir John Young, agreed to appoint the new members but

before the House assembled, the President of the Council and nineteen

other members resigned, thus preventing the new members from being

sworn in.6 Though the 'swamping' failed, Loveday comments that "the

Council had been coerced and a precedent established that would not be

easily overcome or soon forgotten". 7

the "-' .

6

7

8

9

10

11

In 1925, the Labor Prem ier of New South Wales, J. T. Lang, inspired by the

success of the Queensland Government,8 set out to abolish the Council. 9

Lang 'swamped' the Council by having the Governor, Sir Dudley de Chair,

appoint twenty five new members. However, when the legislation to

abolish the Council was introduced, two Labor members of the Council

crossed the floor and five were absent.10 Lang advised the appointment of

additional members in order to have the legislation passed but the Governor

- refused without a 'warrant' from the electorate.ll Consequently, Lang

advised a dissolution of the Assembly and resigned. At the election of

1927, Labor was defeated and the Nationalist Party took office.

Ibid P 490

Ibid

In 1922 Queensland's Labor Government abolished the Legislative Council
of that State: see infra 5.2.2

A S Morrison: Dominions Office Correspondence on tile NSW
Constitutional Crisis 1930-1932, in The Journal of the Royal Australian
Historical Society Vol 61 Part 5 (1976) p 325

K Turner: House of Review? The NSW Legislative Council 1934-1968
(Sydney, 1969) p 13

See Morrison supra n 9 p 327
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The new Premier, T R Bavin, took steps to entrench the position of the

Upper House in the Consti tution12 by introducing section 7A which

provided that no bill to abolish the Council should receive the Royal Assent

unless it was approved by a majority of electors at a referendum. In

addition, it was provided that section 7A itself could only be repealed or

amended by a sl milar referendum.I 3

Premier Bavin also implemented his own moves to reform the Council in

1929 but these were delayed by the depression and uncertainty within his

party, and finally ended by Bavin's electoral defeat in November 1930.14

The Labor Party and Lang resumed office and the new Governor, Sir Philip

Game, was immediately advised by Lang to appoint sufficient members so

that the abolition of the Legislative Council could be achieved. The

Governor gave his assurance that he would appoint the necessary numbers

to secure the passage of matters contained in Lang's policy speech - which

had included the abolition of the Council.l5

Lang thus achieved passage of the abolition bill through both Houses but

the bill was not submitted to a referendum as required by section 7A, the

Government being of the opinion that this section could be repealed in the

ordinary legislative manner.l6

When Lang announced his intentions of presenting the bill for the Royal

Assent without a referendum, two members of the Council instituted

judicial proceedings. An injunction preventing the presentation of the

The Constitution (Legislative Council) Amendment Act 1929

See Turner's discussion of these provisions at supra n 10 pp 14-15

Ibid pp 15-16

Ibid p 17

R D Lumb: The Constitutions of the Australian States, 4th ed (1977) p 54
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bill to the Governor until a referendum was held was granted by the

Supreme Court of New South Wales,17 whose decision was upheld by the

High Court of Australia18 and the Judicial Committee of the Privy

Council.19

While these proceedings went on, a 'crisis' in relations between the New

South Wales State and the Federal Labor Government developed. On

28 March 1931, the Federal Labor Party, expelled the New South Wales

Labor Party for its opposition to the financial policy of the Federal

Government,20 and steps were taken to establish a separate Federal Labor

Party in that State. Further conflict arose when the United Australia

Party defeated the Labor Party in the Federal elections of December 1931

because of Lang's refusal to meet the interest payments owed by New

South Wales to overseas bond holders. This crisis culminated in the

Governor's dismissal of the Lang Government on 13 May 1932, 18 days

before the Privy Council delivered its judgment concerning the Abolition

Bill.21

5.L3 An Indirectly Elected Council and the Operation of the Deadlock Procedure

The New South Wales State election after the Lang dismissal resulted in

the Nationalist Government returning to office. The new Premier, Stevens,

was determined to end the attempts to abolish the Council by reforming it

17

18

19

20

21

Trethowan v Peden (1930) 31 SR (NSW) 183

Trethowan v Attorney-General of NSW (1932) 44 CLR 394

Attorney-General of NSW v Trethowan [1932] AC 526

Morrison supra n 9 p 328

See Morrison supra n 9 pp 335-341 for an account of the Lang 'dismissal'
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hi mself. 22 The proposed reforms of Bavin were reconsidered and debate on

the subject re-opened.23 The Constitution Further Amendment Act 1932

reconstituted the Council along the lines of the Bryce recommendations of

1917.24 Membership of the Council was thereby restricted to sixty

members, elected by a joint sitting of the Upper and Lower Houses.2S

Machinery for the resolution of deadlocks was also provided by the

Constitution Amendment (Legislative Council) Act 193326 and the

Council's power to reject appropriation was taken away.27

In order to comply with section 7A of the Constitution, these bills were put

to a referendum on 13 May 1933 and were approved by a majority of the

electorate.28 The reconstitution of the Council accordingly took place on

23 April 1934.

With regard to the deadlock resolving provi slion, Lumb comments, "[i ]; is

important to note that subsection S of section 5B provided that the

deadlock machinery was to apply to bills abolishing the Council, thus

furnishing a method of abolishing the Council inconsistent with section 7A

which required passage of an abolition bill by both Houses before

submission to a referendum. As has been pointed out, the effect of section

5B was to prescribe a complex procedure whereby a disagreement between

Ibid P 338

Turner supra n 10 p 21

Conference on the Reform of the Second Chamber, London 1917,
hereinafter called the Bryce Report

25

26

27

28

For an analysis of how Bavin and Stevens tailored
recommendations to suit Australian conditions, see Turner
pp 22-26 and Appendix 2

Section 5B of the Constitution Act 1902

Section 5A of the Constitution Act 1902

Morrison supra n 9 p 339

the Bryce
supra n 10
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the Houses could be resolved - a procedure which in effect substituted the

electors for the Upper House at the final stage in the deadlock

procedure".29

In 1959 the Labor Government tried to use the deadlock provisions to

abolish the Legislative Council. 30 On 12 November 1959 the Constitution

Amendment (Legislative Council Abolition) Bill 1959 was introduced into

the Assembly. The Council declined to consider it, claim ing as a matter of

pri vilege that the bill should have been introduced in the Council first)l

The bill was reintroduced, suffering the same fate, whereupon the

Assembly requested a free conference,32 the next step in the deadlock

procedure provided by section 5B, but this request was rejected by the

Council. The Governor then convened a joint sitting of members of both

Houses and subsequently, the Assembly directed that the Bill be submitted

to a referendum.33 At this stage, several Council members commenced

proceedings for an injunction to restrain the Government from submitting

the bill to a referendum. The suit was dismissed by the New South Wales

Supreme Court34 and its decision upheld by the High Court. 35 On

29 April 1961, the bill proceeded to the final stage of the deadlock

resolving procedure, a referendum, at which 57.6 per cent36 of the voters

favoured retention of the Legislative Council.

Lumb supra n 16 pp 54-55

Ibid p 55

See Turner supra n 10 p 78

i.e., a Conference of Managers see 8ackground Paper 2

Lumb supra n 16 p 55

Clayton v Heffron (1960) 77 WN 767

Clayton v Heffron (1960-61) 105 CLR 214

This figure is from Turner supra n 10 p 114
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37

38

39

The last step in the evolution of the New South Wales Legislative Council

was the introduction of the election of Council members directly by the

electorate. The Wran Labor Government introduced the Constitution and

Parliamentary Electorates and Elections (Amendment) Bill 1977 with the

intention of instituting such a reconstitution. The Bill was referred for

consideration to a Council Select Committee who reported on 10 January

1978.37

The Committee's report recommended the rejection of the bill. The main

objections to the bill arose from the proposed list system which the

Committee considered would not allow an elector the option to vote for a

candidate of his choice, and the fact that no preferences whatever would

be allowed under the proposed system. The Committee further

recommended the establishment of a State Constitutional Convention to

review the method of election, functions and powers of the Council. 38

Accordingly, the bill was rejected by the Upper House and returned to the

Assembly on 11 January 1978. However, the Government rejected the

convention proposa1.39 The deadlock that resulted from the rejection of

the bill led a Conference of Managers and agreement was eventually

Report from the Select Committee on the Consti tution and Parliamentary
Electorates and Elections (Amendment) Bill NSW Parliamentary Papers
1978 no 273

Ibid

Political Chronicles, Australian Journal of Politics and History (1978)
Vol 24 p 369
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reached. "In order to ensure that the reform of the Council received the

widest possible support and acceptance the Government agreed to the list

system being replaced by an op tional preferential system.,,40

That agreement had been reached meant that all major parties officially

supported the Constitution and Parliamentary Electorates and Elections

(Amendment) Act 1978, and at the referendum held on 17 June 1978, a

"Yes" vote of approxlrnately 85% was obtained.

G Cooksleyz The 1978 New South Wales Legislative Council Referendum:
Cause and Effect, in The Parliamentarian Vol 60 (1979) p 44
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the Introductton

*

1

2

3

Under responsible government in Queensland,l a bicameral system of

parliament was instituted. The Legislative Council was a nominated body

and like the New South Wales Legislative Council, could be 'swamped' with

new mem bers,

From the early days of responsible government, it appears that

disagreements between the Houses were not uncommon, particularly over

financial measures which the Council claimed the right to amend. 2

During the Sessions of 1884 and 1885, a bill to provide for the expenses

incurred by members of the Assembly in attending parliament was passed

by the Assembly and on each occasion rejected by the Council. 3 When the

sum of seven thousand pounds was included in the Appropriation Bill (No 2)

1885-6 for the purpose of the payment of members' expenses, the Council

The Queensland parliament has been unicameral since 1922 and therefore,
has no need for a current deadlock provision. However, it is proposed to
take a brief look at the relations between the Houses before 1922, the
deadlock provision of 1908 and the abolition of the Legislative Council in
that State

Achieved on 10 December 1859 31 Vict No 38

See C A Bernayse Queensland Politics During Sixty '{ears (1959-1919)
(Brisbane Government Printer, 1919) pp 235-282

Members Expenses Bill 1884, Members Expenses Bill 1885, and see
correspondence respecting Joint Address to Her Majesty by the
Legislative Assembly on the 'Rights and Powers of the Legislative Council
with Respect to Money Bills', (hereinafter referred to as the "1886 Joint
Address"), Queensland Parliamentary Papers 1886 pp 1-8 at p 1
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amended the Appropriation Bill by deleting this sum.4 The Assembly

disagreed with the amendments but the Council insisted on them, saying

that the item for payment of members was in the nature of a 'tack'.?

On 13 November 1885, a Joint Select Committee of both Houses was

formed. The Committee reported on 17 November and recommended, inter

alia:

"That for the purpose of obtaining an opinion as to the relative

rights and powers of both Houses with respect to Money Bills a Case

be prepared, and that a Joint Address of both Houses be presented •••

for the opinion of her Majesty's Most Honorable Privy Council ll
•
6

The Privy Council found in favour of the view that the Council were not

justified in amending a money bil1.7

Conflict between the Houses remained, the Council refusing to accept the

decision of the Privy Council. However, in 1908, a deadlock mechanism

which favoured the Assembly was introduced by the Parliamentary Bills

Referendum Act 1908. This provided that if the same measure were twice

passed by the Assembly and twice rejected by the Council, it would then be

submitted to a referendum, and if approved by a majority of the electors,

presented without further debate for the Royal Assent.

Joint Address supra n 3

Message of the Legislative Council to the Legislative Assembly
12 November 1885, reproduced in the Joint Address supra n 3

Joint Address supra n 3 p 3

Bernaysr supra n 2 p 253; K H Baily: Self Government in Australia
1860-1900 Chapter XIV, Cambridge History of the British Empire Vol VII
Pt 1 (1933) p 419; Joint Address supra n 3
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When Labor, under the leadership of E. G. Theodore, came to power in

1915, "[tjhe Council became an annexe of the Opposition in the Legislative

Assembly which very often left to the Council the real job of fighting

Labor's proposalsll.8 Consequently, in 1915 and 1916, the Assembly passed

a bill for the abolition of the Council, which predictably rejected it on both

occasions.9

Under the terms of the 1908 Act, a referendum was held on the bill,

resulting in a resounding defeat for the proposed abolition. The retention

of the Council was favoured by 60.7% of the electorate.l O

Despite the result of the referendum, the Government introduced further

abolition bills in 1918 and 1919,11 claiming that the people had elected it

to office knowing that it was determined to abolish the Second

Chamber.l 2 The Council rejected both bills.

8 A A Morrison: Government of Queensl
Government of the Australian States p 269

in S R Davis

9

10

11

12

See Queensland Parliamentary Debates:
1915 pp 2163-2171, 2202-2208 (Assembly), 2323-2327, 2437-2457 (Council)
and 1916 pp 585-586, 601-606 (Assembly) 806-807, 1077-1083 (Council)

For an account see E M Higgins: The Queensland Labor Governments
1915-29, unpublished MA Thesis, 1954, University of Melbourne, cited by
K Turner, House of Review : The New South Wales Legislative Council
1934-1968 (Sydney Uni Press, 1969) p 6.

Constitution Act Amendment Bills 1918 and 1919;
Queensland Parliamentary Debates: 1918 pp 2585-2587, 2626-2642
(Assembly) and 2863-2872, 3098-3108 (Council, and 1919 pp 1349-1370,
1656-1671 (Assembly)

Morrison supra n 8 p 269
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Instead of introducing another referendum the Government directed its

efforts towards obtaining a majority in the Council. On the departure of

the Governor, Sir Hamilton Goold-Adams, who had refused to make the

appointments to the Council desired by Labor, the Labor Speaker,

William Lennon, served as Governor until the new Governor arrived. In

February 1920, Lennon appointed fourteen more Labor supporters to the

Council.13 However, Premier Theodore announced that no attempt would

be made to abolish the.Council without a definite mandate from the people.

In the 1920 election, Labor was returned to power and on 24 October 1921,

the Constitution Act Amendment Bill 1921 providing for the abolition of

the Council was passed through both Houses.14 The Royal Assent was

given on 3 March 1922 and from that date, the Legislative Council of

Queensland has ceased to exist.

These members became known as 'the suicide squad'

See Queensland Parliamentary Papers, 1922 Vol 1 pp 21-65 for papers
relating to the Constitution Act Amendment Act 1921
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the Consti tution

"(I) Whenever-

(a) any Bill has been passed by the House of Assembly during any
session of Parliament; and

(b) the same Bill or a si milar Bill with substantially the same
objects and having the same title has been passed by the House
of Assembly during the next ensuing Parliament; and

(c) a general election of the House of Assembly has taken place
between the two Parliaments; and

(d) the second and third readings of the Bill were passed in the
second instance by an absolute majority of the whole number
of members of the House of Assembly; and

(e) both such Bills have been rejected by the Legislative Council
or failed to become law in consequence of any amendments
made therein by the Legislative Council,

it shall be lawful for but not obligatory upon the Governor within six
months after the last rejection or failure -

en to dissolve the Legislative Council and House of Assembly by
proclamation to be published in the Gazette; or

(ii) to issue writs for the election of two addi tional members for
each Council district.

(2) If the Legislative Council and House of Assembly are so
dissolved:

(a) all the members of both Houses of Parliament shall
thereupon vacate the seats and members shall be elected
to supply the vacancies so created; and

(b) the order of retirement as between members of the
Legislative Council elected after such dissolution shall
be as provided in section 15 of this Act and one-half of
such members shall retire after three years' service
calculated from the first day of March of the year of
their election or after such further period as is provided
for in section 14.
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(3) If writs for the election of additional members of the Council
are issued, after the issue of such wri ts no vacancy whether
arising before or after the issue thereof shall be filled except
as may be necessary to bring the representation of the district
in which the vacancy occurs to its proper number as set forth
in the second schedule of this Act. Whenever there are more
seats vacated by members returned for the same district than
there are seats to be filled and such members' seats were of
unequal tenure the seats of those members the unexpired
portions of whose terms are the shorter shall be first filled."

the Australian Deadlock Provision

1

2

The Constitution Act 1855-56 of South Australia established a

bicameral legislature. In 1857 the two Houses clashed over the

Council's power to amend financial measures, out of which evolved

what became known as the "Compact of 1857". This Compact was

an informal agreement that the Council would have the right to

suggest amendments to any money bill except that which dealt with

the ordinary annual services of government.l

-
In 1881 the South Australian Government proposed a joint sitting as

a means of resol ving deadlocks. Although the Council did not agree,

it accepted a provision in the same form as the present section 41 of

the Constitution Act 1934-1975.2

W G McMinn: A Constitutional History of Australia (Oxford Uni Press,
Melbourne 1979) p 72;
Proceedings of the Parliament of South Australia 1857-58 Vol II no 101.
For South Australia generally, see G D Combe: Responsible Government in
South Australia (1957);
E C Nowell: A History of the Relations between the Two Houses of
Parliament in Tasmania and South Australia (Government Printer, Tas
1890)

McMinn supra n 1 p 73; Act no 236 of 1881
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Professor McMinn comments that this provision "[lJike the Victorian

Scheme of 19033 ••• was so clumsy, so heavily weighted in favour of

the Upper House and so inconclusive, that as a means of reducing

friction between the two Houses it was useless".4

In 1910 and 1911 the Verran Labor Government attempted to curtail

the Council's powers by providing for bills to receive the Royal

Assent in certain circumstances without Council approval. When the

Council rejected these proposals the Premier, J S Verran, then asked

the Secretary of State to amend the Constitution by an Imperial Act

"so as to enable the matured will of the people of South Australia to

become law".S However, the Secretary of State, Lewis Harcourt,

would not contemplate Imperial intervention "until every

consti tutional remedy had been exhausted".6

In 1912 the Council rejected the annual Appropriation Bill on the

grounds that the government had broken the "gentleman's

agreement" of 18577 by "tacking" proposals to establish a State

brick works and

3 See infra 5.5.3 (footnote added)

4 McMinn supra nl p 73

5 McMinn supra n 1 p 145

6 Ibid p 146

7 i.e., the Compact of 1857
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timber mill to the Appropriation Bill.8 In the light of the views of

the Secretary of State, Verran "attempted to exhaust the

Constitutional remedies and demonstrate the support of ••• the

people with a dissolution ll
•
9 However, the Verran Government lost

the ensuing election.

The Ministry that replaced the Verran Government legislated in 1913

to incorporate into the, Constitution the "qentlernan's agreement" on

money bills,10 embodied in the present section 62 of the

Constitution Act 1934-75.

Proposals for Constitutional Change

The Constitution Act Amendment Bill (No 2) 1984, which proposes to

amend the Constitution along similar lines to the Victorian

Constitution (Duration of Parliament) Act 1984,II is at present

before the South Australian Parliament.

McMinn supra nIp 145

Ibid p 146

Ibid (This is similar to section 46 of the Western Australian Constitution
Acts Amendment Act 1899.)

See infra 5.5.5
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a Deadlock Provision

Tasmania has no statutory provision for the resolution of deadlocks,

though as is the case in Western Australia, the Standing Orders of

both Houses provide for a Conference of Managers in certain cases.

On 25 November 1981 .a Royal Commission was set up to inquire into

and report on the desirability of providing means for the settlement

of deadlocks between the House of Assembly and the Legislative

Council.1

Independence the Legislative Council

*

1

2

3

Since its inception in 1856, the Tasmanian Legislative Council has

largely been a House of Independent members. No political party

has ever had more than five representatives in the nineteen member

Upper Chamber,2 and the Tasmanian Royal Commission found that

"(t]he chief distinguishing feature of the Tasmanian Legislative

Council as compared with Councils elsewhere was said to be its

independent character".3

It is intended to make only the briefest of comments on the major disputes
between the Houses in Tasmania. Relations between the Houses, 8':: well as
other relevant matters are detailed in the 1982 Report of the Tasmanian
Royal Commission into the Constitution Act 1934

Royal Commission into the Constitution Act 1934, Tasmania, presented to
the Lieutenant Governor of Tasmania 31 May 1982. See infra 5.4.3

Ibid P 8

Ibid p 15
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In the years to 1900, there were several serious disputes between the

Houses, including a clash over supply in 1879.4

In 1924 the Council amended the Appropriation Bill 1924-25 and

"precipitated a crisis which was resolved only by making

far-reaching changes in the Constitution Act".5 Though the Council

had the constitutional power to amend money bills, the Government

contended that the action of the Upper House threatened to take

control out of its hands and sought to have the Royal Assent given

for the Bill as it had left the House of Assembly. 6 The Governor

expressed the view that the will of the people's House must prevail

and assented to the bill as it stood," An Income and Land Tax Bill

and the Appropriation Bill 1925-26 were assented to in like

circumstances.

Ibid Appendix DO);
E C Nowell: A History of the Relations between the Two Houses of
Parliament in Tasmania and South Australia (Government Printer, Tas.,
1890);
W A Townsley: The Government of Tasmania in S R Davis: The
Government of the Australian States (Longmans, London, 1960) pp 522-530

Townsley: supra n 4 p 524

Ibid p 524-5

Ibid P 525
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As a direct result of this situation, the Constitution Act was

amended in 1926 so that the Council could no longer amend bills to

raise revenue for the ordinary annual services of the Government

and bills imposing income and land tax, though the Council could

suggest amendments.8

1948 SimIi'll'\{ '--44;;>4;;>.

In 1948 the Premier of Tasmania, Robert Cosgrove was charged with

bribery and corruption. He was acquitted by a jury but as soon as he

resumed his seat in the House, the Opposition raised the question of

confidence.9 The Legislative Council then "returned the Supply Bill

to the Assembly with the request that the sums be reduced to two

months Supply 'on the understanding that the Government seek an

immediate dissolution",.10 When the Assembly refused, the Council

pressed its request, arguing that it had every reason to believe that

the Government had lost the confidence of the people.ll

A Conference of Managers between the Houses failed to come to an

agreement, whereupon the supply bill was laid aside by the Council

and the Government had no recourse except to seek an election.

The Government had no recourse except to seek an election. The

Government lost one seat 'but little of the support it had in the

election of 1946' and was able to govern with the support of an

Independent member.l2

Ibid p 526

Royal Commission Report supra nIp 103

Townsley: supra n 4 p 528

Ibid

Ibid p 529: Royal Commission Report supra nIp 104
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In 1980-81, a dispute between the Houses developed over the

proposed construction of a hydro-electric dam on the Gordon River,

an environmentally sensitive region of Tasmania.13 As a result on

25 November 1981, a Royal Commission with terms of reference

similar to this Commission, was set up. The Tasmanian Royal

Commission reported on 31 May 1982. Its recommendations were as

follows:

"I. We recommend in the case of bills that are not money bills or

constitutional bills, as defined, as follows:

(a) Where the Council has not passed any bill within three months

of its receipt from the Assembly, the Assembly may, by resolution,

declare it to be a "prescribed bill" for the purposes of the

Constitution Act.

(b) If the Council has not passed a prescribed bill within six

months of its having been so declared, the Governor may, on the

advice of his ministers, eitherr-

(i) Issue a writ for a referendum of electors to decide

whether the bill should become law; or

(ij) Issue a writ for a referendum of electors to decide any

questions in relation to the bill that have been agreed upon by

resolution of both Houses; or

For details of this 'power deadlock', see
Royal Commission Report supra n 1 Appendix RCi);
J Shaw: The Tasmanian Dam Issue and a Royal Commission into
Parliament, in The Parliamentarian Vol 64 no 3 (1983) pp 146-151
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(iii) Dissolve the Assembly.

(c) A dissolution of the Assembly shall not be deemed to be in

pursuance of paragraph (b) above if :-

CD More than three months have elapsed since the Council

rejected a prescribed bill, or voted that it should be read on

this day six months; or

(ii ) More than nine months have elapsed since the Assembly

declared a bill to be prescribed; or

(iii) The dissolution occurred within six months of the

expiration of the term of the Assembly.

(d) If the Assembly is dissolved pursuant to the above provisions a

prescribed bill may, if the Assembly so resolves, be presented to the

Governor for assent without the approval of the Council at any ti me

within three months of the first sitting of the Assembly after the

return of the election writs. There should be no "stockpiling", i.e,

the procedure shall be available in the case of one bill only.

(e) If a prescribed bill is approved by electors at a referendum it

may be presented to the Governor for assent without approval of the

Council at any ti me within three months of the return of the

referendum writ, if the Assembly so resolves.

2. We recommend that an appropriation or supply bill confined to

the ordinary services of the government should be subject to Royal

Assent if not passed by the Legislative Council within six weeks of

its transm ission to tha t Cham ber,
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3. We recommend that the proposed suspensory veto for a period

of six weeks should apply to all bills that are solely concerned with

the appropriation of funds other than appropriations for new policies

not authorised by special legislation or in respect of which funds

have not been appropriated in the previous year. If a bill

appropriating funds contains other provisions the Legislative

Council's power should be the same as that in respect of any general

legislation, provided that any amendment does not insert any

provision for the appropriation of moneys or impose or increase any

burden on the people. We also recommend that existing provisions

that all supplementary appropriations for expenditure on new and

previously unauthorised purposes made under s.5A, 5B and 7A of the

Public Account Act 1957, and for emergency expenditure under the

Audit Act 1918 and its Regulations that require ratification by both

Houses of Parliament be retained.

4. We recommend that provision should be made in, for example,

the Public Account Act 1957 to require the appropriation of funds

granted to the State by special grant under s.96 of the

Com monwealth Constitution where the terms of the grant require

the expenditure of other State moneys. In all cases of special

grants, the terms of the grant should be tabled in each House of

Parliament. (cf, s.9(13) of the Public Account Act, 1957 - omitted

by s.3 of Act No. 75 of 1964.)

5. We recommend that all taxation bills should be subject to the

same procedure and these should include bills imposing franchise

fees, where the fee is calculated by reference to the value or

quantity of goods produced, sold or purchased.

6. We recommend that the proposed suspensory veto provision for

a period of six weeks should apply to all bills dealing with taxation.
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We that constitutional amendments (as defined)

should be made only in the following manners-

(a) The proposed law must be passed by two-thirds majority of

each House of Parliament; or

(b) if the requirements of (a) are not satisfied but the proposed

law is passed by a majority of voting members in each House, it may

be submitted to the electors.

(c) If the requirements of (b) are not satisfied but the proposed

law is passed by a two-thirds majority of voting members in either

House on two occasions, the second occasion being at least three

months after the first, the proposed law may be submitted to the

electors.

(d) In the si tuation set out in (c) above the writ for the

referendum shall be issued by the President of the Legislative

Council or by the Speaker of the House of Assembly as the case may

be within two months of compliance with the prescribed conditions

and at least two weeks after notice to issue the writs has been given

to the other presiding officer.

(e) Before the issue of the writ application may be made to the

Supreme Court of Tasmania by either the President or the Speaker

for declaration whether the writ for a referendum may validly be

issued; the Court may make orders to delay the issue of the writ

pending determination of the application.

(f) Except as provided in (e) above no court shall call into question

the validi ty of any referendum or of any Act on the ground of non

compliance with the prescribed procedures.

(g) The Constitution should provide for a standing appropriation

for purposes of a referendum.
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8. We recommend that the Constitution Act be amended by

adding a provision enabling the Council to appoint, at the beginning

of each session of every parliament, such number of committees

from its own members, to be known as the Legislative Council

Finance and Estimates Committees, as it considers necessary to

ensure an adequate scrutiny and review of the appropriation and

expenditure of public funds, including budgetary proposals and

appropriation bills, whether from Consolidated Revenue or the Loan

Fund. For the reasons we have given, we are of the opinion that the

Constitution Act is the proper place for vesting of these alternative

powers, rather than rely upon the provisions of, for example, the

Parliamentary Privilege Act 1898 (as amended) or the Standing

Orders.

9. We reco end the appointment of a permanent research

officer for this purpose by the President under the provisions of the

Constitution Act 1934 (as amended) or alternatively under the

provisions of the Parliamentary Privilege Act 1898 (as amended).

10. We recommend that the Committees have statutory power to

seek explanations and information from ministers and departmental

officers concerned in the Committees' enquiries (c.f, s. 7 of the

Public Accounts Committee Act 1970).

11. We recommend that:-

(a) except in special circumstances -

(1) the Committee hearings should be open to the public;

(ii) the transcript of evidence before any such Committees

should be available to the publics
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(b) the reports of the Committees should be freely available.

12. We recommend that the Public Works Committee Act 1914 be

amended by providing that all new works recommended by the

Com mittee shall only be commenced if a resolution declaring that

the works be carried out has been agreed to by a joint resolution of

bo th Houses.

13. We
------.:-~

(a) that the Standing Orders Committee of the Legislative Council

give consideration to some relaxation of the rules concerning the

admission of the public to committees and the publication of

evidence submitted to select committees; and

(b) that appropriate expert assistance and advice be provided for

select committees if the subject of the inquiry calls for it.14

Royal Commission Report supra n 1 pp 72-75
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*

"66. (1) If -

(a) the Assembly passes a Bill and the Council rejects it; and

(b) the Assembly is thereafter (but not later than six months

before the date of the expiry of the Assembly by effluxion

of time) dissolved by the Governor by a proclamation

declaring such dissolution to be granted in consequence of

the disagreements between the two Houses as to such Bill

and as to that one Bill only; and

(c) the Bill is passed by the Assembly in the next session (not

earlier than nine months after the date of the second

reading in the preceding session of the Bill in the Assembly)

and is rejected by the Council -

the Governor may notwithstanding anything in this Act but

subject to sub-section (2) by proclamation dissolve the Council.

(2) The Governor shall not pursuant to the power conferred

by sub-section (1) dissolve the Concil within one month after

the Bill is so last rejected by the Council or within nine months

after any general or periodical election for the Council.

67. (1) If after such dissolution of the Council the Assembly

again passes the Bill in the same or next succeeding session

This has now been amended by the Constitution (Duration of Parliament)
Act 1984, which took effect on 1 January 1985. See infra 5.5.5
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and the Council rejects it the Governor may convene a joint

sitting of the members of the Council and of the Assembly.

(2) The members present at such joint sitting may deliberate

and shall vote together upon the Bill.

(3) Any amendments in such Bill proposed at such joint

sitting if affirmed by an absolute majority of the whole

number of the members of the Council and the Assembly shall

be deemed to have been carried.

(4) If such Bill with the amendments (if any) so carried is

affirmed by an absolute majority of the whole number of the

members of the Council and the Assembly it shall be deemed

to have been duly passed by the Council and the Assembly

and shall be presented to the Governor for Her Majesty's

assent.

(5) The Speaker or in his absence or at his request the

President shall preside at such joint sitting and shall have a

deliberative but not a casting vote.

(6) The proceedings at any such joint sitting shall be

conducted in accordance with joint standing rules and orders

prepared and adopted by the Council and the Assembly in the

manner provided in section 43 and in all cases not provided for

in any such joint standing rules and orders resort shall be had

to the standing orders rules forms usages and practice of the

Assembly so far as the same may be applicable to the

proceedings of such joint sitting."
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In Victoria, "[t]he authors of the Constitution Act designed the Legislative

Council as a strong house".l No provision was originally made for

deadlocks, which could only be solved by the withdrawal of the Assembly,

or someti mes a 'concession by grace' on the part of the Council.2

In the first nine years of responsible government, 1856 to 1865, the Council

rejected fifty-nine government bills. In 1865 an "obstinate struggle

between Assembly and Council for Constitutional Supremecy" arose which

lasted with intermissions until July 1868.3

In 1865, the Government, led by Premier James McCulloch, 'tacked' a

tarriff measure to the Appropriation Bill of that year, fearing that a

separate Tarriff Bill would be rejected as a protectionist measure by the

Council. 4 The Council voted twenty to five to lay the Appropriation Bill

aside on 25 July 1865.

To solve the Immediate Administrative problems created by this action of

the Council, the Attorney-General, George Higinbotham, utilised the

Crown Remedies Act. This Act authorised the Governor to sign warrants

for the payment of amounts awarded by the courts in suits against the

Z Cowan: A Historical Survey of the Victorian Constitution 1856-1956, in 1
Melb Uni L R (1957) pp 9-63 at p 36

G Serle: The Victorian Legislative Council 1856-1950, in Historical
Studies, Australia and New Zealand: Selected Articles (1964 Rep 1967)
Ch 6 pp 127-151 at p 131

F K Crowley: Aspects of the Constitutional Conflicts between the Two
Houses of the Victorian Legislature 1864-1868 (Unpublished MA Thesis,
1947, University of Melbourne) p 30

Cowan supra nIp 37
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Crown. The Council, however, "condemned this devise as 'not only

collusive but unconstitutional, if not revolutionary', and the crisis

deepened". 5

The Assembly then sent the tar-riff proposal up to the Council in a separate

bill which included in the preamble, a clai m that the Assembly had an

exclusi ve right to control finance. 6

The bill was rejected by the Council, who argued that the issue of

protection had never been submitted to the country.f The Government

then went to the people on the issue and was returned with a greater

majority but the Council remained firm in refusing to pass the Tarriff

Bill. Ultimately a Conference between the Houses resulted in an 'uneasy

compromise' and the Bill was passed with an amended preamble.8

A further conflict arose with the recall of the Governor,

Sir Charles Darling, for his part in the earlier dispute. In the Colony,

Darling's recall was interpreted as "punishment for his support of a popular

Ministry against the wealthy and conservative interests controlling the

Legislative Council".9

W G McMinn: A Constitutional History of A',stralia (Oxford, Melbourne,
1979) p 66

Ibid pp 66-67

Cowan supra nIp 37

McMinn supra n 5 p 67

Ibid P 68
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The Assembly included a vote of twenty thousand pounds to Lady Darling,

the Governor's wife, in the 1867 Appropriation Bill as a means of

compensation. The Council rejected the bill twice and a dissolution of the

Assembly was granted, resulting in a 'sweeping' electoral victory to the

McCulloch Government.l°

The Council still refused to pass the bill and when use of the Crown

Remedies Act (as had occurred in 1865-1866) was prevented by a Supreme

Court judgement, public business almost came to a standstill. The crisis

was only resolved when the Imperial Government told Darling that if he

were to renounce the grant to his wife, he would be returned on a pension

of one thousand pounds per year.ll

The next dispute in 1877 began over the question of the payment of

members of Parliament. The Government, led by Premier Berry, included

an amount to cover payment of members in the Annual Appropriation Bill.

The Council objected to this as a 'tack' and rejected both measures.l 2 The

Government advised the dismissal of large numbers of civil servants, and

the Governor, Sir George Bowen, reluctantly complied. A compromise was

reached in March 1878 when a separate bill for payment of members was

accepted by the Council.13 However, Professor McMinn remarks that "as

in the earlier crises, the real issue that of th the Council's powers, was not

resol ved".14

10 Ibid

II Ibid p 69

12 Cowan nIp 39supra

13 Ibid

14 McMinn supra n 5 p 70
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The Berry Government in 1879 proposed a referendum as a solution to

deadlocks15 and in 1880 a bill introduced by the next Prem ier,

James Service, proposed a double dissolution and joint sitting as the

solution for deadlocks. Both of these bills failed in the Assembly.16

In 1893-4, a Parliamentary Royal Commission recommended a referendum

as the solution for deadlocks but it was not until 1903 that the passage of a

deadlock provision was secured by the Irvine Government. However, this

provision was cumbersome and lengthy. Searle comments that "the

requirement of a dissolution of the Assembly and one of the Council, [was]

a process which would take at least three years and which would require

unimaginable tenacity and willingness to jeopardise immediate legislative

intentions on the part of the Government".l7

In 1937, a Country Party Ministry led by A A Dunstan succeeded in

modifying the 1903 provision to provide for a dissolution of the Assembly

followed, if necessary and after a nine-month delay, by a dissolution of the

Council. If the deadlock persisted, a joint sitting would follow at which an

absolute majority would decide the issue. 18 Certain bills, including bills

for the abolition of the Legislative Council, were excluded from the

Serle supra n 2 p 132

Ibid. See Background Paper 1. It was thought that Governor Broome's
proposal was based on the solution proposed by Service - 1.12.1

Serle supra n 2 p 133

Constitution (Reform) Act 1937 section 2
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operation of the provision.19 This provision was embodied in sections 66-68

of the Constitution Act and stood until 1 January 1985. Up to that time, it

was never used. 20 The procedure for resol ving disagreements has never

been involved beyond the first stage of the dissolution of the Assembly.21

1947 1952 Supply Crises

In 1947 the Liberal-Country Party Opposition held a majority in the

Council. Public opinion at the ti me seeming unfavourable to the Labor

Government due to the Federal Labor Government's Bank Nationalization

polity, the Council set out to force the government, led by Premier

John Cain, to an early-election.22

On 1 October the Council rejected the Supply Bill. The following day

another Supply Bill was passed by the Assembly and rejected by the

Council.

A third Supply Bill was introduced, along with a bill authorising a

referendum on the abolition of the Legislative Council. By this time public

servants had been denied their salaries.

On 8 October 1947 the third Supply Bill was also defeated in the Council

and the referendum bill deferred for six weeks. The following day, the

Governor, Sir Winston Dugan, dissolved the Assembly. The Supply Bill was

then revi ved and passed by the Council.

Ibid section 3

For a comparison between this and the New South Wales procedvr e, see
R D Lumb: The Constitutions of the Australian States - 4th ed (University
of Queensl and Press, 1977)

See W R Tunnecliffe: The Role of an Upper House in an Australian State,
in Notes: Constitutional and Political, The Parliamentarian Vol 64 (1983)
pp 81-85 at p 83

The Age newspaper: See issues for the various dates mentioned
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Labor fought the election on the issue of the supremacy of the Assembly as

the people's house, and pledged to reform the Council on an adult franchise

basis. - However, they were defeated in the election on 8 November and Mr

Hollw ay, the Liberal Leader, became the new Premier at the head of the

Coalition Government.

In 1950, the property qualifications for members and electors of the

Council were abolished. 23

In October 1952, a Country Party Government supported by the Liberal

Country Party held the confidence of the Assembly. Some of the members

of the LCP rebelled on the issue of electoral reform and made an

agreement with the ALP, led by Cain. Together the ALP and the 'Electoral

Reform League' held a majority in the Council, and rejected the supply bill

on a motion that supply ought to be refused because of the 'inequitable

electoral system,.24 The Premier, Mr J McDonald, then sought a

dissolution of the Assembly. However, Cain advised the Governor, Sir

Dallas Brooks, that ALP members would vote supply in the Upper House

only if a government led by Mr Hollway (Leader of the Electoral Reform

League) was comm-issioned in order to implement electoral reform.25

The Governor refused the dissol ution to McDonald because he had been

unable to obtain supply and commissioned Hollway conditionally on his

obtaining supply. The new government, however, was defeated in the

Assembly on a vote of no confidence. Hollway sought a dissolution from

Legislative Council Reform Act 1950 sections 2, 3

J I Fajgenbaum and P Hanks: Australian Constitutional Law (Butterworths,
Sydney,1972) p 84

Ibid p 84
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the Governor, which was refused, and then resigned at the Governor's

request. McDonald was commissioned to form another government and was

immediately granted a dissolution. 26

In May 1984, the Victorian Labor Premier, Mr John Cain 27 introduced the

Constitution (Duration_of Parliament) Bill (No 2) 1984. In his second

reading speech, the Premier said that the bill was "the result of

considerable negotiation with the [Liberal Party] Opposition and the

National Party.,,28

The bill was passed in both Houses and was assented to on

25 September 1984. The Constitution (Duration of Parliament) Act 1984

came into operation on 1 January 1985. The bill for the Act is included in

the submission, to the Commission, of Mr J C Finemore, QC,29 and an

outline of its provisions is included in the report.

Ibid

The son of the Labor Party leader in 1947 and 1952

Victorian Parliamentary Debates, 3 May 1984 (Assembly) p 4347

See Volume 3 Part 2 pp 752-763
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*the Commonwealth L:onstlltut:lon

*

rt57. Disagreement between the Houses ~ If the House of Representatives
passes any proposed law, and the Senate rejects or fails to pass it, or passes
it with amendments to which the House of Representatives will not agree,
and if after an interval of three months the House of Representatives, in
the same or the next session, again passes the proposed law with or without
any amendments whiclT have been made, suggested, or agreed to by the
Senate, and the Senate rejects or fails to pass it, or passes it with
amendments to which the House of Representatives will not agree, the
Governor-General may dissolve the Senate and the House of Represenatives
simultaneously. But such dissolution shall not take place within six months
before the date of the expiry of the House of Representatives by efflux ion
of ti me.

If after such dissolution the House of Representatives again passes the
proposed law, with or without any amendments which have been made,
suggested, or agreed to by the Senate, and the Senate rejects or fails to
pass it, or passes it with amendments to which the House of
Representatives will not agree, the Governor-General may convene a joint
sitting of the members of the Senate and of the House of Representatives.

The members present at the joint sitting may deliberate and shall vote
together upon the proposed law as last proposed by the House of
Representatives, and upon amendments, if any, which have been made
therein by one House and not agreed to by the other, and any such
amendments which are affirmed by an absolute majority of the total
number of the members of the Senate and House of Representatives shall
be taken to have been carried, and if the proposed law, with the
amendments, if any, so carried is affirmed by an absolute majority of the
total number of the members of the Senate and House of Representatives,
it shall be taken to have been duly passed by both Houses of the
Parliament, and shall be presented to the Governor-General for the Queen's
assent."

Commonwealth of Australia Constitution Act, 63 & 64 Viet., ch. 12 (1900)
(U.K.) hereinafter referred to as lithe Constitution"
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The framers of the Consti tution foresaw the likelihood of deadlocks

between the Houses, although this did not become a major issue until the

Sydney Federal Convention of 18971 where after a debate lasting two days,

the Convention by thirty votes to fifteen decided that provision should be

made for the prevention of deadlocks. 2

The aim of including a deadlock resolving clause in the Constitution was to

attain an acceptable balance between the power of the Senate to protect

State interests and the responsibility of the Lower House,3 and from the

Melbourne session of 1898 emerged a clause substantially in the same form

as section 57 of the Constitution.4

Qualifications on Equality of Powers

Under the Constitution, the Senate was given power to deal with legislation

that is "rarely matched by second chambers in any country with an

established tradition of parliamentary government.,,5 Its powers were

made equal to those of the House of Representatives in respect of proposed

laws, subject to the qualifications of section 53 of the Constitution which

are summarised by Professor Richardson:

C Howard and C Saunders: The Blocking of the Budget and the Dismissal of
the Government, in G Evans (ed): Labor and the Constitution 1972-1975
(1977) p 258-259

For a history of section 57 in the 1890 Convention Debates see,
J E Richardson, Federal Deadlocks: Origin and Operation of Section 57
(19':2) 1 Tasmanian University Law Review 706 pp 716-732;
Curtis: The Origin and Genesis of the Deadlock Clause of the Australian
Constitution, (1945) 60 Pol Sci Q 412.

Howard and Saunders supra nIp 259

Richardson supra n 2 p 731

Ibid p 707
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"(1) Bills imposing taxation or appropriating revenue must originate

in the House of Representati ves.

(2) The Senate cannot amend bills imposing taxation or

appropriating revenue or moneys for the ordinary annual services of

the Government. The Senate may, however, return any such bill to

the House of Representatives requesting omission or amendment of

any provision.

(3) The Senate may not amend any bill so as to increase any

proposed charge or burden on the people.,,6

As early as 1901 the Senate insisted that supply (l.e., money for the

ordinary annual services of government) was a grant of both houses

and that supply bills should be worded accordinglyJ

The success of this assertion prompted Sir Walter Harrison-Moore to

write" 'Appropriation by law'S excludes the once popular doctrine

that money might become available for the service of government

upon the mere votes of Supply by the Lower House".9

Ibid

J R Odgers: Australian Senate Practice p 314, cited by Howard and
Saunders supra n 1 p 267

This refers to the first part of secti on 83 of the Consti tution: "83. No
money shall be drawn from the Treasury of the Commonwealth except
under appropriation made by law."

W Harrison-Moore: The Constitution of the Commonwealth of Australia
(Znd ed 1910) cited by A Castles: "Constitutional Conventions and the
Senate" ACLD (1975) p 292
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The view that section 57 was intended by the founders of the Constitution

to apply not to all bills, but only financial measures was expressed by

Odgers, who cl tes a speech of the Leader of the Federal Convention,

Edmund Barton:

" 'Deadlock' is not a term which is strictly applicable to any case

except that in which the constitutional machine is prevented from

properly working. I am in very grave doubt whether the term can be

strictly applied to any case except the stoppage of legislative

machinery arising out of conflict upon the finances of the Country.

A stoppage which arises on any matter of ordinary legislation,

because the two Houses cannot come to an agreement at first, is not

a thing which is properly designated by the term 'deadlock' - because

the working of the Consti tution goes on - the consti tutional machine

proceeds notwithstanding a disagreement. It is only when the fuel of

the machine of government is withheld that the machinery of

government comes to a stop and that fuel is money.,,10

Odgers: supra n 7 (Znd ed 1959) p 10. On this aspect of the Convention
Debates of the 1890's see,
Galligan, Book Review, (Summer 1984) 8 Legislative Studies Newsletter 91,
96-97;
Winterton, Parliament, The Executive and the Governor-General: A Reply
(Winter 1984) 9 Legislative Studies Newsletter 98.
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Although Barton's words. may express the intention of the founders, some

contemporary writers have taken the view that section 57 is in practice

inappropriate to deal with a deadlock over supply.ll IITh~ requirement that

three months elapse between the first impasse in the Sena te and the second

passage of the Bill by the House of Representatives poses a unique problem

in the case of major appropriation Bills: the money for the services of

government will have run out long before the three month period has

expired.,,12

Even the Governor-General, Sir John Kerr, acknowledged this problem in

his statement of reasons for dismissing the Whitlam Government in 1975.13

As Professor lines noted: Section 57 as a solution to the deadlock over

supply would not have been available to the Governor-General "except for

the fortuitous circumstance that there was a 'stockpile of Bills' which had

fulfilled the requirements of the first part of section 57".14

It is the view of Professor Howard and Dr Saunders that the existence in

the Senate of a right to deny the Government supply and the deficiency

See C Howard: The Constitutional Crisis of 1975 Australian Quarterly
Vol 48, 1 (1976) p 11;
Howard and Saunders supra nIp 264-265;
L Zines: The Double Dissolutions and Joint Sitting, in G Evans (ed): Labor
and the Constitution 1972-1975 (1977) pp 235-239

Howard and Saunders supra nIp 265

Zines supra n 11 p 235-236

Ibid p 235-236
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of section 57 in such clrcurnstances could enable the Senate to force a

dissolution of the House of Representatives, while remaining unaffected

itself.l5

Sir Garfield Barwick has written:

"To supply section 57 to resolve a deadlock over the grant of supply,

it is necessary to predicate that supply has not been granted due to

rejection or failure on the part of the Senate to pass the

appropriation bill .

••• [During the period required by the section 57 procedure] there

being no supply, government obligations are not met; government is

at a standstill. Meanti me, also, the Governor-General must keep the

Ministry in place, free to do things it could do without the

expendi ture of unappropriated money.

There may be circumstances in which section 57 could be used to

resolve a deadlock over supply if sufficient appropriated funds were

granted to enable government to be carried on during the time

required to carry out the provisions of the section. But those funds

would not necessarily be granted.

But in the circumstances of 1975, use of section 57, by requiring a

second rejection after an interval of time would have brought

disaster.,,16

Howard and Saunders supra nIp 262
See also, J E Richardson, In the Matter of Section 57 of the Constitution, in
Standing Committee D Report 74-94, in Proceedings of the Australian
Consti tutional Convention (1975)

16 Sir G Barwick: Sir Garfield
29 Quadrant 3, 4

v Gareth Evans, (Jan-Feb 1985)
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In 1914 the Liberal Party Government led by Prime Minister Joseph Cook

held thirty eight out of the seventy five seats in the House of

Representatives; a majority of one. In the Senate, however, the Labor

Party had a majority of one. The Liberals holding only seven seats to the

ALP's twenty-nine.l7

A dispute between the two Houses occurred over the Government

Preference Prohibition Bill 1914 which proposed to abolish preference for

unionists in the Commonwealth Public Service. This "proposed law" was

relied on to invoke section 57 of the Constitution, though Lane points out

that there had been other disagreements between the Houses even before

this bill was presented.18

The Government Preference Prohibition Bill was rejected by the Senate and

after three months, the House of Representatives passed it again.l9 After

the Senate had rejected the measure a second time, Prime Minister Cook

advised the Governor-General, Sir Ronald Munro Ferguson, "in accordance

with the provisions of clause 57 of the Constitution, to dissolve

simultaneously the Senate and the House of Representatives".20

The Governor-General exercised his discretion to grant a double

dissolution, in Professor Lane's opinion only partly because of the

importance of the particular issue in the deadlocked Bill itself. Other

P H Lane: Double Dissolution of Federal Parliament 47 ALP (1973)
pp 290-305 AT P 297

Ibid

J Diplock: The Double Dissolution and Joint Sitting of Federal Parliament
SLR Vol 8 No 1 (Jan 1977) pp 223-238 at p 225

Commonwealth Parliamentary Papers 1914-17 p 129 cited by Lane supra
n 17 p 297
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considerations were the unworkability of parliament, previous

disagreements between the Houses and that no alternative ministry to

Cook's was possible.21

At the elections that followed the Cook Government was defeated and the

Fisher ALP Government was elected.

The Second Double Dlssolutlon

In 1951 the Liberal-Country Party Coalition Government led by Prime

Minister Sir Robert Gordon Menzies held seventy four of the one hundred

and twenty one House of Representatives seats; a majority of twenty

seven. In the Senate the Government parties could only count on twenty

six votes out of sixty.22

As with the 1914 dissolution, a number of bills had resulted in

disagreements between the two Houses. When the session of 1950 ended,

the Houses were deadlocked on three major bills - The Commonwealth Bank

Bill 1950, The Constitution Amendment Bill 1950 and The Communist Party

Dissolution Bill 1950.23

In 1945 the ALP Government had abolished the collective control of the

Co mmonwealth Bank exerted through a Board of Directors, vesting control

instead in the Federal Treasurer. The 1950 Commonwealth Bank Bill was

introduced by the Menzies Government for the purpose of re-establishing

the Board of Directors for the bank. 24

Lane supra n 17 p 298

Ibid

A Fusaro: The Australian Senate as a House of Review: Another Look, in
the Australian Journal of Politics and History Vol 12 (1966) pp 384-399 at
p 390

Lane supra n 17 p 299
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The bill was delayed in the Senate and although it was not rejected, it was

referred to a Select Com mittee of that House for further consideration.

Menzies later wrote:

"It seemed to me that these moves relating to a bill which had been

discussed almost ad nauseam for many months were nothing more

than a delaying procedure.,,25

Menzies advised the Governor-General, Sir William McKell, that in his

opinion there had been a fail ure to pass the bill. The Governor-General

subsequently dissolved both Houses of Parliament.

At the subsequent elections, Menzies was returned. As in 1914, no recourse

to a joint sitting, as provided for by section 57 of the Constitution, was

necessary "as the electorate in each instance returned a Iike-rn inded

majority to both Houses".26

5,,6.1 The Third Double Dissolution

Following the December 1972 Federal elections in the House of

Representatives, the Labor Government led by Prime Minister

E G Whitlam, held sixty seven of the one hundred and twenty five seats, a

nine seat majority. In the Senate, the Liberal-Country Party Coalition held

twenty six seats and the Australian Democratic Labor Party (DLP), who

often voted with the Coalition, held five. Labor had twenty six seats and

25

26

R G Menzies: The Measure of the Years (1970) pp 39-40 cited by Lane
supra n 17 p 299

Diplock supra n 19 p 255
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three were held by Independents. The Senate from the outset, in Professor

Lane's words, "acted as a vigorous house of review, not just in acts of

legislation but also in acts of administration".27

On 4 April 1974, before the Government had been in office for eighteen

months, the Leader of the Opposi tion, Mr Snedden, announced in the House

of Representatives that the Opposition would oppose Appropriation Bills

(No.4) and (No.5) 1973-4, and that he expected that they would be opposed

in the Senate.28 He added that the Appropriation Bills would be defeated

in the Senate if opposed by the Coalition and DLP members, and in that

event, the Government must go to an election. The Prime Minister

countered by saying that if the Senate rejected any money bill, he would

advise the Governor-General not to merely dissolve the House of

Representatives but to dissolve the Senate as well. 29

On 10 April 1974, the Leader of the Opposition in the Senate, Senator

Withers, moved an amendment which, if carried, would have deferred

Appropriation Bill (No 4) until the Government agreed to a general

election. He was supported by the Country Party and the DLP. 30

The Prime Minister then advised the Governor-General, Sir Paul Hasluck,

to dissolve both Houses of Parliament under section 57 of the Constitution,

based on the view that the condi tions of section 57 had been fulfilled in

respect of six bills:

P H Lane: Double Dissolution of Federal Parliament - The Third Double
Dissolution (1974) 48 ALJ p 515

See Zines - supra n 11 p 217

Ibid See also House of Representatives Debates 4 April 1974 Vol 88
pp 1048, 1054

Senate Debates 10 April 1974 Vol 59 pp 887,889
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The Commonwealth Electoral Bill (No.2) 1973

The Senate (Representation of Territories) Bill 1973

The Representation Bill 1973

The Health Insurance Commission Bill 1973

The Health Insurance Bill 1973; and

The Petroleu m and Minerals Authori ty Bill 1973

Accompanying the Prime Minister's advice was an opinion of the

Attorney-General, Senator Lionel Murphy, advising that each of the

proposed laws had satisfied the requirements of the first paragraph of

section 57 and a joint opinion of the Attorney-General and the

Solicitor-General advising that section 57 was applicable in respect of

more than one proposed law.31

The Governor-General accepted the advice of the Prime Minister, subject

to the condition that provision would be made for carrying on the services

of Government until the new parliament assembled. On hearing this, the

Senate passed the Appropriation Bills on 10 April 1974.

As set out in his formal letter of reply to the Pri me Minister's advice dated

11 April 1974, it appeared to the Governor-General that "the requirements

of the first paragraph of section 57 of the Consti tution in respect of a

double dissolution have been satisfied with regard to the following proposed

laws ••• [the six bills were set out here] ••• "32 On the same day, the

Governor-General issued proclamation repeating the substance of his

earlier letter of reply33 and he accordingly dissolved both Houses.

Zines supra n 11 p 217

Extract from the Governor-General's letter of 11 April 1974 cited in
Current Topics (1974) 48 ALJ p 164

Australian Government Gazette 11 April 1974 no 31B
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At the general election held on 18 May, the ALP was returned to power in

the House of Representatives with its majority reduced to five. The party

position in the Senate was twenty-nine each to the ALP and the Coalition,

with two Independents holding the balance of power.34

On 10 and 11 July 1974, the House of Representatives again passed the six

Bills on which the dissolution had been based and the Senate again rejected

them on 16-18 and 24 July. After what Lane describes as the "third

deadlock between the Upper and Lower Houses" had occurred,35 the new

Governor-General, Sir John Kerr, after having been approached by Prime

Minister Whitlam, issued a proclamation reciting that the six named Bills

had been passed and rejected before and after the election, and

accordingly, "•••the conditions upon which the Governor-General is

empowered by section 57 of the Constitution to convene a joint sitting of

the members of the Senate and the House of Representatives have been

ful filled in respect of each of the said proposed laws:

'NOW, THEREFORE, I, Sir John Robert Kerr, the Governor-General

of Australia, do by this my proclamation convene a joint sitting of

the members of the Senate and the House of Representatives to

commence in the House of Representatives Chamber at Parliament

House, Canberra at 10.30 o'clock in the morning on 6 August, 1974,

at which they may deliberate and shall vote together upon each of

the said proposed laws last proposed by the House of

Representatives. ,36"

G Sawer: Federation Under Strain - Australia 1972-1975 (1977) p 43

Lane - supra n 27 p 524

Australian Government Gazette 30 July 1974 no 62B
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On the eve of the joint sitting, two High Court proceedings were instituted

to claim an interlocutory injunction against the convening of the joint

sitting. In the main case, Cormack v Cqpe,37 proceedings were taken by

two Opposi tion Senators.38

The High Court in a judgement given at 5.15 p.rn. on Monday,

5 August 1974 refused an injunction. All the Justices except McTiernan J.

considered that after a bill has been passed by a joint si t tinq, the Court

could examine whether the provisions of section 57 had been satisfied and

if not, declare the measure invalid. 39 The Justices were divided as to

whether the Court had jurisdiction to intervene before the section 57

process was finished, but even those who thought there was jurisdiction,

relied on the fact that the present matter could be dealt with later as a

ground for refusing present application for the interlocutory relief.40 All

the Justices except McTiernan J. (who regarded the matter as

non-justiciable) rejected the argument that the phrase "any proposed law"

in section 57 was confined to a single bill.

The next morning, 6 August 1974, the first joint si tting in Australian

Federal Parliament commenced as the sixty senators and one hundred and

twenty seven members of the House of Representatives assembled in the

House of Representatives Chamber. The two Chambers agreed on special

(1974) 48 ALJR p 319. In the associated case, State of
Queensland v Whitlam (InLJ' 48 ALJR P 331 the proceedings were
instituted only in respect of the Petroleum and Minerals Authority Bill.
See Professor Lane's analysis of this case - Lane: supra n 27 p 525-526

Sir Magnus Cormack (Liberal Party) and Senator Webster (Country Party)

See the analysis of Zines supra n 11 pp 222-223

Ibid
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rules of procedure and in matters not covered by the rules, the Standing

Orders of the Senate were to apply.41 To conform to the requirement of

section 57, for an absolute majority of the total number of members of the

two Houses to affirm a motion, the rules provided that the Chairman was

to have one (del lbera tive) vote.42

Each of the six Bills was passed by an absolute majority at the joint

sitting.43

5.6.8 The Fourth Double Dissolution:

At the time of what has often been called the "constitutional crisis" of

1975, the ALP, under Prime Minister Whitlam held a majority of five in the

House of Representatives. The numbers in the Senate were Liberal/NCP:

thirty; ALP: twenty seven; Liberal Movement: one and Independent: two.

Another Independent (Senator Field) was on leave as his right to sit was in

dispute.44 The Senate had failed to pass a number of non money Bills in

the months following the 1974 Double Dissolution.

41 See Senate Debates 1 August 1974 Vol 60 P 697.
Representatives Debates 1 August 1974 Vol 89 P 1005

House of

42

43

44

Zines supra n 11 at pp 233-235 examines the Conduct of the Joint Sitting.

The High Court subsequently held that the Petroleum and Minerals
Authority Bill had not satisfied the requirements of the first paragraph of
section 57. Victoria v , Commonwealth, (1975) 134 CLR 81

Howard and Saunders supra nIp 271
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On 15 October 1975, the Senate resumed debate on the Loan Bill 1975

which had received its first reading in the Senate on 27 August. after

passinq the House of Representat.ives.45

After the second reading of the bill had been moved, Senator Wit.hers, the

Leader of the Opposition in the Senate, moved to amend the motion in the

following terms:

"That this Bill be not further proceeded with until the Government

agrees to submit itself to the judgement of the people, the Senate

being of the opinion that the Prime Minister and his Government no

longer have the trust and confidence of the Australian people•••",

Senator Withers cited the overseas loan affair; the Prime Minister's

failure to maintain proper control over the activities of his Ministers

and Government; and mismanagement of the Australian economy as

justifying the actions of the Opposition.46

The motion as amended was carried by twenty-nine votes to twenty-eight

the Independent and Liberal Movement candidates voting with the

Govern ment.47

For a chronological history of the events leading up to the dismissal of the
Whitlam Government, see the Report of Standinq Committee "D" of the
Australian Constitutional Convention on "The Senate and Supply" at
pp 7-24 in The Proceedings of the Australian Constitutional Convention and
Standing Committee Reports (Perth 26-28 July 1978).

Senate Debates, 15 October 1975 no 20 p 1156

Ibid
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On 16 October, the Senate adopted an amendment to the motion for the

second reading of Appropriation Bill (No.1) and (No.2) 1975-6 which was

worded in the same terms as the amendment to the second reading of the

Loan Bill. This motion was also carried by twenty-nine votes to

twenty-eight. 48

On the same day, the House of Representatives responded to the actions of

the Senate by a resolution affirm ing that the Constitution and the

conventions of the Consti tution vested in the House of Representatives the

control of the supply of money and that the Senate had grossly violated the

roles of the respective Houses in relation to the appropriation of moneys.

The House of Representatives asserted the basic principle that a

government that continues to have a majori ty in that House has a right to

expect that it will be able to govern and also condemned the threatened

action of the Leader of the Opposition and the non government parties in

the Senate.49

Professor Colin Howard comments on the Senate's refusal to pass supply in

the light of the events of 1974:

"With the benefit of hindsight it is possible to see that the

constitutional pass had been sold in the Senate the year before, in

April 1974. The majority in the Senate, whilst not technically

refusing supply, had in effect threatened to do so. On that occasion

the Prime Minister, Mr Whitlam, did not rely on the point that the

Senate had no right to delay or reject appropriation Bills. He

accepted the political challenge, advised a double dissolution, which

Ibid 16 October 1975 no 20 pp 1221, 1240-41

See House of Representatives Debates, 16 October 1975
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was granted, and won the ensuing election, although with a reduced

majority in the House and without a majority in the Senate. For all

practical purposes therefore, a precedent for the action of the

Senate in 1975 had been set in 1974.,,50

The Senate maintained its refusal to pass the bills and reaffirmed its

original resolution on 22 October. It further asserted that its actions in

delaying the passage of the bills for the stated reasons were a lawful and

proper exercise of its powers within the terms of the Constitution and that

there had never been any convention that the Senate shall not exercise its

consti tutional powers.

Though the House of Representatives repeated its resolutions on 21 and

28 October, the deadlock remained unresolved.

On 11 November 1975, during the luncheon adjournment of the House of

Representatives, the Governor-General, Sir John Kerr, terminated the

appointment of Mr Whitlam as his Chief Advisor and Head of the

Howard: supra n 11 p 7
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Government, and also the appointments of all the Ministers in Mr Whltlam's

Government.51 In his official letter of 11 November 1975 to Mr Whitlam,

he wrote:

"You have previously told me that you would never resign or advise

an election of the House of Representatives or a double dissolution

and that the only way in which such an election could be obtained

would be by my dismissal of you and your Ministerial colleagues.

As it appeared likely that you would today persist in this attitude I

decided that, if you did, I would determine your commission and

state my reasons for doing so •••,,52

It is not proposed here to make any comment on either the legality or the
propriety of the actions of the Governor-General. Some opinions on these
matters can be found in G Evans (ed); Labor and the Constitution 1972
1975 (1977);
J E Richardson: The Legislative Power of the Senate in Respect of Money
Bills 50 ALJ 273;
A C Castles: Constitutional Conventions and the Senate (1975) ACLD 281;
G Sawer: supra n 18;
Howard: supra n 1
D P O'Brien: The Powers of the Governor General to Dissol ve the Houses
of Parliament (LLM Thesis ANU 1982);
R Eggleston and E St John: Constitutional Seminar 63-68 (1977)
(biqlioqr-aphy);
The Senar e and Supply 149-150 (Standing Committee D, 1977)
(bibliography), in Proceedings of the Australian Constitutional Convention
and Standing Committee Reports (1978);
Evans: Repatriating the Debate (Nov 1984) 28 Quadrant 76;
Sir Garfield Barwick v Gareth Evans, (Jan-Feb 1985) 29 Quadrant 3;
Bryant: Don't Blame Whitlam, Blame the System, (Jan-Feb 1985)
29 Quadrant 103.

Letter of The Governor-General to Mr Whitlam (1975) 49 ALJ p 646
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In his official statement,53 the Governor-General revealed that he had

sought the advice of the Chief Justice of the High Court of Australia,

Sir Garfield Barwick, who stated in his letter to the Governor-General: 54

"The Constitution of Australia is a Federal Consti tution which

embodies the principle of Ministerial responsibility. The Parliament

consists of two Houses, the House of Representatives and the

Senate, each popularlyelected, and each with the same legislative

power, with the one exception that the Senate may not originate nor

amend a money Bill.

Two relevant constitutional consequences flow from this structure

of the Parliament. First, the Senate has constitutional power to

refuse to pass a money bill: it has power to refuse Supply to the

Government of the day. Secondly, a Pri me Minister who cannot

ensure Supply to the Crown, including funds for carrying on the

ordinary services of Government, must either advise a general

election (of a kind which the Constitutional situation may then

allow) or resign. If, being unable to secure Supply, he refuses to

take either course, Your Excellency has Constitutional authority to

withdraw his Commission as Prime Minister.,,55

After dismissing Mr Whitlam, the Governor-General commissioned

Mr Fraser, the Leader of the Opposition, to form a caretaker government

(i.e., one which makes no appointments or initiates no policies) after he had

been given Fraser's assurance that:

Official statement of the Governor-General 11 November 1975 (1975)
49 ALJ pp 646-648

54

55

Letter of the Chief Justice to the Governor-General
10 November 1975: see (1975) 49 ALJ pp 648-649

Ibid P 648

of
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0) Appropriation Bills (No.1) and (No.2) 1975-6 would be passed

by the Senate; and

(ii) the new Prime Minister would advise a dissolution of both

Houses of Parliament pursuant to section 57 of the

Constitution.

Both undertakings were fulfilled the same day.56

In the afternoon of 11 November 1975, the Senate passed both

Appropriation Bills without debate and without division, and the

Governor-General later issued a Proclamation dissolving the two Houses of

Parliament pursuant to section 57 of the Constitution.57

The exercise of the power of the Governor-General under section 57 was

possible, not because of the blocking of Appropriation Bills (No 1) and

(No 2) 1975-6, but because of twenty-one bills which had been previously

subject to disagreement between the Houses. The proclamation listed

these and referred to them as having fulfilled the conditions of section 57

for a double dissolution.

As Professor Zines noted that "The Solution which [the Governor-General]

considered to be the 'appropriate means' for resol ving the deadlock over

Howard and Saunders supra nIp 270

Australian Government Gazette 11 November 1975 no S 229
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supply would therefore not have been available to hi m except for the

fortuitous circumstance that there was a 'stockpile of Bills' which had

fulfilled the requirements of the first part of section 5711
•
58

The Appropriation Bills had not gone through the stages prescribed by

section 57 which would have taken months to achieve.59

On 12 November 19751-a caretaker government, with Mr Fraser as Prime

Minister, was sworn in. In the subsequent elections of 13 December 1975,

the Liberal-NCP coalition won a majority in both Houses of Parliament.

5..6.9 The Double Dissolution

58

59

60

61

In the 1981 Budget Speech, the Treasurer in the Liberal Government,

Mr Howard, announced that sales tax would be imposed on a range of goods

that were then exempt.60

As a result, Sales Tax Amendment Bills (No. 1A) to (No. 9A) 1981 were

introduced together in the House of Representatives on 25 August 1981 and

passed two days later.61

Zines supra n 11 pp 235-236
For differing views concerning the constitutionality of the 1975 Double
Dissolution see,
G Sawer at supra n 34 pp 57-63 and L Katz: The Simultaneous Dissolution
of Both Houses of the Australian Federal Parliament 1975, (1976) 54
Canadian Bar Rev 392

Ibid p 235

Letter of Mr Fraser to the Governor-General 3 February 1983 (1983)
57 ALJ p 194

For a Parliamentary Chronology of the Double Dissolution Bills, see
D P O'Brien: Double Dissolution of Parliament - The Fifth Double
Dissolution, Melb ULR (Vol 14, June 1983) pp 51-52 (Appendix)
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The bills were returned from the Senate to the House of Representatives

with requests for amendments, which the latter House resolved would not

be made. On 20 October 1981, the Senate defeated the motion of the

Attorney General, Senator Durack, that the 'requests be not pressed,.62

The bills were again presented to the House of Representatives on

17 February 1982 and passed but in the Senate, second reading was refused

on 10 March 1982.63

On 3 February 1983, the then Prime Minister Mr Fraser delivered to the

Governor-General, Sir Ninian Stephen, a letter recommending that His

Excellency exercise his power under section 57 of the Constitution and

dissolve both Houses of Parliament on 4 February 1983.64

In his letter, Mr Fraser set out thirteen bills, among them the nine sales tax

amendment Bills, which he said had satisfied the requirements of

section 57. The Prime Minister also drew attention to the economic

situation in Australia and alleged union opposition to the wages pause

initiated by the Government.65

The Governor-General replied to the Prime Minister on 3 February66

sta ting: "In considering your letter, together with the Schedule of

legislative history and also the Bills Certified by the Clerk of the House of

Representatives which you enclosed with that letter, I have satisfied

Senate Debates 20 October 1981 pp 1411-2

See O'Brien supra n 61 p 51

(1983) 57 AlJ pp 194-195

Ibid p 195

letter of Governor-General to Mr Fraser, 3 February 1983 (1983) 57 AlJ
p 197
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myself that there exist measures specified by you which have been twice

rejected or not passed by the Senate, and which otherwise do meet the

description of measures such as are referred to in section 57 of the

Consti tution.,,67

The Governor-General accordingly issued a Proclamation of Double

Dissolution on 4 February 1983.68

Section of Commonwealth Constitution

67

68

"128. Mode of altering the Constitution.-- This Constitution shall
not be altered except in the following manner :-

The proposed law for the alteration thereof must be passed by
an absolute majority of each House of the Parliament, and not less
than two nor more than six months after its passage through both
Houses the proposed law shall be submitted in each State to the
electors qualified to vote for the election of members of the House
of Representatives.

But if either House passes any such proposed law by an
absolute majority, and the other House rejects or fails to pass it or
passes it with any amendment to which the first-mentioned House
will not agree and if after an interval of three months the first
mentioned House in the same or the next session again passes the
proposed law by an absolute majority with or without any
amendment which has been made or agreed to by the other House,
and such other House rejects or fails to pass it or passes it with any
amendment to which the first-mentioned House will not agree, the

Ibid

Australian Government Gazette, 4 February 1983. For a comment on the
1983 Double Dissolution, see
G Sawer: The Double Dissolution - looking at the documents, past and
present, (9 Feb 1983) Canberra Times p 2;
Winterton: Settling the Powers of the Governor-General, (26 April 1983)
Age p 13;
Harrison: The Fifth Double Dissolution, February 1983, (1984) 58 A.L.J. 60;
O'Brien: supra n 2
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Governor-General may submit the proposed law as last proposed by
the first-mentioned House, and either with or without any
amendments subsequently agreed to by both Houses, to the electors
in each State qualified to vote for the election of the House of
Representa tives,

When a proposed law is submitted to the electors the vote shall
be taken in such manner as the Parliament prescribes. But until the
qualification of electors of members of the House of
Representatives becomes uniform throughout the Commonwealth,
only one-half the electors voting for and against the proposes law
shall be counted in any State in which adult suffrage prevails.

And if in a majority of the States a majority of the electors
voting approve the proposed law, and if a majority of all the electors
voting also approve the proposed law, it shall be presented to the
Governor-General for the Queen's assent.

No alteration diminishing the proportionate representation of
any State in either House of the Parliament, or the minimum number
of representatives of a State in the House of Representatives, or
increasing, diminishing, or otherwise altering the limits of the State,
or in any manner affecting the provisions of the Constitution in
relation thereto, shall become law unless the majority of the
electors voting in that State approve the proposed law."

Operation of Section 128

An alteration to the text of the Constitution of the Commonwealth can be

effected by following the alteration procedure prescribed bysec tion 128.

A proposed law to amend the Constitution must therefore be submitted to

the electors after originating in the Parliament.69

Ordinarily a proposed law is passed by both Houses and, within the ti me

prescribed by section 128, submitted to the electorate. The second

R D Lumb and K W Ryan: The Condition of the Commonwealth of
Australia (3rd ed, Butterworths, 1981) p 401
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paragraph of section 128 provides however, that if a 'deadlock' exists with

respect to a proposed constitutional alteration, the Governor-General may

subrn it the proposed law to the electorsJO

It has been suggested that section 57 and the second paragraph of section

128 are similar in that both provisions have as their central purpose the

resolution of disagreements between the Houses of the Commonwealth

parliament over proposed laws. The differences lie in the method of

resol ving the dispute (I.e. double dissolution as opposed to referendum), and

that the proposed law may originate in the Senate as well as the House of

Representatives.71

In 1914 the Senate passed a number of Constitution alteration bills twice.

They were not passed by the House of Representatives on the first

occasion, but had only been before the House for a short period on the

second occasion. Although the bills had not been rejected or amended by

the House of Representatives on this occasion the question was whether

there had been a failure to pass under section 128.72 The Senate requested

that the Bills be submitted to the electorate. The Governor-General

replied that on the advice of his cabinet he was unable to grant this

request. Sawer comments that:

lithe circumstances on this occasion were much too ambiguous to

justify the Governor-General in exercising his discretion given him

by section 128 contrary to the advice of his responsible ministers."73

Ibid

J A Thomson: Altering the Constitution - Some Aspects of Section 128:
(1983) 13 Fed LR pp 323-345 at p 341

Lumb and Ryan supra n 68 p 401

G Sawer: Australian Federal Politics and Law 1901-1929, (Melbourne Uni
Press, 1956) p 124
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On several other occasions bills to alter the Constitution have been

passed by both houses and become the subject of referenda under

section 128.74

See Thomson: supra n 71
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AUDIT ACT, 04-1984

:MoDeyto~
lappropl1ated
by law.

No money shall be drawn from the Public' "
Account except under appropriation made by law,
or by the authority the Governor.

--_.~_... -
"., 31A.l ~ (1) ·Where before the close of any

:fiJ:lancfal year no appropriation is made by law
in respect of moneys to be drawn from the
Public Account to meet the requirements of the
next succeeding financial year the Treasurer
may make such payments and advances to
meet those requirements at the commencement
of the financial year as do not exceed in the
aggregate an amount equivalent to one-fifth of
the expenditure authorijted by the Appro
priation Act for the then immediately preceding
financial year, but the authority conferred on
the Treasurer by this section-

(a) does not extend beyond the period of
the first two months of the financial
year; and

(b) ceases upon. the .enactment
Appropriation Act nnanciar

upon Act
financial year into operation
payments .and advances made under the
authority conferred on the Treasurer by this
section shall. be regarded and treated for all
purposes as payments or advances made out of
the Supply. appropriated by that Act to the
relevant divisions and heads of service for that
financial year. -c , _



CONSTITUTION ACT, 1889-1980

:realgnatlon 8.% Any member of the Legislative Council may
councmera. resign his seat therein by a letter to the Governor,

and upon the receipt of such letter by the Governor
the seat of such member shall become vacant.

2. Ss.8 and 9 ceased to operate on 18 October, 1893,
see 5.43.



~lI.ture
11.1$
eouaettuted
by Ul1Il Act
empowered
tolll.lter
lIlny of tta
provtatone,
Amended by
No. 59 of
1978,11. a.

CONSTITUTION ACT, 1889-1980

PART vn.-MISCELLANEOUS.

73. (1) Subject to the succeeding provisions of
this section, the Legislature of the Colony shall have
full power and authority, from time to time, by any
Act, to repeal or alter any of the provisions of this
Act. Provided always, that it shall not be lawful to
present to the Governor for Her Majesty's assent
any Bill by which any change in the Constitution of
the Legislative Council or of the Legislative
Assembly shall be effected, unless the second and
third readings of such Bill shall have been passed
with the concurrence of an absolute majority of the
whole number of the members for the time being
of the Legislative Council and the Legislative
Assembly respectively. Provided also, that every Bill
which shall be so passed for the election of a
Legislative Council at any date earlier than by Part
m. of this Act provided, and every Bill which shall
interfere with the operation of sections sixty-nine,
seventy, seventy-one, or seventy-two of this Act, or
of Schedules B, C, or D, or of this section, shall be
reserved by the Governor for the signification of Her
Majesty's pleasure thereon.

(2) A Bill that---.

(a) expressly or impliedly provides
abolition of or alteration in the
Governor; or

(b) expressly or impliedly provides
abolition of the Legislative Council or of
the Legislative Assembly; or

(c) expressly or impliedly provides that the
Legislative Council or the Legislative
Assembly shall be composed of members
other than members chosen directly by the
people; or

(d) expressly or impliedly provides for a
reduction in the numbers of the members
of the Legislative Council or of the
Legislative Assembly; or

(e) expressly or impliedly in any way affects
any of the following sections this Act,
namely-

sections 3, 4, 50, 51 and 73,

shall not be presented for assent by or in the name
the Queen unless-

the second third readings Bill
passed with the concurrence



CONSTITUTION ACT, 1889-1980

number of the members for the time being
of the Legislative Council and the Legisla
tive Assembly, respectively; and

(g) the Bill has also prior to such presentation
been approved by the electors in accordance
with this section,

and a Bill assented to consequent upon its
presentation in contravention of this subsection
shall be of as an Act.

(3) On a day fixed by the Governor by Order in
Council, being a day not sooner than two months,
and not later than six months, after the passage
through the Legislative Council and the Legislative
Assembly of a Bill of a kind referred to in subsection
(2) of this section, the question for the approval or
otherwise of the Bill shall be submitted to the
electors qualified to vote for the election of members
of the Legislative Assembly according to the
provisions of the Electoral Act 1907.

(4) When the Bill is submitted to the electors
the vote shall be taken in such manner as is fixed by
law.

(5) If a majority of the electors voting approve
the Bill, it shall be presented to the Governor for
assent by or in the name of the Queen.

(6) Any person entitled to vote at a general
election of members of the Legislative Assembly is
entitled to bring proceedings in the Supreme Court
for a declaration, injunction or other remedy to
enforce the provisions of this section either before
or after a Bill of a kind referred to in subsection (2)
of this section is presented for assent by or in the
name of the Queen.



CONSTITUTION ACTS AMENDMENT ACT, 1899-1983

Legislative Assembly.

18 Th L · . As . f Constitution. e egislative sembly shall COnsISt 0 - o1Legislatl.e
Assembly.
Substituted(a) 55 members until the dissolution of that by No.1:! of

House or the expiry thereof by effluxion 1981,5. II.

of time first occurring after 31 December
1982; and

(b) 57 members thereafter.



CONSTITUTION ACTS AMENDMENT ACT, 1899-1983

Dun!.t1on of
Aill!embly.
Amended by
No. 48 of
1919,11.2.
152 Viet.•
23.II.H,.

.. '---
-,

t-
t.

f

21. Every Legislative Assembly shall exist and
continue for three years from the day of the first
meeting thereof and no longer; subject, nevertheless,
to being sooner prorogued- or dissolved by the
Governor. .

Provided that, subject as aforesaid-

(a) whenever any Legislative .Assembly would
expire by the effluxion of time between the
last day of August of any year and the first
day of February next thereafter, such
Legislative Assembly shall continue up to
and including the day next preceding such
:first day of February and no longer; and

(b) whenever the Legislative Assembly would
expire by effluxion of time between the
last day of January and the first day of
September of any year, such Legislative
Assembly shall cease and determine on the
last day of January of that year.



CONSTITUTION ACTS AMENDMENT ACT, 1899 1983

PART m.-MISCELLANEOUS.

Powers of
the two
:BoWles in
respect of
leg1s1ll.tloD..
Substituted
by No. 34 of
1921,s.2.
Amended by
No. 63 of
1950,11.2;
No. 28 of
1977, II. 2.
See Com'tb
Constitution
Act, S. 53.

46. (1) Bills appropriating revenue or moneys,
or imposing taxation, shall not originate in the
Legislative Council; but a Bill shall not be taken to
appropriate revenue or moneys, or to impose
taxation, by reason only of its containing provisions
for the imposition or appropriation of fines or other
pecuniary penalties, or for the demand of payment
or appropriation of fees for licenses, or fees for
registration or other services under the Bill.

(2) The Legislative Council may not amend Loan
Bills, or Bills imposing taxation, or Bills appropriat
ing revenue or moneys for the ordinary annual
services of the Government.

(3) The Legislative Council may not amend any
Bill so as to increase any proposed charge or burden
on the people.

(4) The Legislative Council may at any stage
return to the Legislative Assembly any Bill which
the Legislative Council may not amend, requesting
by message the omission or amendment of any item
or provision therein: provided that any such request
does not increase any proposed charge or burden
on the people. The Legislative Assembly, may if
it thinks fit, make such omissions or amendments,
with or without modifications.

(5) Except as provided in this section, the
Legislative Council shall have equal power with the
Legislative Assembly in respect of all Bills.

(6) A B~l which appropriates revenue or moneys
for the ordinary annual services of the Government
shall deal only with such appropriation.

(7) Bill? Imposing taxation shall deal only with
the Imposition of taxation.

. (8) A vote, resolution, or Bill for the appropria
tion of revenue or moneys shall not be passed unless
the .pu.r--pose of the appropriation has hi the same
seSSIOn been recommended by' message of the
Governor to the Legislative Assembly. .

~9) &:y failure to observe· any provision of
Jhis section shall not be taken to affect the validity
of any Act whether enacted before or after the
coming into operation of the Constitution Acts
Amendment Act 1977.



25 January, 1985

c

Law School
Nedlands, Western Australia 6009
Telegrams Uniwest Perth, Telex AA91.991.
Telephone (09) ;802.945

Emeritus Professor Eric J. Edwards
Royal Commissioner into Parliamentary Deadlocks
Central Courts Building
St. George's Terrace,
PERTH 6000

Dear Professor Edwards,

Unfortunately, because of the timing of leave and other commitments, I
have been unable to take the part I would have wished in the Royal
Commission, both by way of submission and giving evidence. I have,
however, had the advantage of reading the transcript of the proceedings
at the end of last year, and there are, I think, several points and
comments that I would wish to make. I should say that these are made
largely from the point of view of observations of a constitutional counsel,
rather than from any political viewpoint.

Necessarily and unfortunately, because I am due to leave for London at
the end of this week, I shall only have an opportunity to present what is
effectively a first draft. There will not be time for revision. Neverthe
less, I hope it is of some assistance to you.

Definition of "Deadlock"

Dr. Sharman in his submission and evidence drew attention to the
ambiguity surrounding the word "deadlock" in your terms of reference.
There is some judicial support for a careful analysis of what is entailed in
that concept. Gibbs J., in the P. M.A. Casel drew attention to the fact
that the word "deadlock" is perhaps misleading~ he then goes on to
articulate a more precise meaning for the word (see extract in Howard &
Saunders ''trr'rrover- pp , 79-80) .2

The word obviously relates to an impasse between the two Houses of
Parliament, in strict legislative terms. Of course this can be expanded
into a proposition , as Dr. Sharman does, of equating the Lower House with
the Executive and treating it as a clash between the council and the
government. I think it is too extreme a view to treat the Legislative
Chamber as a mere instrument or appendage of the Executive. In reality
and in strict constitutional analysis the Legislative Assembly has its
distinct functions and legislative role, even though it is controlled by the
government.

The fact that conflicts between the two Houses have the character of both
a clash of Legislative Chambers and between the Upper House and the
government necessitates a clear distinction between two senses of deadlock.

Cont'd ..•• 2
1

(1975) 134 C.L.R. 81 (at 144)

2 C Howard & C Saunders, Cases and Materials on Constitutional
(1979) (Law Book Co.)



2

In the first instance, considered functionally, deadlocks may be seen to
arise in respect of particular legislative measures. In those circumstances
a resolution of the "deadlock" would lead to the passage or modification of
that particular legislative measure. On the other hand, in a more general
sense, such particular "deadlocks" are the manifestation of a more
pervasive hostility of a political nature between government and opposition.
The duality of such a situation can be seen in any provision, such as
s.57 of the Commonwealth Constitution, designed to overcome a state of
deadlock. The political element can be identified with the dissolution, in
part or totally, of parliament and the election of a new government. The
legislative function can be seen in those elements which prescribe a
procedure by which particular measures become law. I pause to observe
at this stage that provisions such as in N. S. W. and the U. K. Parliament
Act 1911 put the predominant role on the law making process. The
Commonwealth provision on the other hand represents an amalgamation of
the two functions. In historic terms this can be traced through the
discussion concerning whether "wor-kabf lity" is a consideration which is
proper for a Governor-General to take into account when exercising his
discretion, on executive advice, to dissolve parliament. Whilst Sir Paul
Hasluck in 1974 did not seem to pay heed to the need for a Prime Minister
for establish that Parliament was unworkable, it was a feature of Menzies
recommendation to Sir William McKell in 1951, and in a peculiar way
(analys5.d by O'Brien in his article in the Melbourne University Law
Review) surfaced in the 1983 dissolution in the requirement by Sir Ninian
Stephen for information from Mr. Fraser.

Again. as is frequently acknowledged by commentators, section 57 is
principally used as a device to dissolve parliament for political reasons,
rather than an essential step in the legislative process. Only in 1974 were
its provisions fully activated. In 1914, 1951, clearly in 1975 (where the
curious spectacle occurred of a Prime Minister opposed to the particular
legislative measures advising dissolution in reliance on them), and arguably
in 1983 -of the particular legislative measures were secondary to the
political process. Judicial recognition is given to this factor, by
implication, in that there need be no temperal association between the
rejection or failure to pass a particular measure and ~he subsequent
dissolution. (See e.g. Gibbs J. Territory Senators Case, H & S bottom
101, bottom 105).

Categorisation of Laws - Definition of II Constitution ll
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In the proceedings before the Commission a distinction emerges between
various kinds of legislative measures. Supply bills (so called) are seen as
a discrete category. The significance lies in the special constitutional
restrictions placed upon the powers of the Legislative Council in respect of
them, and in practical terms the disastrous economic situation which might
follow from a refusal to pass supply (refusal here including both rejection
and deferral), tied in with the convention that governments refused supply
must resign. A second category that emerges is what could be called
"constttutlona!": the distinction is usually associated with the fact that, for
a number of reasons, certain constitutional measures are subject to manner
and form requirements in the Constitution, as in s.73 (W .A.). It should
be pointed out at the outset that attempts to define the constltutional
elements that attract a special legislative procedure such as that in s.73,
are fraught with ambiguity and lend themselves to occasional judicial
challenge. Wilsmore litigationJ and the Honourary Ministers4 cases are
symptoms of this. Even after Honourary Ministers, it is arguable that
1

2
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there is no clear definition (other than obiter) of the meaning of
"constitution of the Houses of Parliament". One reason for special
treatment of such measuresls that they peculiarly affect the electorate and
therefore, in democratic theory, there is some justification for permitting
the electorate a role in the legislative process by way of referendum.
More cynically, a political scientist might argue that having regard to the
particular nature of the measures set forth in s.73, there is really a
conservative political intention behind specification of the particular
measures, reflecting a desire to preserve institutions such as the Upper
House itself.

The third category of- llother measures" could perhaps be further divided
into some measures which have a special character because of their
connection with the public interest, or with public controversy, as against
other ordinary legislative proposals. Submissions relating to the tobacco
advertising legislation and industrial legislation would seek to emphasise
the special character of such measures. This could perhaps be extended
to emergency legislation in the public order field. In your deliberations
you wiII have to decide whether there can be some generic category
provided for these bills. That will entail difficulties of interpretation and
give rise to possible justiciable issues unless there is some device, such as
certification by the Speaker, which overcomes such difficulty if a special
regime is to be worked out for them. This remark is also appropriate to
supply bills. There seems some sense in not leaving it to a matter for
judicial determination whether a particular measure comes within that
category. The device of a Speaker's certificate, as in the U.K.
legislation, seems eminently sensible.

Deadlocks

Whether there should be modes of resolving "deadlocks" may depend on the
view taken as to how they arise. Certain submissions (transcript p.250
for example) attribute their occurrence primarily to an electoral system
which features malapportionment. Just by way of legal comment,
malapportionment, even if it offends one's notion of fairness, does not lead
to the conclusion that it is in any way unconstitutional if the constitutional
legislation provides for it. (See Burt C. J., Burke v , Western Australia
(1982) W.A.L.R. 248, 252-253).

Mr. Hetherington in his evidence also alluded to the conservative intent of
establishing a legislative council in the way that it has been done insofar
as there is a turnover of half of the House at each election. This
retardation effect necessarily means that even if governments change it is
quite likely that the Legislative Council itself may still reflect the
electorate's choice at a prior election.

Any proposal to disturb the existing West Australian structure, either by
way of reducing the aspect of malapportionment, or by providing for a
double dissolution so that members of the Legislative Council face an
election contemporaneously with the Lower House, would seem to be
premised on a view that the elected government's view should prevail and
should not in any way obstructed. However if, even as Mr.
Hetherington himself conceded, there is a proper conservative role for the
Counci I, any recommendations for resolving deadlocks should address
themself to the legislative, rather than the political process.

Cont'd •... 4
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issue before the Commission was whether the conference of managers
provided for under the standing orders could be viewed in itself as a
device for the resolution of deadlocks. One primary issue here is whether
the standing orders themselves have the force of law. Counsel assisting
the Commission at various points (see pp , 206-208~ 372 g of transcript)
queried whether the "binding force II which the standing orders were
invested by virtue of s.34 of the Constitution Act Amendment Act gave
them legal effect. On the basis of cases such as Pickin v . British
Railways Board (1974) A. C. 765 I would have thought it clear
intramural deliberations of each House of Parliament were not susceptible to
judicial review and that the standing orders do not have legal force in that
sense. The matter has been discussed by, among others, Gibbs J. in the
P.M.A. case (see H & S p.92) where he concludes that if there is a
procedure provided for in the statute itself then the matter may fall within
the court's jurisdiction. S.34 however does not so prescribe in my view.

One point in passing I should mention. I do not think that the Bill of
Rights 1688 has any relevance to the issue of suspension of standing
orders. The suspension spoken of in that enactment is the Executive
(that is the King's) use of his prerogative to override the laws of the
land. If standing orders do not have legal force then their suspension
would not fall within the Bill of Rights.

Section 57 Commonwealth Constitution

A number of witnesses concentrated on this provrsron as providing a model
for Western Australia. There are several reasons why I would advise the
Royal Commission to hesitate in recommending that course. The first is
simply a matter of the susceptibility to judicial review of certain aspects of
that provision. Its justiciability is now clearly established in the light of
the P.M.A. case and the Territory Senators case. The principal problems
have arisen in relation - to the concept of Ilfailure to pass", particularly
matters associated with timing and identification of when what is essentially
a negative phenomenon can be said to have accrued. There is some
virtue, in my view, for the N.S.W. approach which specifies a definite
objective period dating from an ascertainable event so that if the measure
has not been passed within that period it is deemed to have failed to pass
the Upper House.

Besides the ambiguity of such matters as "a failure to pass", and when
amendments can be said to be "unacceptable" to the Lower House, other
problems arise because of what I have called above the political elements.
These largely turn on the discretion vested in the Governor-General to call
a double dissolution. double dissolution, as is well demonstrated in
certain recent instances, is usually bought on to force an election
(including the dissolution of the Senate) rather than as a means to present
to the electorate for approval the specific measures which have satisfied
the legal conditions on which the Governor-General's power is predicated.
It seems to me that there is some sense in the objection made by certain
witness (including Hetherington and Vincent) that the outcome of a
provision such as s , 57 is to empower the Senate with a capacity to force a
government to an election at a time it does not want. In other words this
is something of an elaboration of the concept of responsible government in

1 See

2 See

3 Part 1 PP 41

Part 2 p 629
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that, under the traditional system, the government is responsible to the
Lower House. I have dealt with certain aspects in my paper on
"Schizophr-enic Sovereignty in the Federal Houses of Parliament"l given at
the Sydney Seminar by the Centre for Independent Studies in 1980. Dr.
Thompson will have a copy of this. In it I point out the entirely
fortuitous circumstances that prevailed in 1975 whereby a difference of
opinion between the Opposition in the Senate and the government in the
Lower House (which really centred on the issue of supply) was resolved
by the use of s.57 simply because the legal conditions were fulfilled in
relation to a number of bills which the Opposition itself had rejected.
Absent a fortuitous situation at least half the Senate might have forced the
government to an election by deferring voting on supply without having to
answer to the electorate.

Another aspect of s . 57 which in my opinion is unfortunate is its potential
for embroiling the Vice-Regal representative, in that case the Governor
General, in unnecessary political embarrassment.

Dr. Thompson has instanced the Victorian situation in 195i2 as one where
in fact the Governor's so called "reserve" power was exercised in a way
which permitted him to seek out various possibi Iities for maintaining a
government in the Lower House in order to ensure that supply was
passed. However that circumstance was highly exceptional depending as it
did upon there being factions within the conservative elements in the
Parliament so that the Governor could rely on temporary alliances between
various factions with Opposition support to maintain a "qover-nment" for so
long as necessary to ensure supply was passed.

This underlies, in my view, the need for supply measures to be
distinguished from any others. Section 57 itself could not realistically
operate in relation to a supply crisis, in the absence of any other
legislation for filling the legal conditions prescribed by it. It simply would
not work if there was a period of a three month deferral, particularly if it
was difficult to determine when the deferral crystal ised as a "failure to
pass". Therefore the British solution, like the N.S.W. has much to
commend it. With respect to ordinary bills, leaving aside the special
justification for submitting certain kinds of constitutional amendment to the
electorate at large, one solution that does not seem to have been canvassed
at all and which might merit comment is the holding, contemporaneously
with a general election, of referendums in respect of contentious bills.
This would have to be done under circumstances where the questions
relating to approval were generally phrased, though the nature of the bills
themselves should be available for public understanding. It is notable that
submissions made in relation to the tobacco advertising legislation do not
put much faith in the good sense of the electorate in relation to health
measures such as anti-smoking legislation. The same might be true of
other major legislation such as Aboriginal land rights. Therefore, in my
submission, the Executive should be allowed a discretion as to whether any
referendums used as a partial solution to a deadlock are introduced at all.
In order to preserve against the situation where, upon a change of
government, bills passed at a referendum would otherwise become law there
should be a requirement after the election for the matter to be voted on
again by both Houses of rliament. If a measure is passed at a
referendum it would difficult for a government after an election to
resist passing it.

1
Unpublished ~er

2
J. Fajgenbaum& P Hanks , Constitutional Law (1972) pp 84-5
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Dr. Thompson has raised an interesting point in relation to s , 31 the
Audit Act. It is curious that s . 31 operates in the alternative, l. e.
disjunctively. The authority of the Governor appears to be sufficient
warrant for money to be drawn "from the Public Account", However I
doubt that this really provides a solution. I have not time to go into the
matter at any debth and particularly to explore the legislative history of
why the critical "or" was inserted instead of "and". However certain
observations can be made which I think detract from any proposition that
this is an alternative to parliamentary appropriation. In the first case the
Act itself does not make a necessary association between the "Public
Account" and the "Consolidated Revenue Fund". The relationship between
the two will need to be carefully delineated before one could say with
confidence that a withdrawal from one is equivalent to a withdrawal from
the other in all circumstances. Secondly, s.33 particularly sub-sections
,(1), (2), (4) tends to undermine the notion of a prerogative authorisation
of supply. Section 33 itself seems to "prescribe" a manner for drawing
money from the Public Account in terms of s.30. Sub-section (2) requires
a person to ascertain that any money paid out of an account does not
exceed the amount of the appropriation made for that purpose.
Sub-section (3) and (4) reinforce this conclusion. There does not seem to
be any manner prescribed whereby withdrawals can be made under the
authority of the Governor directly otherwise than through authorised
persons (sub-section (1)) which attracts the operation of s . 33.

le Government and I ication of Conventions

Certain submissions turn on the question whether identifiable conventions
inform the interpretation of the law. I agree with Dr. Thompson that
there are Signposts indicating the operation of the notion of responsible
government. The provisions in the Constitution Acts Amendment Act such
as s , 43 and references in the Constitution Act (s , 74) to persons who hold
executive offices on political grounds have to be fleshed out by an under
standing of the system of responsible government. However the
suggestion made in at least one case that there is a convention operative
through certain provisions of the States constitutional legislation
(particularly that measuring the "powers" of the respective Houses against
those of the House of Commons) is, in my opinion, misleading. There is
no convention for example that would require members of the Upper House
to resign and contest their seat at the next election even if their term of
office does not expire for another three years. The powers and privileges
of the House are not to be equated with those

10f
the Legislature (in the

sense of s.5 of the Colonial Laws Validity Act).

On a very minor point there was some debate in the evidence of Black
about Sir Charles's intentions to block supply in relation to the Tonkin
Government. Some guidance may be found at p.81 of Hanks 2nd edition. 2

1
28& 29 Viet., c. 63 (1865) (U.K.)

2 Cont'd ... 7
P. Hanks, FajgenbauITI & Hanks I Australian Consti tutioml law
(2nd ed, 1980)
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General Observations

In the above I have not addressed the merits of particular proposals to
any great extent. I have merely sought to indicate certain legal aspects
that may assist you.

Yours faithfully.

(!:1l.~~
Senior Lecturer in Law)




